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A DICTIONARY  OF  MEDIEVAL TERMS  AND  PHRASES.  Christo—

pher  Corédon with Ann Williams.  2004.  D. S.  Brewer, Cambridge, an imprint

of Boydell and Brewer Ltd, Woodbridge, £25. ISBN  1-84384-023-5

With the advent of the  Internet, the  range  of medieval  sources  easily accessible
to the interested  reader  has  increased  dramatically. To the  numerous calendars,
transcripts and translations already available in print have  been  added on-line
digital  images  of original  documents and early printed  books.  This dictionary
claims to provide definitions of many of the unfamiliar words contained in
these sources for  ‘readers  of history who are neither specialists nor academi-
cally trained’ (p. vii).  Some  words  that were current  in medieval England are

still in use  today but many have fallen into disuse and the meanings of others
have shifted or been transferred. A  good  example of this is  ‘brothel’, which
originally meant ‘a wretch, a  worthless person’ (p.50).  Although  English, and
its many dialects, was spoken by the  majority, French or  Anglo-Norman  was
the language of power and  Latin  the language of  learning and of legal and gov-
ernment records; consequently many Latin and French phrases have been
included. Unusually, a  few Welsh words are also defined.

The  terminal date  of the medieval period is usually understood  to be
6.1500, 0:, more  precisely 1485, or even  1509.  Its  starting date, however, is
much  more  elastic:  frequently 6.1000 but sometimes  a500, depending on the

writer’s  subject or purpose. It is not immediately obvious which definition of
‘medieval’ applies here. The preface and list of  abbreviations refer  to the  Anglo-
Saxon  Chronicle  and Bede as well as Geoffrey of  Monmouth  and William
Caxton; the  majority of the  entries  in the dictionary, on the other  hand, date
from the eleventh to the  thirteenth  centuries and the Select Bibliography is
heavily biased  towards that  period. This does not  nemmriZ}! reduce  the  book’s
usefulness to  readers  mainly interested  in the fifteenth century.

Over  3,400  terms and  phrases  are defined and  many have accompanying
etymologies. The  author’s  only ‘histodcal  ctedentials’ seem  to be membership
of the De Re  Militari  Society, so presumably it was his  interest  in medieval arms
and warfare  that  prompted him to compile this  book.  Certainly his knowledge

of those  subjects is  apparent fromthe large number of words  pertaining to
military matters, heraldry and  chivalry, which are clearly and concisely defined.

Many of the  terms  used in  Domem'a} Book  are explained, as are  many derived
fromecclesiastical and monastic  sources. Some of the  numerous  legal defini-

tions  are enhanced by examples from  Bracton’s De  Ugibm  e!  Comuetudinibw
Angliae  (Concerning the Law: and  Cmtom: offing/and).  In  short, what  might be de-
scribed as the records of the medieval establishment  — politics, the law, the
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church, courtly life — are well-represented; local records, however, are  less  so.
There are few entries for  words commonly found  in  manorial  rolls, the  major
source for  everyday life  in  medieval England; nor are there are many for  those
used  in  probate documents.

The  value  of  such a  reference  book  is  entirely dependent  on the  accuracy
of its  definitions  and so various  entries  were  checked against  the  Oxford  Eng/it}:
Dictionagy or Latham’s Rea/med Medieval IJtifl Ward-List.  The majority of those
tested  passed muster  but  unfortunately there are several erroneous definitions
of  terms  that are not  particularly obscure.  Religious  guilds, for example, are
confused with craft guilds  (p.145).  Also, in the interest of brevity, some defini-
tions  have  been rendered simplistic  and inaccurate. According to the  entry for
‘Cambridge  University’ (four lines long), Erasmus  ‘inaugurated the northern
Renaissance  there’ (p.  56).  As  most  of the errors relate to the  parish (not
Corédon’s field) and to the  sixteenth  century (not  his  period), perhaps the
‘historical  consultant’ on the  project should  have  advised  the  compiler  not to
stray into  unknown territory.

Certainly there is a gap in the market, and on  bookshelves, for a glossary of
medieval words  and  phrases  but  this book  does  not fill that  gap, not  least  be-
cause it is  clearly not exhaustive, despite  the rash, hopefully tongue-in-cheek,
claim  to the  contrary on the  dust-jacket.  It  does, however, serve  as a  useful
stopgap, although  a  less  expensive  paperback  edition would  have  been  just  as
handy.

HEATHER  FALVEY

ANNE 0F FRANCE: LESSONS FOR MY DAUGHTER. Translated
from the French with Introduction, Notes and Interpretative  Essay.
Sharon L.  Jansen. 2004. D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, an  imprint  of  Boydell  and
Brewer, Woodbridge, ,4 35. ISBN 1-84384—016-2

The buxom“ written  by Anne  of  France  for her daughter Suzanne are a set of
precepts  about  women’s conduct, emphasizing the  conventional female virtues
of  modesty and  silence. Yet, as Sharon  Jansen  is at  pains  to  stress  in this care-
fully contextualized  translation, Anne  was herself a figure of  some public  stat-
ure, with  the ear of no  less than four French kings, and a  reputation which
guaranteed  her work a relatively extensive printed  circulation.  Born in  1461,
the daughter of  Louis  XI and his  second wife  Charlotte of  Savoy, Anne spent
part of her  early life  in the  household  of her  mother  and paternal grandmother,
Marie of  Anjou, at  Amboise. After  a series of betrothal  negotiations which
included at one  point Edward  IV, her  marriage  to  Pierre  de Beaujeu  involved
her in the  management  of  significant Bourbon households, and  she also spent
time at her  father’s  court, was  given care  of her  brother  (Charles VIII) on her
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father’s  death in 1483, and during the reigns of Louis XII and Francis Ihad  a
semi-official role as advisor on the upbringing of royal children. The composi-
tion of the  Lawns  for her  daughter  (born in  1491) has  customarily been dated
to between  1503  and 1505, but Jansen  argues  that the work is more likely to
have been the  product  of  a  period of seclusion, possibly imposed by illness, in
1497-98.

Jansen’s  translation is based on an 1878 edition of the  Lemons  made  by the

French archivist  A. M. Chazaud, who  transcribed  the  text fromwhat  seems to

have been the only surviving manuscript, a  presentation copy which was by
then  in the library of the Hermitage  Musuem  in St Petersburg. It had  passed
fromSuzanne  de  Beaujeu  to Francis I, and on to Diane of  Poitiers  and  eventu~

ally the library of St Germain des Prés in Paris, whose  contents were  in part
taken  to Russia in 1791. Since the manuscript  seems to have disappeared in the

19305  Jansen was unable to  consult  it at  first  hand, but she has collated
Chazaud’ 5  text against  the  earliest  of the  three  printed editions which appeared
in the  15205  and 15305. It Is  a work  of  some  length (44 printed  pages  in trans-

lation), organized 1n  thirty-three  distinct sections, and drawing on  a number  of

written authorities. Jansen’ 5  research  has enabled her to  trace correspondences

for almost all of  these  among the  early sixteenth-century Bourbon  libraries at
Aigueperse and Moulins (a  total  of almost 500  books  are listed in  contempo~
rary inventories  of these) and the  books owned by Charlotte  of  Savoy, many of
which no doubt passed to Anne. Jansen's  introduction  also  explores  other
collections of contemporary parental  instructions: le Um du  Chevalier de la  Tour-

Lflndg', [e Me'nagier de  Parir, Louis IX’s  emeignemmt: for his son and his  daughter,
Christine de  Pizan’s  Tm’mr de [a  Cite‘ de:  Damn.  Also supplied here is an  ‘inter—
pretive  essay’ discussing Anne’s  life in the  context  of  what  was expected of
women, and making a case  for the liberating potential of rules of  conduct
which  offer practical  advice on the political  realities  of aristocratic life. Appen-
dices  supply material on  Anne’s occasional  status as semi-regent and on her

letters  to  Suzanne’s governess, and  there  is  a  useful bibliography.
What  of the  text  itself? Jansen makes no special claims for it, pointing out

that  its  content  is conventional and its style  often repetitive  and  characterized
by parataxis  — features  which her able  translation  does not attempt to conceal.

Its concerns are with  moral character, with the  cultivation  of  a  properly pious
disposition, and with appropriate  conduct. A  strain of intense  practicality runs
throughout, fleshing out the  more  abstract instructions with material  concerns.

Dress warmly, Anne  advises her daughter. Do not  jump or run, hit or pinch.
Do not let men  touch  you. Obey your  parents  and  other  serious  people  in the
business of your marriage. Avoid  arrogance  or pride, especially in  matters  of
precedence  involving your  husband’s female relatives.  Make sure  your  servants
behave themselves; and look  after  the upbringing of children who are in your
care. The good sense of all  this  is often supported by familiar proverbs of
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European currency:  ‘the  habit  does not  make  the monk’; ‘a  women’s  greatest
virtue is her restraint of her tongue’ (at the heart of  Chaucer’s ‘Manciple’s Tale’
and used by Pandarus in  Tmi/m and  Criiglde, to  cite  just  two other  occurrences).
There  are  some good exemplary stories, rather in the  style  of the  Knight  of the
Tour—Landry, the  most  striking concerning three  forward  sisters  from  Poitiers
who wreck their  chances of  advantageous marriages. Jansen  offers explication
of the Imtmm'om for  non-specialist  readers but at the  same  time  provides
serious  scholarship, especially in  relation  to the  reading matter recommended
for  young noblewomen.  She has  made  this  into  a thoughtful and  informative
book  which offers  a  sympathetic reassessment  of Anne, and  suggests  a  number
of  approaches  to the  11mm:  she  compiled.

JULIA BOFFEY

THE BEDE ROLL OF THE FRATERNITY OF ST NICHOLAS.
Edited  NW.  James  and  V.A. James. 2004. London  Record Society, volume  39
(in 2  vols). Available from  the  Hon. Secretary of the  London Record Society,
c/o The  Institute  of  Historical  Research, Senate  House, Malet  Street, London

WC1E 7HU, at £20  incl. postage  and packing. ISBN  90095239-3

The Fraternity of St.  Nicholas  was the  guild  or brotherhood of the parish
clerks of  later  medieval  London, who  emerged  as a  distinct  group of men
capable  of  corporate  action in the  later fourteenth  century, subsequently given
formal  status  by royal charter  in 1442 and 1449. Meeting at  Btewers’ Hall  0.
1420, the clerks later  built their  own  hall  on  property which  they acquired  off
Bishopsgate. Originally occupied  by clergy in  minor orders, the  office  of parish
clerk  was  transformed  during the later fourteenth and  early fifteenth  centuries
into  an  essentially lay profession, comprising men who did not  seek promotion
to higher clerical  office, and who were  often married.

The  manuscript  presented here in a  critical edition  is the Bede  Roll  of the
Fraternity of St  Nicholas (Guildhall Library, London, Ms 4889), comprising a
cumulative  listing of  members  who had  been admitted  or had  died  by 1449,
followed  by an  annual list  of  additions  and  deaths down  to the  year 1521-22.  In
total  nearly 7,000 individuals  are  listed, of  whom some  900 can be  identified  as
clerks and  some  300 as clerks’ wives.  The remainder  comprise individuals  who
joined  the  fraternity in order, it is  assumed, to take advantage of the  superior
funeral  arrangements, including sung obsequies, which  were  considerably more
elaborate than  those which could  have  been provided through membership of
a parish fraternity.  Nearly all the  identifiable members  were Londoners of
middling status, supplemented  by nobles, city alderman, monks  and city clergy,
members  of the  royal family and  musicians from  the  chapel roy'al  and  else-
where. Among the  musicians  were the  major composers  Robert  Fayrfax, who
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was admitted in 1502-3, and Nicholas Ludford, whose admission is recorded
in the last surviving listing, that for 1521-2.

In revealing the membership of  what  may have  been  later  medieval
London’s  largest fraternity this volume makes  a major contribution  to the pro-
sopogtaphy of the city.  Each  listing is followed by extensive  notes identifying
individuals and providing much  biographical detail, while  a  classified index of
names comprises  a separate  volume. As in essence  a  long list of names this was
never'going to be the  most  overtly exciting edition published by the London
Record  Society, but due to the  hard  work of the volume and series editors it
will take its  place  among the essential reference-works for those  concerned
with the social, ecclesiastical and demographic  history of the  later  medieval
capital.

jAMES  A.  QALLOWAY

BLOOD  AND  ROSES:  The  Paston Family in the  Fifteenth Century.
Helen  Castor.  2004.  Faber and Faber Ltd, London, £20.  ISBN 0-571-21670-6

Historians  of medieval England are well served by a vast  array of  extant  docu-
ments.  Royal  and  legal records, chronicles, wills, deeds, manorial rolls, litera-

ture and  scholarly writings  were  all complied and  preserved  for  a futurepublic
readership.  A  collection of family letters, on the  other  hand, forms  a  com-
pletely different kind of  archive. Such  documents record  private  conversations
between  individuals, conversations that were not meant, or expected, to be

overheard.  Whilst the  Paston  family’s  circumstances were not  necessarily
unique, the  fact that their  voluminous  correspondence  has  survived certainly is.
This archive, which  comprises  over  a  thousand  letters  sent  and received during

the fifteenth century, provides us with an unparalleled source for life in  late-
medieval England.  Since their  initial publication by James Fenn in 1787, the
letters have aroused great interest. Transcripts  of  them  are now relatively
accessible  in the editions by James Gairdner (London 1904; reprinted in  fac-
simile, Stroud1983) and Norman Davis (Oxford  1971-76),  but the language
does not flow for the non-specialist  reader.  In  Blood  and  Rom,  Helen Castor
extracts the story of the Paston family fromtheir  letters, frequently quoting
directly from  them. Although spellings  have  been modernised, the original
vocabulary has been  retained, rendering the correspondents  easier  to  under-
stand  but leaving them in  their contemporary setting.

The family took  just  one generation to  rise  above its humble origins.
Although  Clement  Paston  (d.  1419) was  a  simple  Norfolk  husbandman, he
ensured that  his son William (d.  1444) was well educated. William pursueda
career in the law and eventually became  a justice  in the  court of Common
Pleas  at Westminster. But being a successful  lawyer was not sufficient to  secure
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his position within the  Norfolk  gentry community: he needed to acquire an
estate because  landownership was the defining markof  a  gentleman.  Although
he was able to purchase  several  manors, the transactions were challenged at
law by other  interested parties. The overriding theme of the  Pastons’ letters,
therefore, is  their  struggle to retain  those  lands and to  acquire more, a  struggle
that  sometimes embroiled them in physical danger when  their  opponents
resorted to violence but more often entangled them in lengthy lawsuits. Of
course, the very fact that  various family members, or  their servants, were away
dealing with  these matters gave rise  to the bulk of  their  letters:  those  at home
needed instructions or news and vice uemz.

William’s eldest son, John (died  1466), a  serious, uncompromising man,
was single-minded in his  efforts  to safeguard Paston interests. His refusal to
accept that  his fatherhad  revised  his will verbally apparently contradicts his
subsequent Elaim regarding the  validity of the verbal will of his  mentor, Sir
John Fastolf. Dr Castor offers logical explanations for his actions in  both cases
and  demonstrates  how they shaped not only the family’s  fortunes  but also
relationships within it. John’s subsequent quest to carry out what he believed
to be FastolFs wishes became  caught  up in the political  turbulence  of the
period.  After  his early death, his sons John II (died  1479) and John III (died
1504) continued the struggle for the Fastolf lands. They secured  the support of
various noblemen at different  times  and  consequently their  achievements, like
their father’s, were dependent on  national  events. Unwittingly and unwillingly
they became caught  up in the  political  upheavals of the  ‘Wars  of the  Roses’.
The  eventual  settlement of the will not only released  the family from an
exhausting and  bewildering roller-coaster of litigation and patronage but also
removed the need for  constant correspondence. Thereafter  the  torrent  of
letters dwindles to  a  trickle.

Running through  the story is the stability provided by the  Paston  wives, in
particular  John I’s wife, Margaret (died  1484), who assisted her husband by
providing both  moral support  in his legal battles and practical support in main-
taining their  various  manors  in  Norfolk  during his frequent absences. It is her
correspondence that  reveals most  about  relationships  within the family and its
immediate  circle.  Her defence of their  eldest  son, John 11, against his  father’s
constant  criticism  contrasts  markedly with her own frustration with  that same
son  after  his father’s death. But this  book  is not  a  simple  narrative.  Dr Castor
not only describes  the  Pastons’ actions and  reactions  but also analyses  them,
always suggesting plausible motives or  reasons.  She is  careful  to  place  the
family and its dealings in  context  so  that  the  reader  is always  aware  of the
prevailing situation in Norfolk and, when it  affects  the Pastons, in London and
elsewhere  in the  country at  a  time when, according to Johan Huizinga ‘so
motley was life  that  it bore the  mixed  smell of blood and  roses’ (Huizinga, The
Waning oft/1e Middle  Age:, Harmondsworth 1968, p. 25).
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This  book  is fascinating to  read  and has been well  researched.  Illustrations
and  figures  include family trees  of the  Pastons and the rulers of England, a
map of East Anglia and  various  relevant pictures, although sadly no images of
the family have survived.  A short  glossary defines  less  familiar words and those
whose meanings  have  changed. All quotations are fully referenced to the edi-
tions  by Davis or Gairdner, a  particularly helpful and laudable aspect of the
book.  As many of the original  letters  were  undated, where  applicable, Dr
Casto’r’s reinterpretation of  a  date given by those  editors is explained. Like the
Pastons, she shows no special  preference  for Yorkor  Lancaster:  a  stark
assessment of Richard  III’s  actions (pp.  288, 289) is counterbalanced by a
piercing epithet  for Henry Tudor  (p.290).  She displays her scholarship without
being heavy-handed and in so doing provides the non-specialist with  a  vivid
and balanced  account not only of the Paston family but also of the  period  in
which they lived.

HEATHER  FALVEY

THE  FIFTEENTH CENTURY  IV.  Political Culture  in  Late Medieval
Britain.  Edited by Linda  Clark  and  Christine  Carpenter with an  Introduction
by Christine  Carpenter.  2004.  The Boydell Press, Woodbridge, {45.001

SBN  1-84383-106-6

To be an  historian these  days you  have  to know the rules of the game and to
be able, like Henry Reed’s  musketry instructor, to name the parts. Political
culture  is certainly one of those parts and was the  subject of the  Fifteenth
Century Conference held at New  Hall, Cambridge, in 2002.  This  collection of
essays is essentially a  record  of its proceedings, although each  has been revised
for publication with the exception of  ‘Remembering Richard’ by the  late  and
much-missed Dr Simon Walker. They are introduced by Dr Christine
Carpenter  who attempts to define the meaning of the  term  ‘political culture’. It
is a valuable piece and  should  be compulsory reading for all students of
fifteenth-century politics. She begins with Dale  Hoak’s  1995 definition of the
term, that the difference between politics and political culture is essentially the
difference between political action and the  codes  of conduct, formal and
informal, governing those  actions.  A history of the  former  treats the players of
the game, a history of the  latter what  the  players presume  the  nature and the
rules  of the game to be. Dr Carpenter then considers how the concept has
evolved, under the influence of, among others,  anthropologists, who have
extended the ‘culture’ part of the  equation  to include everything from spiritual
belief to popular  entertainment;  of the linguistic school who study the meaning
and  context  of the  political  vocabulary of any period; of those who wish to
replace political  culture  by public culture or who,  like E.P. Thompson,  believe
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that society was always organised to keep the  powerless  in  their  place. Add in
the contributions from  students  of court  culture, of  literature  and  archaeology
and, as Carpenter  says, the concept is in  danger  of becoming too vague and all
embracing and too  much  the  successor to all the other grand  organising prin-
ciples which  historians have  espoused  over  the years. Should the  concept  be
abandoned entirely? KB. McFarlane  seems to have thought so, with his appar-
ent assumption  that  personal motivation and individual aggrandisement  were
the pivotal points  around  which all political activity revolved.  This misinter-
pretation of McFarlane’s  ideas  has dominated  much  of historical writing on
late-medieval England over the  last  forty or  more  years and inevitably there  has
been  a  reaction to it. Dr Carpenter  herself, Edward  Powell, John Watts and
Helen  Castor  have all argued  that  we should look  more  at institutional struc-
tures and  structures  of power at central and local levels and at the beliefs  that
governed how  these  were formed and how they operated if we are to under-
stand fully how politics  worked  in fifteenth-century England. We are now
being offered  a  new formof constitutional history in which institutions are
seen as the product of the political  culture  of the day, and influenced by the
ideas and beliefs of those who saw themselves as in some way part of that
culture. It  embraced  the ideas and opinions of kings, historians and chroniclers
and  their  noble, gentle and clerical audiences as well as the same  three  groups
when  confronted  by difficult kings and worryingly rebellious plebs; of high
churchmen  and  clerical  writers and the  laity; of London's  rulers, of its  citizens

and of villagers.  A  way is offered of exploring and  explaining political action
and identity at every level of society, especially when followed by historians
who are  conscious of the inseparability of political action and identity from
political  structures.

The nine  essays  that follow  this  important and stimulating introduction are
intended to provide the ground-breaking evidence to  substantiate  the theory
and to show us the beliefs, attitudes and opinions of  various social  groups and
how they may have  influenced  structures  of government or perhaps the  direc-
tion taken by those  who controlled them.  Each  has something important to say
in its own  right.  The late  Simon \Valker  examines how  a  less judgemental
memory of  Richard  II emerged in the fifteenth century so  that  he could be
seen  as less of  a  ‘tyrant’ and more as only one of  a  long line  of kings, with the
continuity of that line  mattering more  than  any short-term  upheaval.  Memories
of the deeds of past kings also helped William Worcester, the  antiquary, and Sir
John Fortescue, the justice, develop notions of chivalry and the law designed
to buttress the monarchy, according to  Maurice  Keen, although Alan
Cromartie  sees nothing at all of  a  limited monarchy in  Fortescue’s writings  and
a  great deal of confusion in the precise interpretation of  statutes, common  law
and equity.  Benjamin  Thompson intriguingly suggests  that a  formidable array
of  prelates  from Winchelsey to Wareham  co-operated  so closely with the mon-
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archy that  in the end the  reform  they so often urged could only be carried
through  by the king himself. The  redistribution  of property fromthe church,
the  reduction  of ecclesiastical jurisdiction in favour of  secular, the assumption
that  the clergy were part of  a  national  church  to serve king and English society,
and even  therefore  the royal headship of the  church’s spiritual  function under
God, had all been anticipated in the  hundred  years before 1530, but only royal
power could achieve  a  significant  measure  of reform or reformation. In under-
standing the world  around  them, Miri  Rubin argues, and in affecting it, late-
medieval people  availed  themselves of old traditions and in Christ on the cross,
in martyrs and saints and in grace and redemption  they sought practical models
for behaviour in political as well as private life. Urban, or rather London, poli-
tics  had an increasingly secular and  less deferential  tone to them in the
fifteenth century, however. The city had  struggled  to establish its independence
fromthe crown in the  thirteenth  and fourteenth  centuries.  In  those  struggles
individuals were of  prime  importance but by the fifteenth  a  new  concept of the
city as  a  corporation, and entity greater than  any of its parts, began to emerge.
St  Paul  and St  Thomas Becket  on the  city’s seal  were replaced by statues  of
Prudence, Temperance,_]ustice  and Fortitude on the fagade of the new Guild-
hall and civic ceremonial became increasingly secular.  As ProfessorBarron has
argued elsewhere, the citizens had  their  own  ideas  about how the city should
be governed, based  on ideas that all men  should  be  equal  before the law and
that  the successful  government  of communities depended on the  consent of
the governed.  Village  communities may have been  more  religious and  less
secular  in attitude but they too depended on  co-operation  between great and
small to run their affairs. Perhaps the sense of community which had its origins
in opposition to the  manorial  lord had to be  recreated  and  perhaps  new  ten-
sions  emerged  as more  successful  tenants sought to exploit  their  new found
prosperity at the expense of  others.  But new  hierarchies  successfully replaced
old lords and Professor Dyer paints  a  picture of a society at  a  local level which
believed in good  government, the  common  good, the maintenance of order
and the rule of law. John Watts  takes  the  argument  even further and argues
that  public opinion helped  form  the ways in which the state conducted politics
and political debate. Wat Tyler and his fellows declared  that  they were part of
the community of the realm in  a usurpatory way in  1381. Jack Cade in  1450
simply assumed  that  he  represented  the community of the  realm,  the  commu-
nity that  had won  Magna Carta  and the Provisions of Oxford and
Westminster. Cade and his followers  were petitioners  for justice from the
inside, as it were, since to be  a  member of the  public  was to be a  member of
the community and  both  had implicit political  rights. Rulers had to take notice
of the opinions of the  ruled  in  their  control  of the institutions of government.-
Finally, Jenny Wormald justifies the  title  of  Political Culture  in Late  Medieval
Britain  with her comparative essay on England and  Scotland in order to
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demonstrate, convincingly, a  very different political culture  north  of the  border
and one not necessarily formed by resistance  to the old enemy. If  monarchy in
England was centralized, in fifteenth-cenmry Scotland it was  more  and more
decentralized, with increasingly interventionist kings taking the centre out into
the localities.

Yesterday, ~said Henry Reed’s  musketty instructor, we had daily cleaning
and tomorrow we shall  have what  to do  after  firing. So  what  do we, as  students
ofi  fifteenth-century history, do tomorrow?  What  are we to make of  these
essays and more importantly of the  central  argument  that  there was  a  political
culture with  a  widening membership and ideas, beliefs and attitudes that
affected the workings of the institutions of government at central, local and
urban levels? Perhaps the  case  remains unproven  until a  much  clearer link  can
be shown between politics and political  culture, that  players  actually did  play
according to the rules of the game. The history of parliament in  these  years
might suggest otherwise. The answer to  most  petitions, common or commune,
seem  to have been [e mi  .r’auisera or  that  the  statutes in this  matter  should be
enforced. Since the parliamentary petitions represent one of the  most  coherent
bodies of publicly expressed opinions that we have, one might ask why so little
notice was taken of them. However, as Dr Carpenter makes clear, this is only
the  first  step along the way. It will interesting to see where the next step leads.

JIM BOLTON

THEJCARTULARY  OF  BYLAND ABBEY.  Edited by janet Burton.  2004.
The  Surtees  Society, Volume 208. Published by The Boydell Press, Wood-
btidge, Suffolk, £50. ISBN  085444-063-1

This  meticulously scholarly work will  appeal  to  those  readers who are  inter-
ested  in medieval  Yorkshire  or the monastic movement. In which case they
will almost certainly be familiar  already with this  author’s  work on the  subject
and in her  previous  volume The  Monwtic Order  in  Yor/eibim 1069  -  7275, in

which she examines the development of the monastic movement fromthe
establishmentof the  first  post-Conquest foundation in the shire up to the  year
1215.

Byland Abbey is one of the eight Cistercian abbeys mentioned in  that
general  survey and, as far as I can tell, fairly typical  in  most  respects, though
the  history of its early settlements  appears to have  been more troublesome
than.most. But  however  turbulent the abbey’s beginnings from  a  tiny colony
sent fromFurness to Calder in  1134, at its height it could  stand  alongside
Rievaulx and Fountains in importance. Its  cartulaty reflects that importance. It
also provides  much  evidence to  illustrate  the ideas expressed previously in the
author’s general  work  on the Yorkshire monasteries.
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Before reaching the  cartulary proper, the author has  provided  a  long intro-
duction, which I found totally absorbing. Professional medieval historians  are
not  always aware  of the  importance  of the  preliminary discussion  to the  ama-
teur or  non-specialist reader, particularly when  the  work  is  concerned  exclu-
sively with  original  medieval documents.  Those can be  truly daunting to the
inexperienced.  Of  course, the transcription and  translation  of the  records  is the
most  valuable part  of their  work, but it is also  pleasing when  there has  been
some effort  to  make  the information  accessible  to a serious reader.  I certainly
felt  that  I  had  gained much  in  understanding from the useful  preliminary
information. Even  Dr  Burton’s  initial account of every day matters like the
provenance, physical description  and  dating of the cartulary itself  was inter-
esting to me.  Assessing the  date  of compilation was  straightforward: though
the  latest dated  document  is 1393, a reference to Richard II as tax  ultimm  and
the  absence  of  Henry IV’s  confirmation  and inmeximmfromthe  list  of  royal
charters places  the date  between  1399 and 1403. Not  much  else can  have been
so  simple.

The  Byland  cartulary itself  and  much  of the archive  from which  the cartu-
lary was  compiled were  stored  in St  Mary’s Tower  in Yorkafter the  Dissolu-
tion, as were the  documents fromseveral other Yorkshire  monastic  houses.
Not  good news, as we  know. Though  Roger  Dodsworth  and  fellow  and-
quarians  had  been busily transcribing, and thus preserving as it turned  out,
some  of the material  within  the  Tower  beforehand, the  disastrous siege  and
fire of 1644  caused the  loss  or  dispersal  of many of the records, including
those  of  Byland.  It was not until  1899  that the  cartulary was bought by the
British  Museum and  thus became  accessible  to  medieval historians.  But what a
daunting task it  must  have been to track  down  the  surviving original  charters
so  that they could be  checked  against the entries in the  cattulary itself. Byland’s
documents are  spread  far and  wide over  the  country, and often  hidden within
unlikely miscellaneous ‘collections’.  Worse  still, in my opinion, would  have
been  to  search  out and  decipher  the  disheartening scribble  of  Roger
Dodsworth’s  copies, especially if the  original  had not  survived.  So  much dedi-
cation, time and effort  must  surely lie  behind  Dr Burton’s  modest  conclusion
that  ‘comparison  of originals  with  cartulary copies suggests  that the  compiler
was a careful  copyist’.

But he was more  than  that, more than  a  mere  mechanical transcriber  of the
contents  of the  abbey’s archives.  The  manner  in  which  he had  selected  and
arranged  his material reflected his  concern  for the  abbey’s past and future
interests, for the cartulary was not  only a statement of the  identity of the
Byland community and a narrative of its  history, but also a workof reference
for the  monks  to the great  repository of the  community’s  rights,  privileges  and
liberties. A discussion of the  scribal methods  and techniques  used in the  com-
pilation makes this clear, though it  would  not be  useful  to try to summarize
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here. Not indeed, the even  more  thought-provoking commentary on the  com-
piler‘sselection  of material for inclusion into the  cartulary, since it is  clear that
he  chose not to incorporate all the material at his disposal.

All this is  illustrated  and  discussed, along with  a  section of particular inter-
est to me, which  considers  the reciprocal  nature  of Byland’s monastic bene—
faction and the interaction between the monastery and the wider community.
Benefactors and benefits, prayers, burial rights, commemorative chantries, and
confraternity or  entry into the monastic community in  exchange  for grants of
land or money are all considered. And  though  the discussion  relates  to the
abbey of Byland, it has  relevance  to the study of medieval society.

In  most  respects, the  monks  of Byland seem to  have  followed the  classic
methods  practised by Cistercians elsewhere and these are well illustrated in this
cartulary. Their ‘economy’ consisted of  a  series of granges at' the  centre  of
estates  which had been built up and consolidated over the centuries by grant,
lease, purchase  and  exchange.  Demesne working was preferred over leasing,
though small parcels of land  were  also famed for money rent.  And like  most
Cistercians, they were masterful  developers and exploiters. They had fisheries
on the Swale and  Tees, minerals, mines and mining rights, mills, mill-ponds,
vaccaries, bridges with and without  snares, and all the usual resources of agri-
culture  and animal husbandry.  They also acquired, reluctantly we  must sup-
pose, the forbidden  revenues  of spiritualia, but not to any great  extent.  Building
was one of  their great  skills and, ofcourse, tile making.

It would be  a  pleasure to  enlarge further  on particular aspects of  this book
which impressed me very much, but the cartulary itself should at  least  be given
a  mention. I can only praise it for it lacks  nothing in clarity and thoroughness.
There  are 1,225 entries. Where the  originals survive they are  calendared  and
variants given fromthe cartulary copies. Omissions, conjectured readings, and
damage to the  cartulary for which readings  have  been supplied from other
copies  are all clearly marked, without  any of the confusion  that  can be  caused
by trying to do too much. The use of the rubrics was explained in the intro-
duction  and in the cartulary they are  treated  in  a manner  reflecting their
importance.  Significant variations between originals and  copies  are  noted  and
information provided, even for the missing section of the  cattulary, from the

evidence of  original charters  — or from the Dodsworth and  Burton  collections.
Add to all  that, details  of the  places concerned, along with  much  helpful
explanatory information  at the foot of each entry and you will  appreciate  the
scope and  thoroughness  of  this  splendid work.

MOIRA  HABBERJAM
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THE CHURCHWARDENS’ BOOK OF BASSINGBOURN,
CAMBRIDGESHIRE, 1496  -  c.  1540.  Edited  by David Dymond.  2004.
Cambridgeshire Records Society, Cambridge, £24. This  can be ordered  from
the  Cambridgeshire Records Society, Shire Hall, Cambridge, CB3  OAP.

ISBN  0-904323-18-8

Chutchwardens’ accounts, which were usually produced  annually at the end of
the  wardens’ term of  office, record the  monies  that  they had  laid  out in pursu-
ance  of their many and  varied duties about  the  church  and  parish.  In  addition
to  regular  expenditure on  items necessary for the  conduct  of  masses and other
religious ceremonies and for the  maintenance  of church  property, unforeseen
extraordinary costs were sometimes incurred.  Parishes had various sources of
regular income  that  generally covered  wardens’ outgoings; when additional
money was  needed, various  fund-raising methods might  be  employed. Very
few  detailed pre-Reformau'on churchwardens’ accounts have  survived  and
virtually all  those  that  have  were generated in  urban  parishes.  (A  comprehensive
list  of extant  accounts dating frombefore 1690  can be  found  in R. Hutton, T/Je
Rim and Fall  of Mary England: The Ritual  Year, 1400-1700, Oxford  1994, pp. 263-
93.) Bassingboum, situated  in  south-west Cambridgeshire, was a  farming
community of  about  120  families  clustered in five or six separate  hamlets.  The
accounts kept  by the  churchwardens  of SS Peter and  Paul, Bassingboum,
therefore, provide  a  unique view  of the workings of a  rural  parish  during the
early Tudor period; indeed, the parochial  cycle depicted  here is representative
of the religious  life  of  villages  throughout  England  as it had continued for
centuries.  Less  than  a  decade after  the entries  cease, however, the  government
of  Edward  VI  outlawed many of the ceremonies and  practices  and ordered the
destruction or  confiscation  of  most  liturgical  vestments  and adomments.  Here,
then, is a picture of  a  rural parish, painted  by its lay custodians, before  the
stripping of its  altars.

As in  most  record society volumes, the  original  documents, (now) com-
prising two leather-bound  volumes, have been  transcribed  in  full: the  accounts
of the  outgoing wardens, which  they presented  to the parish, have  been laid
out in a  clear  and logical  fashion.  To  help the reader  make sense  of the figures,
the  income  and  expenditure  incurred by each pair of  wardens during their term
of  office have been totalled  and  tabulated (pp.  xxxi-xxxiii). Annual income
varied  considerably, in average  years  ranging from£4 to £8, but occasionally
reaching over  £20.  The Bassingboum  wardens’ income arose from various
sources, including rents fromlands owned  by the  parish, bequests paid over by
executors  (usually in  instalments), payments  for torches at funerals and for
burials inside  the church, and  numerous  grants and gifts. This parish also
received income  that  elsewhere usually accrued to manors: for example, the
wardens sold wood growing on the  commons  and fen (particularly ‘willow
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lop’) and the right to dig clay and  clunch  (local stone).  There  is no indication
that  annual  parish rates  were ever collected.

Expenditure  was necessary not only to  sustain  the cycle of services and
obits within the  church  in the prescribed  manner  but also to  keep the  actual
building and surrounding churchyard  in good repair and to  ensure  that the
parish’s assets  were  satisfactorily managed. The wardens were good stewards
of the  parish’s money:  only twice did  expenditure  exceed income. If  extra
expenses  were incurred  or envisaged, the parish held fund-raising events  such
as church-ales: malt was provided either by parishioners or the  wardens, and
the ale brewed fromit was sold and  drunk  at  a  parish  gathering. Alternatively,
grants might be  made  towards particular projects: in the  14905, over  100
named  local  people made grants amounting to  nearly £20 to replace two
church  bells and  purchase  a  clock (pp.  150-55).

Two  sets of  entries  in the Bassingboum  accounts merit special attention.
In  1498, an inventory of the church’s goods was compiled, which was subse-
quently revised  and annotated (pp.  2-13).  This  lists  twenty-seven liturgical
books, numerouslinens including altar  cloths and banners, various clerical
vestments, some of silk and velvet, and  a  fine  collection  of chalices, bowls and
other  receptacles. The  inventory indicates  that  the parish was rich in  ‘fumish-
ings, symbolism, colour  and  elaborate ritual’ (p.  xix).  The  inventoried  items are
probably representative of the  contents of  most  parish  churches  in  pre-Refor—
mation England; however, in 1511the  accounts record an  event that  was
particularly unusual.  On  Sunday 20 july the parish  staged  a  play about the life
of St  George. Items  of income and  expenditure  for this production  comprise
some 150  entries (pp.  71-77). Financial support for the venture  came from
both within the parish and fromno fewer  than  twenty-seven surrounding
communities. (Map 4, p.  lxii, plots these places). The significance of the play
has been discussed by several other historians  but their conflicting interpreta-
tions provide Dr Dymond with the opportunity to  produce a  convincing
analysis of, amongst  other  things, the  content  of the  play, and how, when and
where it was staged (pp. lx-lxviii). The event itself  produced a  profit of  just  £1
13s but  this became  the basis of the  parish’s  fund for  a  costly new image of St
George, which was eventually purchased  and set up in the  church  in 1521/22
(pp. 120, 121).

Rather  than simply editing the  accounts, Dr Dymond has also  provided
copious footnotes, transcripts of  other  supporting documents, such as the wills
of leading parishioners and the  1524  Lay Subsidy assessments for the  area, an
extensive  glossary of English and Latin words, biographical details of  about
150 men and women mentioned in the accounts, a full  bibliography and two
indexes.  There  are also various  tables, maps and plates as well as  a plan  of the
interior  of the church. The  substantial introduction  puts these important
accounts into  context  and discusses their  historical  implications. The  editor’s
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stated intention  is to make them ‘accessible to the  widest possible  readership,
both academic and  general, national and  local’ (p. x). There is little  doubt  that
he has  succeeded.  Both he and the Cambridgeshire  Records  Society should  be
congratulated for  producing a  volume  that  provides such  detailed  information
about the religious  life  of a pre-Reformation  village.

HEATHER  FALVEY

ELIZABETH WYDEVILLE: The Slandeted Queen. Arlene Oketlund;

2005; Tempus, Stroud, 6105. £18.99.
ISBN  07524  3384  9

This is the  second  biography of Elizabeth in the last few  years  and  will  inevita-
bly be  compared with  David  Baldwin’s  2002  book, not  least  because the  covers
are  very similar, and  because both  are  aimed  at the general  public  rather  than  at
an  academic audience.  The  author  is an  American professor  of  English Litera-
ture  and  says  that she first encountered  Elizabeth  in Shakespeare’s Richard  III.
When  she  discovered  that  this queen’s notoriety as a  low-bom, calculating,
greedy and  arrogant woman originated  in  slander  spread by enemies, she
became determined  to  expose  the lies and restore the  queen’s  reputation
beyond  the  narrow confines  of academia. She  cites  a  number  of  obscure novels
as  evidence  that Elizabeth is  still  regarded in terms of the old  propaganda, but
novelists  are  permitted  to  make  what use  they like  of  historical  figures, they
are, after all, writing fiction.  Any regular reader of the Ricardian  will  be  aware
of workwhich  has  gone  some  considerable  way to  restoring the queen’s repu-
tamon.

As  befits  her  discipline, ProfessorOkerlund  writes well  and  handles  her
narrative fluently and all the  major  set-pieces of Yorkist court  life  wherein the
queen featured are  skilfully recounted. She has researched  widely and there can
be few more  facts  about the queen’s  life  to be  discovered.  She  also quotes
from contemporary sources  at  length  and has  modernised  the  spellings.  The
\Vydeville  family features  extensively, since  she is  concerned to  rescue  the
reputation of the entire  family and not  just  the queen; an entire chapter is
devoted  to her brother, Anthony, second Earl Rivers, ‘Courtier par excellence’,
who is a  fascinating character  and deserves  wider study.  Thus  far, the  book  can
be recommended, but not  much  further.  The author has no real  understanding

of  fifteenth-century life  and  politics  and it severely affects  the quality of hex
judgements. She  sees  the  struggles  of the  mid-fifteenth century in terms of
‘over-mighty subjects’ (unsurprisingly, she  does  not  include John  Watts in her
bibliography), and  regards  the Yorkist struggle for the throne as  existing
throughout the  fifteenth century, and merely ‘muted’ after  the earl of
Cambridge’s execution in  1415.  She  also finds  the restoration of the  Wydeville
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lands early in  1461  extraordinary, given  their  loyalty to the Lancasttians, with-
out appreciating that the Wydevilles  were  not  a threat  to Edward IV  because
they had no territorial power  base, and  that, as a competent official, Lord
Rivers was of equal value to the new regime if he was prepared to submit to it.
There  is no need to hint  that  this  generosity may already have been due to
Elizabeth’s influencc.As an  American, perhaps  it is not surprising that Profes-
sor Okerlund has  a  shaky grasp of the English peerage, but with  a subject like
this it matters  that Warwick  is  referred  to  throughout  as Earl Warwick, that  she
seems not to have appreciated that  Elizabeth’s first  mother-in-law held the
Ferrets barony in her own right and  that  her. grandson, Thomas Grey, inher-
ited it directly fromher and not fromhis  father  (who never held the title
because he  predeceased  his mother), and  that  as the widow of  a knight,
Elizabeth was Lady Grey and not Lady Elizabeth. The author also uses the
terms dowry and dower  interchangeably, though they mean completely differ-
ent things. There are  a  number of occasions when she adds  superfluous  facts
to he:  narrative  which are  just  plain  wrong: Queen  Isabella  of  France’s dower
was not £13,000, a  sum which would  have  bankrupted the crown, but her
income in  1327  when she and her lover were ruling the country; like all
thirteenth  and  fourteenth-century queens her dower was  approximately
£4,500, very similar, in  fact  to Elizabeth’s. Nor was Edward IV’s  first daughter,
named Elizabeth after her  mother, ‘the first time  the name was  used  for  a
female child born into English  royalty’; both Edward I andjohn of  Gaunt  had
daughters  with  that  name. Much is made of Queen  Elizabeth’s  piety (which is
undeniable), but the author cites as  particularly strong evidence the  fact that
she chose to spend her honeymoon at Reading Abbey and when she  came  to,
beat  her second son, Richard, she  chose  to do so at the priory of the

Shrewsbury Blackfriars. In fact, once  away fromthe royal palaces of the
Thames  valley, with very few exceptions, the only places suitable to
accommodate royalty were ecclesiastical. The  author  also  seems to be in  a state
of confusion about Bermondsey Abbey, at  times  referring to it as  a  convent, at
others  indicating that  it was  a monastery. These criticisms  might be regarded as
mere nit-picking, were  it not for the  book’s  other  faults.

The  author  condemns Baldwin for unsubstantiated  speculations  about
Elizabeth’s  opposition  to Henry VII, but her own  book  is riddled with  such
speculations which she presents as facts. It would surprise  most  Ricardians, I
think, to  learn  that Warwick was so proudof his royal blood and so pleased
with his  apparently successful negotiations with Louis X1 in  1467  and the gifts
he  received fromhim  that ‘Such  magnificent  honours froma  King encouraged
Warwick to think  that  he himself should be  one’. Warwick may have  wished to
rule, but as far as any evidence  goes, he had no pretensions to reign. Much is
made of the Wydevilles’ advancement  ‘through  merit and  service, rather than
through  birthright and  inheritance’ as in some way being the precursorsof the
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Tudors’ custom of  regarding ‘metit rather than heritage, as the  prime  consid-
eration for its  ministers’. This  is to  ignore  the many men raised to the  peerage
for their  service  to the  crown throughout  the  fifteenth century and who did
not owe their  initial advancement  to  marriage  to the  widow  of the king’s
brother.  Nor, presumably, would Elizabeth’s father  have  received  an earldom
except for his  daughter’s marriage, still  less  Thomas  Grey a  marquessate.  Not
much  obvious merit there.  In the  context  of the king’s  marriage, the author
thinks  the  king may have been  seduced  as  much  by the life he  witnessed  at
Grafton  as by Elizabeth:  ‘Thc  Wydevilles were  a  happy, loving family who
cared deeply for each other, a sharp contrast to the  malevolent  rivalries  within
the  family of  York  .  .  .  The  Wydeville  sons  would  never have  slandered  their

mother as an adulteress  —  as  both Clamece  and  Gloucester subsequently
pronounced their mother  — in their quests  after  power’.  Quite apart fromthe
total  lack of  evidence  about the  Wydeville family life, or the  slighest knowledge
of how any Wydeville would  have  acted  if the throne was in his sights, this is
to  ignore  the Paston  comment  that in 1460 the  young Edward, Earl of  March,

visited  his younger  brothers  and sister every day in  London, which  at  least  sug-
gests care  and  affection among the Yorkfamily.

The account of the widow’s  meeting with  the  king under an oak tree two
years  later  reads like  a  historical  novel.  The author can see  nothing wrong with
Edward’s decision  to  marry Elizabeth  for love regardless of the  likely politically
consequences and in a  very twenty-first—century judgement regards  it as ‘help-
ing to  revolutionise  the  concept of  marriage, by placing emotional wellbeing
above  financial  gain, political expediency and  social  rank’.  The  book  continues

like  a  hagiography. Much  is  made  of the  Wydeville family’s ‘culture  and moral-
istic principles’ as  somehow setting them  apart  from  the  common  run of
English  aristocracy. The author regards Jacquetta’s birth  in Luxemburg (part  of
Burgundy) as  ensuring that she was far more cultured than her peers in her
adopted country, citing as  evidence  one of her  surviving books, without  con-
sidering the  possibility that it  might have been  a  gift fromher first husband,
John, Duke of  Bedford, a  noted bibliophile.  There is certainly evidence  for the
culture of the queen and in particular for the scholarship of her  brother,
Anthony, though  none at all for her father or any of the  younger Wydevilles,

and it  completely ignores  evidence  of similar  tastes  among other  Englishmen
and women. It  seems  to be  going a  little  too far to  regard  the  family as  helping
‘to  usher  in the  intellectual, cultural and  sociological changes  that  define  the

modern  era’.  So anxious is the author to  right  the propaganda  wrongs done  to
the  queen  and her  family that she  overplays  their  modern  reputation as  unprin-
cipled, conniving schemers devoted  to personal  aggrandisement. Most  readers
with  any knowledge  at all of the  fifteenth century would dismiss this judge-
ment  as  unbalanced, but she is  unable  to accept that any criu'cism  of the  family
might  be  justifiable, particularly of her two  main  protagonists, the  queen  and
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Anthony.  No  mention, for  instance, is  made  of the  perversion  of the law of
inheritance that  Edward  IV  permitted Anthony to  ensure that  he  hung on to
the Scales inheritance  after  the death of his  wife without children. Even  on his
death, the Scales co-heirs’ rights  were ignored when  he  willed  the estates to his
brother. This is not to  absolve Edward  of blame in the  first instance, but it
seems unlikely that  the  original idea  was his and not Scales’s or that the  queen
did not  attempt  to  influence  her  husband  in her brother’s  favour.  As to the
principles of any member  of the  family, moralistic or  otherwise, there is  virtu-
ally no  evidence available  to  indicate  either the  principles  or  motives  of indi-
viduals  in the fifteenth  century.  It may also surprise  readers to learn  that  Henry
VIII and  Elizabeth I owed  much  of  their ‘vigour, intelligence, flamboyance and
feistiness’ to  Elizabeth Wydeville.  Plantagenet genes, anyone?

ANNE CRAWFORD

THE COLLEGIATE CHURCHES OF ENGLAND AND WALES. Paul
Jeffery.  2004.  Robert Hale, London, £60. ISBN  0  7090  7412 3

This book provides  a  survey of the  Collegiate churches  of  England  and  Wales
in  gazetteer form.The author  begins  by explaining how  collegiate  churches
consisted  of secular clergy who  lived together  and  followed  a  rule.  He  cbntin-
ues by setting out the various  types  of  collegiate foundation  that are  encoun-
tered.  Some derived from  pre-Conquest foundations, even  if in an altered
form; after the  Conquest, some  of  these were  funded  by the  prebendal system
under which  the canons  were  supported by the income froman  estate.  As  time
went on, many members  were not  resident  in their colleges; a prebend was a
useful gift  that a  patron could  bestow to  provide  an  income  for a  servant  at a
time when  many people  in  various  walks of  life were  in  holy orders. In other
establishments, the  members divided  its income  among themselves.  Where a
college was a  part  of a secular  cathedral, each canon  would  have a  vicar  who
was a  member  of the  musical establishment  of that  church. Then there  were
the chantry colleges where  the  priests, among other functions, offered prayers
for the  soul  of the  founder.  Another  group are the royal free chapels, some  of
them within  castles, which provided incomes  for  royal retairiers;  Other  colleges
were founded  for  educational purposes, by guilds, and in association  with hos-
pitals.  These  colleges normally required episcopal  and royal authorisation, the
latter often being a matter of great  expense. Most colleges were dissolved  in
the 15405, but a few  survived  to  a  later  period.  In  terms  of  buildings, a  colle-
giate  church  might  well have  a  large  chancel, which  was required to  provide
space  for the  canons, and  some  of  them  still retain the  medieval benches, often
with  misericords, used  by their original  communities.

The  main part  of the  book consists of the gazetteer, county by county, in
which collegiate churches  are  described. Considering that  this group consists
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of  only about  170 churches, many well-known  and exceptionally fine  churches
are  included.  St  Mary’s- Warwick, with  the  Beauchamp chapel, Holy Trinity
Stratford—upon-Avon, with  Shakespeare’s  tomb, Beverley Minster  and Credi-
ton  will give  most  readers an  idea  of the architectural  quality to be  found
within this group.  Very many of the  chapels  of the  colleges  of Oxfordand
Cambridge  also  fall within  the parameters covered by this book, as do the
chapels  of  Eton  and  Winchester  Colleges.  Each  one has a  brief  historical
account followed  by a  detailed  architectural  description, virtually all of  which
are illustrated by excellent  photographs, taken  by the author  between July 1999
and May 2002.  Paul Jeffery does  not  ignore  -— or  despise  —  more  modern

buildings, which  have replaced those  which would  have  been used before  the
dissolution  of the  colleges.  Similarly, Jeffrey notes  church  furnishings of all
periods which might  interest the visitor, be they medieval, a  survival from  the
seventeenth century, or introduced as  part  of  Victorian  or  later  restorations or
refutbishings.  This book could be a  useful companion  to those who  like
churchcrawling by providing a  theme  to be explored, rather  than visiting
churches  as  they present  themselves  along the road. There  will  be many which
readers of Tbe  Ricardiarz  will know  of and  wish  to  visit  (or  re—visit),
Fotheringhay and  Middleham among them.

In his  preface  Paul  Jeffery says that he  intended  to  provide  a guide for the
general reader and a  handbook  for prospective  visitors  to the  churches. This
aim he has  fulfilled  very well.  There is an index, glossary and a  select bib-

liography. However, there may well  be other  books  and  papers  to be  written
on  this  subject. In  a  general  book  of  this  nature the author has  inevitably had
to rely on printed sources, and he  makes  it clear in the  bibliography that he is
aware  of the limitations of The  Victoria  Conny Hiring effing/and, which  is  often
the  best easily available  source for collegiate churches in print. The information
given  in these  volumes, some  of  which  were  published very many years ago,
may have  been  overtaken by modern scholarship, and the  accounts are now
somewhat dated.  In  other instances, work on local  archives, which  may well

have  not  been available  to  those working on the VCH in the  early years  of the
twentieth century, could  have made available  information, which could  not be

consulted  before it  became available  in our county record offices, most  of
which  were  only set up after the end of the second  World War.  It  would  be
good  if, in  some  cases, this  book  were to  inspire  local historians to research the

history of collegiate churches in their area.  Wider questions  could  possibly
provide  a  topic  for another  book.  One  wonders  what the overall contribution
to the  medieval  religious  scene  was provided by these collegiate  churches.
Were their  priests  (or the  vicats  who  acted  for  them) a valuable part of the
local religious  life, or were  they, in  some  cases  at  least, remote  from  the

communities  in  which their  churches  were  situated? In  some  cases there may
have  been local  circumstances, which inspired  their  foundation; could  any
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pattern be  discerned  over  periods  of  time  or fromone area of the  country to
another? With  approaching two hundred churches  spread across  most  counties
in  England, as  well  as a few in  Wales, it  would  not be an  easy study to
undertake, but it  could  be  worthwhile.  Now that we have  been  alerted to
collegiate churches as  a  group, perhaps someone will  take on the task of
assessing their  contribution over  the  whole  country throughout the period
before  most  of  them were  dissolved in the  reign  of  Edward  VI.

- MARGARET STATHAM

HENRY V: The Rebirth of Chivalry.  Malcolm Mercer.  2004.  The  National
Archives, Kew, £14.99. ISBN  1-903365-71-6

Well hurrahfor  Henry V!  Hero  of the hour at Agincourt and immortalised by
Shakespeare  just  as  Richard  III was  demonised.  In this  concise, beautifully
illustrated book, Malcolm Mercer  argues that  Henry, like Richard  has  suffered
from  Shakespeare’s manipulation and  states his  intention  to free  Henry from
his contrived  image  and set him in his own context so we can  begin  to  know
the real  man. However, another purpose of  this book  is to  introduce  the reader
to the  pertinence  of  contemporary documents. Mercer’s biography of  Henry V
is  peppered  throughout  with vignettes  on  relevant  documents  relating to
Henry’s life  and  times.  These  give  a  brief description  of the  document, a
photograph, some  transcription where necessary and  a  background.  At the
back is a  concise  ‘Who’s Who’ of the  main participants, a  chronology and
some  useful further reading. Whilst these vignettes give  an  invaluable insight
into  the  availability and  potential  of  primary sources, I found  they made  the
book  disjointed  and  inhibited  the flow of the  narrative.

Mercer claims  that  Henry V  was born in  August/ September  1386.  Other
historians have argued 1387, such  are the  difficulties  in  dating events  in the
Middle Ages.  In his first  document, providing evidence of  Henry’s  birth,
Mercer  makes the first of  only a few but  disappointing errors. Henry VI in
1445  writes  to  Henry Coly of  Monmouth regarding refurbishment of the gate-
house  tower, referring to it as his  father’s birthplace.  The  original  Latin has an
abbreviated formof  pater  noxter, ‘our  father’ but  Mercer translates  it as  ‘our  dear
Prince’ which  is  misleading. Frustratingly, however, it  only gives evidence  for
the  birth place  of  Henry V, not the  birth  year. Mercer  never  explains why he
concludes 1386  is the  year.

Indeed  this is the tone of the  book.  Mercer  does  not elaborate. He ramps
through  Henry V’s  biography with  little  attempt  at  explanation.  Why was there
tension between Prince Henry and the Chancellor, Thomas Arundel, between
1406 and 1409, ending with Arundel’s  resignation? A  power struggle  is  hinted
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at but no  substantial  explanation is given and the  response  of Henry IV is

ignored.  Later Mercer  mentions that, in November  1411, Henry IV was well

enough to  ‘resume  control  of affairs’ but he does not say for how  long the king
had been  incapacitated  or why. An assassination plot in  1415  is mentioned in
passing but again no details are  given.  Mercer  also  glosses over serious  issues
such as the death of  Richard  II  where  he  fails  to touch on the  political  impact
and moral issues. All of this of course  encourages further  reading which no
doubt  is the  intendon  but at the  same  time I was frustrated at the lack of
footnotes which could have fleshed out the  narrative.

I  got the  impression that Mercer  liked his  subject. He tries his best to give
Henry a  fair appraisal but I felt  that  he  glosses  over Henry’s  less-savoury
characteristics.  Mercer  portrays Henry as  a  fine soldier and  commander, pre-
ferring to be on campaign and sharing conditions with the  common  soldier.
This  cannot  be  argued  with. Henry certainly was  a  first  rate  commander.
Mercer  argues that  Henry modelled himself on his  grandfather, Edward III,
following his campaign trails, and used links to William the Conqueror to
foster his  military propaganda. He certainly was an arch  manipulator  and
dabbled in psychological warfare but  whether  this accomplishment  stemmed
from his boyish  pranks, as  Mercer  suggests, Iam not convinced. Mercer  con-
cedes  that  Henry was verging on the  obsessive about  the  quest  for the French
throne  but only hints at this obsession fuelling a  determined ruthlessness. He
describes Henry’s character as  ‘forceful  and energetic’ — a  polite way of de-
scribing someone who could deploy bully tactics.  Diplomacy and negotiation
soon  evaporated  in the  face  of opposition. In domestic politics and war, Hem-y
insisted on getting his way, even against his own father. These strident meas-
ures contributed  to Henry’s  success but not  necessarily to his popularity but
Mercer  fails to  cement  on this. Indeed, he is keen to prove  that  Henry was
capable of loyalty and had his ‘softer’ side, highlighting Henry’s leniency
towards his old friend, Six-John Oldcastle.

I  am not sure Mercer  really achieves his goal of freeing Henry V  from
Shakespeare’s  distortion.  Most  of the  book  is based on Henry the warrior. We
get  glimpses  of Henry the man but not many. Mercer  argues that  Henry
‘restored English national  pride  and  gave  the English a hero to be proud of’
but he does admit  that, if Henry had walked away fromAgincourt, he probably

would not  have  been so well remembered. Henry is painted as  a  clever,

devious and pragmatic man. However, I  couldn’t erase  the thought  that  Henry
was the stuff despots are  made  of. He  relied  on the talents of  others  to  succeed
and it could be argued  that  his  brother,John Duke  of  Bedford  was the  unsung
hero  of Henry V’s reign. For without  a stable  and financially secure country at
home, how could  Henry have funded his campaigns?  After  Henry’s death, too,
the loyal John continued his  campaigns  in France successfully.  References  to
John  pepper  the narrative and I slowly found myself becoming more interested
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in  John  than in  Henry.  This  book  has its  limitations  as  a  biography but it  does
succeed in its  main  purpose of  introducing the reader to  wide-ranging sources.
Official documents  and  even private  notes are discussed  succinctly by Mercer
in an  informative  way which should intrigue  and encourage the  novice
historian.

JANE TRUMP

A COMPANION TO MIDDLE ENGLISH PROSE.  Edited  by A.S.G
Edwards.  2004.  D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, an  imprint  of  Boydell  and  Brewer,
Woodbridge, £65. ISBN 1-84384-018—9

The  Editor claims  in his  introduction  to the book that ‘it  will  be to the  benefit
of all  students in this  field  to have  some compendious introduction  to the
various authors and genres that it  encompasses’. This  claim  is  amply fulfilled,
not least in the excellent  bibliographies  of  primary and  secondary sources.
Eighteen academics, all  prominent  in their various fields, provide  an expert
analysis of the  texts  and genres.  This  is a  book  which should  have a  place  on
the  shelves  of  every university where  Medieval English  is  taught.

In the  first  section of the  book Bella  Millett, discusses  ‘The  Am‘rene  lViue
Group’, a body of  texts which  has  been variously defined over  the  years.
Millett provides  an authoritative examination of these  most  interesting Early
Middle English works.  She  includes  the Katherine Group and the  Wooing
Group and  suggests  a  number  of other texts, which  are  possibly relevant  to the
ideas  promulgated by the Fourth Lateran  Council.  There has  been much
interest in this area of  late, and  Millett cites Christine Franzen’s workon the
Worcester  ‘tremulous’ scribe, suggesting that the  older tradition  of monastic
preaching and the newer  methods  of the  friars could possibly have  co-existed.
Ralph  Hanna provides an  appreciative  and  detailed study entitled  ‘Rolle and
Related  Works’.  This consists mainly of Rolle’s  English writings with  a  brief
mention  of his  extensive  Latin  work.  Hanna  uses his own  wide  reading to  ana-
lyse  Rolle’s text in a close  study.  He provides  a  most  useful  bibliography of the
primary English  texts, editions, related  texts and  ‘Discussions’.  Ad  Putter
examines Walter  Hilton’s  Scale  of Pey’evtion together  with  Tbe  Cloud  of Unknowing
by an  unknown author.  Both authors were active in the  East Midlands  in the
second half  of the fourteenth  century.  Putter  rejects  suggestions that both texts
were the work of the  same  author and  discusses  the two  separately. Many of
Hilton's  works were in Latin, but his  English writings were  for lay and  reli-
gious, particularly women.  A  full analysis  discusses the ‘ladder’ image  and
Putter  sees the  keyword which summarises  the  text, as ‘process’, used  by
Hilton  in Book II, xvii.  The  Cloud  author’s work contrasts  with Hilton’s  con-
cept of ‘process’, Hilton emphasising continuity and the  Cloud  author, discon-
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tinuity.  Putter  finds  other interesting comparisons between the two  authors.
Kantik Ghosh gives  a  detailed study of Nicholas  Love’s  Mimmr  of the  Blemd
si: of [em Cnirte, a  free translation of the Medieval Latin Meditaa'ane:  Vitae
Cbfim‘, attributed to St Bonaventura.  These  affective meditations were

extremely popular  in medieval times, but Ghosh  sees Love’s  work as  a ‘self-
conscious and defensive’ response  to the  teachings  of Wyclif and the Lollands,
and emphasises the great and  rapid  popularity of the  text.

Barry Windeatt and AC. Spearing provide fascinating chapters  on two very
different Medieval women. Windeatt’s study of Julian of Norwich provides  a
deep and appreciative analysis of her  ‘shewings’ and how she  came  to
understand them. He  posits  her  longer  version of them as ‘an  edition’ of the
shorter  as she  matured  and progressed in her understanding of her visions. It is
good to  read  an analysis of Julian which  celebrates  her  ‘specialness’ and
‘theological independence of spirit’ and one can respond to the suggestion  that
Julian’s  reported  conversations in Kempe’s book testify that she  ‘spoke  much
as her  text  is written  — and  that  her mind and her book  were  essentially one’.
Spearing’s study of Margery Kempe reveals  a  woman of very different  charac-
ter fromjulian despite the  current ‘affective’ version of  Christianity which they
share.  It is difficult not to feel sympathy with Margery’s husband John and her
family and fellow pilgrims, but  Spearing’s  declared  attempt  ‘to reduce the
.Book’: contents  to the chronology of an individual life’ succeeds extremely well.

Iain  Macleod Higgins gives  a  detailed and appreciative examination of the
oddly mysterious  text  with various Medieval designations, known in England
since  1568  as Mandeuilleir Trauek.  The original suddenly appears  at the  court  of
Charles  V in French, although  as Higgins points  out, the translation of 1725 so
confused readers  that  in the nineteenth century Mandeville became the ‘Father
of English  Prose’.  Higgins  sees  the  text  as an  ‘impersonal itinerary which is
above all  a  compilation’. The various versions are  discussed,  and also the
various attempts by scholars to identify the  untraceable Mandeville.

ProfessorA.S.G. Edwards, who is  also  the editor of this  most  enjoyable
volume, discusses the life and  work  of John Trevisa, whom he  sees  as ‘among
the  most  important prose  writers of the later fourteenth century in  England’,
and that his major claim to significance lies in his  translation  of writers  such as
Ranulph Higden and  Bartholomaeus Anglicus  amongst others. He briefly
summarises Trevisa’s life as an academic and  a  parish cleric, and goes on to
discuss his  impressive  connections with Oxford and with Thomas, Lord
Berkeley.  Edwards examines Trevisa’s long interest in  vernacular  prose trans-
lation and his development of principles and techniques for the practice
thereof, particularly in the basic  tenet  of  fidelity to  source.

Vincent  Gillespie in his  chapter  ‘Anonymous Devotional Wridngs’ traces
the development of  late  medieval devotional writings and their readers. He
suggests the  necessity in the days of Lollardry and of the  early Counter  Refor-
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mation of such  works  to be anonymous and  ‘self—validating’. Nevertheless, the
anonymous  authors  could well  have  been known to  their original  authors.
Gillespie links the rise of self-awareness in readers and listeners with the pro-
gress from‘didactic and confessional’ books  to those of  a  ‘devotional and
contemplative’ nature in  a  carefully traced  and well-documented argument.
H.L. Spencer in her contribution on  ‘Sermon Literature’ provides  a  most
knowledgeable and comprehensive study of the genre which she admits is
difficult to categorise. She identifies and discusses  a  wide range of  texts  which
can be seen as sermons, with useful  examples, quotations  and definitions. She
also  raises important questions about the use of the  vernacular  in  sermons
intended for  those  without  a  clerical training, and questions of  interpretation
by some  radicals who felt themselves alienated from and  persecuted  by the
visible Church.

Alfred Hiatt  contributes a chapter  on  ‘Historical  Writing’, and initially sets
out to define his terms, covering a wide range of genres and physical forms
fromchronicles and annals down to Capgrave’s  ‘elde  stories’. Hiatt’s  sugges-
tion of ‘a contribution to an ongoing narrative’ as an essential  feature  of  late
medieval  historical  writing in English  seems a  good  definition, and he  goes  on
to describe the narrative as  that  of the Christian story from the  Creation  to the
Last Judgement. He discusses many examples, and also writes of the innova-
tory nature of  much  Middle English  historical  writing. Fiona  Somerset exam-
ines with expertise and  enthusiasm  the transformation of Wycliffite studies in
the last eighty years, but especially in the work done since the 19805. In her
chapter  on Wycliffite Prose’ she reviews in some detail the progress and
extension  of knowledge and appreciation of the Wycliffite oeuvre, whilst
acknowledging the problems of identifying and dating much  of it. She
applauds new work being done, which is finding in  texts  qualities and affilia-
tions suggesting links of place and people. She lists and discusses  a  large body
of works, but  there  is still much work to be done.  A  large and  excellent  bibli-
ogtaphy.

Helen Cooper in be:  detailed  and fascinating study of  ‘Prose Romances’
places the  genre  in historical context as the  first  to be primarily disseminated in
print. She describes these romances as offering ‘a release into new worlds’ and
pointing eventually forwards to  ‘novel’.  She closely examines  a  large  number  of
texts, and makes particularly interesting comparison  between the use made by
Malory and by Caxton  of the same  Arthurian  matter. George Keiser writes on
‘Scientific, Medical  and Utilitan'an  Prose’, an area which he designates as
‘uncharted’ until some twenty years ago. Now, new bibliographical tools,
mostly listed in his bibliography, have provided copious information which has
made possible  a  wide  area  of investigation.  There  is obviously more  to be
accomplished in the numbers of vernacular texts referred to, surely an encour-
aging thought for younger academics looking for  a  research topic. Oliver
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Pickering in his  chapter  on  ‘Saints’ Lives’ makes an  interesting distinction

between the  prose  hagiography of the twelfth  century, discussed by Millett in
the  first  section above, and the  same  genre in the  fifteenth  century. He sees the
earlier works in general  terms  as  a  continuation of the Old English and  post~
Conquest writing traditions whilst the  later  are intended for  personal  devo-
tional needs. The change is  influenced  by the  spread  of  literacy and individual
spiritual  practice, particularly amongst  enclosed religious and devout lay
women. Pickering traces the development of the genre, examining sources  and
dating a  wide  range  of  texts.  His  excellent bibliography covers  modern  editions
and  secondary works  and an  extremely useful listing of individual  texts  and
collections.

Bishop Reginald  Pecock  and Sir John Fortescue are the  subjects of james

Simpson’s  chapter.  These  two  near-contemporaries  of the fifteenth century
worked respectively in  theology and political  theory but both sought to  trans~
mit  ‘scholastic Latin leaming’ in  ‘English Vernacular  Prose’.  Both held  suspect
views: Pecock was  accused of  heresy whilst  Fortescue  was  a  polemical
defender of the Lancastrian dynasty, who fled the country after the defeat of

Henry VI in 1461.  Both  apparently survived to die in  their  beds. Simpson
gives a fascinating account of the  lives, and  particularly the  writings, of  both
men.  Richard Beadle  gives  a  delightful  consideration  to  ‘Private  Letters’.  Some
are stereotypical and formulaic but many are unique and  personal, enabling us
to hear the  authentic  voices of our medieval ancestors.  Interest  in these  texts
apparently began  in  1787  with  a  collection published by a  Norfolk  antiquary,
mostly originating in the correspondence of the Paston family. Many
collections  have  since been published, duly listed in the excellent bibliography.
Alexandra Gillespie supplies the final chapter of  this  splendid  book, ‘Caxton
and After’, where we seem to have  travelled  a  long road fromthe  early Middle
English texts of the  thirteenth century.  Gillespie writes of the  huge  production

of Caxton and his followers, the  great variety of  books  they printed, edited
and, indeed, wrote.  She ends the book with  a  consideration  of  ‘The  Impact  of
Reform’ as she considers the  texts  arising from Post—Reformation  contexts,

where we enter another world.
WENDY EJ. COLLIER

MARRIAGE  IN  MEDIEVAL ENGLAND: Law, Literature  and
Practice. C. McCarthy.  2004.  Boydell Press, Woodbridge, £40.

ISBN  1-84383-102-3

This  book  provides  a broad  overview of the  representation  of marriage in
medieval English legal and literary texts.  Its approach is  that  of the literary
critic  rather  than  that  the historian; and its conclusions are complex. The
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author’s main  theme  is that marriage was ‘overdetermined’, that is, it was
regulated by codes  of ecclesiastical and secular law  which, at important  points,
were mutually and internally contradictory. The  dissonance between  the two
codes arose out of  different  preoccupations: the Church was principally inter-
ested  in  marriage  as it  related  to the  salvation  of the  soul; the secular law saw
marriage, above  other things, as an  occasion  for the transfer of  property
between families.  Thus the Church’s  emphasis  on the free  consent as central
to  a  valid  marriage  act was  compromised  by the secular  view  that  a  kinship
group beyond  the couple themselves had a legitimate interest in  determining
whether  a  match  should take  effect.

Further complexity was introduced by inconsistencies within  these two law
codes: the Churchheld clandestine  unions to be both  forbidden  and  possible;
while, less  importantly, in the  secular  law the  property rights of  wives  and  wid-
ows  under  common  law were  modified  by local  custom. The  literary texts  echo
these  contradictions. William Langland’s  Pier: Plowman, for example, in its satire
on  matches  made for  money, highlights  the antithesis  between marriage  as a
means, on the one  hand, of spiritual  fulfilment, and, on the other, of material
advancement.  The  product  of this  ‘overdetemfination’ was, not  surprisingly, a
climate  of  uncertainty in  which  popular  ideologies  of marriage existed sepa-
rately fromthe  legal ones.  There  was, to  cite  an important instance, a  popular
view that  the exchange of  words  of present  consent between  a couple  consti-
tuted  merely a  betrothal rather than, as the Church  insisted, a  valid union.  But
the author  also identifies  a more  positive consequence  of  rival  perceptions,
namely a  chance  for the  individual  to exercise  personal freedom.  He  cites  here
the  famous  marriage  between Margery Paston  and the  Paston bailiff, Richard
Calle:  the  Church’s  recognition of  clandestine unions enabled Margery to  make
a valid match  with  be:  chosen partner against  the normprevailing amongst her
social class  that marriage was the vehicle for  family advancement not personal
fulfilment.

This  summary does less than credit  to the complexity of the author’s  argu-
ment and the range of literary sources he has  analysed.  For the historian, how-
ever, the  book  has one  drawback.  Its  language  is  occasionally obtuse with  the
jargon  of the literary critic  employed  to  confuse rather than clarify.  It is not
helpful  to be  told  that, ‘the problem  of concubinage is problemalized by the
recognition of  clandestine unions’ (p.  130) or that, the  ‘overdetermination  of
marriage  is not merely a  binary phenomenon’ (p.  160). Such inelegant expres-
sions, for  this  reviewer at  least, served  to  conceal  the  book’s  undeniable merits.

SJ.  PAYLING
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IMAGE AND DEVOTION IN LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.

Richard Marks.  2004.  Sutton Publishing, Stroud, £25. ISBN 0-7509-1466-1

In the last  decade  so  many books  have  concentrated  on image and  devotion
that  one’s heart falters at the thought of  another, but  Image and  Devotion in Late
Medieval England by Richard Marks is not more of the  same.  The introductory
chapter prepares the reader for a broad background, ranging fromtraditional
art  history to literary criticism, fromEnglish local  studies to  anthropological
treatments of  contemporary devotion  in Spain.  Nothing in the  introduction,
however, suggests  just  how revolutionary the next chapter  will  be. Chapter two

brilliantly reconstructs  the devotional  history of St  Mary’s  Church at Eaton
Bray (Bedfordshire) by paying attention  to the  sorts  of  details  most visitors  fail
to notice. The church  retains none  of its  medieval  images, but by using the
architectural  evidence  of empty niches  and corbels, Marks is  able  not  only to
trace  the  development  of parochial  devotion from  the earliest  shallow niches
flanking the  chancel  arch to later  stone  retables in  chapels, but  also  to  deduce
something about  the lost  images. Shallow  niches are  likely to  have held painted
images, less  costly than  statues, while  the  elegant canopied niche  in the  south
chapel  was  designed  for an  image  of a  major saint.  Marks, like  others before,
has  mined wills  and other  documents  for  information, but  with  this  attention

to  framing devices, he is  able  to  move beyond lists  of  saints cited  in  parish wills
and to  project  a  hierarchy of images  within  the  church.

Marks  quixodcally dedicates  the  book  to the testators and their  fellow
parishioners without whom  the  book could  not have  been possible, laymen
like  John Rudde and  Cuthbert  Cutlat, both of  whom bequeathed modest  sums
to  dedicated lights, as  well  as Lady Katherine  and Sir  Reynold Bray, who did
not  remember  St  Mary’s  in their  wills.  Marks  sides with  those critics who  have
argued  against  an  elite/ popular  dichotomy.  Although the  socially elevated  were
not  limited  to their  parish  churches for  objects of devotion, having manorial
chapels and  owning personal  objects like  books  of hours, even the likes of
Rudde  and Cutlat  could have owned simple  objects, wooden prayer beads  or a
moulded pipeclay image.

Other exemplary parishes  studied  are drawn largely from the arch-

deaconries  of Bedford and  Buckingham, both well-supplied with wills,

churches of  varying dates, and  adequate evidence  of  image  emplacement. A
wealth  of  information, however, is also  cited fromthe other  counties.  The

tables and  maps  suggest the range, pilgrimage sites  in Yorkshire and  East
Anglia, images documented  in five Essex  churches, and those of St  Nicholas

and St  Erasmus  in the  Weald  and  Kent.  Colour  reproductions  of  English  stat-
ues represent ten  different  counties.

The  book  comprises ten chapters, two  devoted solely to  images  of the
Virgin. In the first  devoted  to  early works, Marks  suggests  that the  popularity
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of the  Sade: Sapientae statue may not have  been  an insular  phenomenon.  He
cites, among others, an  image from  Godand, but his  hypothesis would have
been better  supported  by the  forest  of  Romanesque  Sede:  images preserved  in
the Vik  Episcopal  Museum  (Catalonia).  The second  chapter  is  devoted  to  later
Marian images, including the Pieté, illustrated  with fifteen English examples
(two  in  colour), as  well  an image bracket iconographically enriched with roses
for a  lost  statue at Dunton  (Beds).  The  Virgin also  figures in the chapter on
cult  images, though the orientation there is  largely on the  physical environment
of lost images, for  example, the  intricate  screen work for Our  Lady of the
Underctoft  (Canterbury), where the  dimensions  indicate that the statue was 1.5
meters high.  Where  images  have  been  lost, Marks  invokes continental  exem-
plars, e.g.  a  Viérge ouurante  for Our  Lady of  Boulton  at Durham, and for  some
sense  of the spectacular effects of  decked  images, our Lady of Aachen and Our
Lady of Grace  (Cologne). Particularly interesting is the chapter on  patronal
images, a  subject heretofore neglected. Typical  of the  wide-ranging accumu-
lation of disparate evidence, this  chapter  explores Visitation  records, liturgical
evidence  (patronal feasts were graded as Principal  Doubles), as  well  as  civic
celebrations.  The next chapter concerns othersaints, in  particular Holy Help-
ers, with  a  table  on the  church dedications  in half a dozen  dioceses  or regions.
The  last  two chapters address, respectively, image  production  and the  destruc-
tion  of  images.

The  book  is  remarkably rich  in illustration, 176 black and  white  photo-
graphs and  twenty-four  colour  plates. Although  the  architectural  photographs
are  sometimes difficult  to read, they repay careful  attention.  The  images repro-
duced  are largely English, most worksnever before published.  All  media  are
represented, wall painting, painted glass, rood  screens, brasses, and to a lesser
extent, manuscripts, as  well  as artefacts like  prayer beads  and  pilgrimage
badges, but sculpture predominates  because  lights, the  prevailing testamentary
evidence  of  personal devotion, typically honoured  statues. The  colour plates
serve  the thesis  well, for one can see the hierarchical  difference between  the
massive wall painting of St  Christopher  and the  modest  pillar  painting of St
Sitha at  Horley (Oxon.).  The original  polychromed canopy at  Fingringhoe
(Essex), its  gilded pinnacles standing out  against  the  blue  background, is  visu-
ally commanding. Whoever paid  for this  embellishment  of St  Margaret’s  statue
not  only evidenced personal devotion  but  invited  parochial honour as well.

Although the  index  is sometimes  difficult  to use  (foreign place names  are
not  cited, only the countries), the  publishers  are to be  commended  for the
production  values  of the  book.  The  black  and  white  illustrations are  situated
normally close  to  their  treatment in the text, and the  labelling is clear and  easy
to  follow.  The  book  is as  pleasant  to  handle  as it is stimulating to read.

ANN  ELJENHOLM NICHOLS
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OLIVIER DE LA MARCHE AND THE RHETORIC OF FIF-
TEENTH-CENTURY HISTORIOGRAPHY. Catherine  Emerson.  2004.
The Boydell  Press, Woodbridge, £45. ISBN  1-84383-052-3

Titles of  books  can be  misleading, not  because they are  wrong, but because
they raise  expectations.  Scholars of the  fifteenth century need  a  new, general
study of  Olivier  de La  Marche  and his  Mémoim  incorporating all  research done
in the  last hundred years.  This  book  presents a  clever  but selective and esoteric
discussion  of certain aspects of the memoirsand the  author’s  many attempts  to
prove certain points  and  present  certain  arguments  has led to  swamping the
page with detail, leaving the reader wondering what it is all about.

Chapter  One, ‘Putting a  date  to the  Me'mozm’, assumes that we know who
La  Marche  was and takes us straight  into  intricate  arguments  about whether he
can be  fitted  in  among other  historians  of the Valois dukes of  Burgundy, which
of his  texts  were  actually meant  to be  included  in his memoirs and  which  he
took fromothers.  The  section  on the  surviving manuscripts  of the  Me'moim
does  not  date  any of  them  and we have to  wait until page  116 to find that  only
one of  them  was produced in the  author’s  lifetime. Scribal  intervention  is
discussed, including the  interesting distinction, inserted  by some  rubricators,
between  Grande  Hirtoim  and  Petite  Himz'm (I  wonder whether  petite: binaries are
perhaps  what Philippe de  Comines  and  Jean  de  Wavrin called  incidences, ‘excur-
sions’, extraneous matter).

Chapter Two  examines  what is meant by the  word  me’moim today; not
much  time is spent on  contemporary meanings. Emerson concludes  that the
Me’moim  are  indeed memoirs, ‘not just  because  they obey certain literary con-
ventions  but  also  because they draw  heavily on the recollections of  their author
in  both their  subject matter  and their methodology’. Throughout the  book
much  attention is  paid  to the  ‘primal  scene’, La  Marche’s  first memory, which
is  given  great  significance.  This first  memory was of the  entry into  the town of
Pontarlier  — where  La Marche was at  school  — of  Jacques  de Bourbon, former
king of  Naples, who had  become  a  Franciscan  and entered the  town  as a
Franciscan  though carried  on a litter and  followed  by his large  household.  This
scene is one of several  chosen  by Emerson to try and analyse the  memoirs  as  a
biography of La Marche. One of her  conclusions  is that his chronology is hap-
hazard and ‘seems to  have more  to do  with  the  message that  he  wants  to  pre-
sent  than with  actual historical  cvents’.  The  possibility that mistakes  were  due
to  scribal erroris  rejected  — despite  the fact that  almost  all  manuscripts were
produced  after  the author’s  death.

There are  several  statements and theories  throughout  the next  chapters  (La
Marche’s place within  Burgundian  historiography,  his religion, his  presentation
of  combat) that  I  find  hard  to  accept.  For example, the text of the treaty of
Arms (1435), of  which many copies  were published  all over France  and the
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Burgundian  lands, as La  Matche himself  confirms, was inserted by him in its
entirety. This insertion of an  independent  document is assumed to have  been
made ‘to bolster’ the  author’s  authority, ‘signalling the  elevation  of the  circles
in  which  he moved’ — in spite of the fact that  most  historians and record keep-
ers of his  day, men of  varying backgrounds, did exactly the same, with  this text
and  with  any other  document they could  lay their hands  on.  Indeed, as  Jean-
Philippe  Genet concluded for a  slightly earlier  period: ‘Without  exaggeration it
can be  said  that chroniclers left the story of the Hundred Years’ War almost
entirely to newsletters’ (‘Historiographie  et  documentation  dans la tradition
anglaise’, in P. Cammarosano, ed., Le  fame  della pmpaganda politim  m2! due  e  no]
trmnto, Rome  1994, p. 239).

Emerson also  proposes  that La Marche had a predilection for the
Franciscan Order, especially the  Observant Franciscans:  ‘the  friars seem  to be
a distinct and  recurring theme’; ‘they have a  prominent  role in the  Mémoirzf.
The  instances given  are the  entry of  Jacques  de Bourbon into Pontarlier, the
burial of the bastard of  Dampierre  in a  Franciscan  church, a  criminal taking
refuge in the  tower  of  a  Franciscan  church, and the use of a  field  on  which  a

Franciscan  church was later  built  for  a  pa:  d’amex.  How can  four  mostly
‘impersonal’ references in a  work  that  filled more than  a  thousand  pages in its
nineteenth-century edition  (Beaune and d’Arbaumont, 1883-85) be  significant?
There is no  doubt  that the  Observant  Franciscans were ‘popular’ at the
Burgundian court, but the  argument concerning La Marche  himself  is  greatly
harmed  by the fact that his own elaborate  will does  not  mention them even
once.  This  will  is also  adduced  as  evidence  for the  conclusion  that he  owned
no  books — because  he did not  leave any.  La Marche, too, is  thus  included  in
the curious  image, that modern  commentators seem  to favour, of courtiers,
authors and  illuminatets  walking in and out of the  ducal library, consulting and
borrowing books  almost at  will.

It is unfair to  blame  a  book  for what it is not, but the theories and  argu-
ments  presented  by Emerson, many of  them  not  mentioned  here, would
perhaps  have  been  more  useful  if they had  been  subordinated to a  straightfor-
ward exposition of La Marche’s  life  and  work. However  thought—provoking
some  arguments  are, it may be  asked  whether we need to  look  for  a  deeper
meaning in  every wordor  image. Like many of his  colleagues, also amateur
historians  — Enguerrand dc Monstrelet, Jean  de  Haynin, Jacques  Du  Clercq,
Jean  de  Wavrin  — Olivier  de La Marche was not  writing with  a  hidden agenda
or at the command of his  prince, he was  merely ‘reporting’ for his own  pleas-
ure and that of others, preserving the  memory of  events  for  people  who had
not  witnessed them, ‘to delight the readers who  will  see my me’moz'm in  days  to
come, so  that they can see and  know  the ceremonies of the  past  not seen by
them’ (Beaune and d’Arbaumont, bk 2, pp.  95-96).  Like  most  of his  fellow
historians  /  chroniclers /memorialists  — or whatever  modem  scholarship in its
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wisdom  chooses  to call  them  — La Marche inserted  independent  documents,
apologised profusely for his  lack  of  talent, stated fromtime  to  time  that he
wished  to  avoid prolixity, made mistakes  about  dates  and  places, claimed  to
report only what he had  seen  or obtained froma  trustworthy source, etc.  Of
course his aim was  also didactic  and of course he did not want to present  him-
self  as a  nonentity, but none of his statements or attitudes are particularly
unusual or can be  proved  to be  highly significant.

As so often these  days  the  present  book  suffers from  the lack of a proper
editor, especially one at home  with  the  classics; there is, for example, no Latin
quotation without  at least one error  (e.g.  rating in  awe?) To  call Charles  the
Bold  Char/e:  le  Hardi  is  a  defensible  affectation, but why is  Mary of  Burgundy
confusingly called  Marie  d’Autn'the? There is one illustration (a  frondspiece  in
colour), the  index  is short, the  price considerable.

LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

IMAGINING ROBIN  HOOD.  AJ. Pollard.  2004.  Routledge, £15.99  (hbk).
ISBN  0-415-22308-3

The  story of  Robin Hood  has  long been  a favourite  with Englishmen  and  —
women  of all  ages. From  Langland’s Sloth, who knew ‘rymes of  Robyn  hood’,
and the Scottish chronicle: Walter Bower, who bore  witness  to the  multiplicity
of  such rhymes  in  circulation  on either  side  of England’s northern border, to
modem-day cinema  audiences drawn  by Hollywood’s multiple treatments  of
the  topos, the  legendary outlaw  has not ceased to inspire the  imagination.  A
number  of  eminent medieval historians  have  sought  to  identify a ‘historical’
Robin  Hood, or at least a  suitable model  for the  legend, some  of  them with
reasonable success, but the  quest continues.  The  hunt  for  this particular snark
is not one Tony Pollard  cares  to  join.  His  book  is less about  Robin Hood, than
about how  fifteenth-century Englishmen  perceived and understood  Robin
Hood, about  what the  outlaw  meant to  them. This  is not to say that Pollard
denies  the  existence  of a real  outlaw  known as ‘Robehod’ or by some  similar
name, he  merely takes account of  a  human tendency to adapt  story material  to
the  needs  of a  particular period. Pointing to the evolution and  embellishment
of the  Robin Hood  stories  from  the sixteenth  century to the present, froma
setting in the  reign  of  Edward  III to one in those of Richard  I  and  John, from
a  yeoman  of the  greenwood  to the  dispossessed  son of a Saxon earl, Pollard
argues  compellingly that similar variation  of the material to  suit  a  late medieval
present  took place in the centuries separating the  historical  events  concerned
(whatever their  nature) fromthe  compilation  of the Gut of Robin Hode  in the
fifteenth century.

It is a  fifteenth-century present that the  author seeks,  and his  examination
of the ‘rymes’ for the  real-life experiences  of  genuine fifteenth-century indi-
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viduals  bears  rich fruit  on  numerous  levels, social  and  otherwise.  In  Robin

Hood’s  merry men he  finds  a reflection of the  parish  fraternities  which were
central to late  medieval  religious and  social life  for almost every strata  of  soci-
ety; Robin’s  own  devotion  to the Virgin  Mary, combined with  a critical  attitude
towards the corrupt  abbot, mirrors  fifteenth-century piety combined with  an
anti-Benedictine  anticlericalism, re-echoing, so  Pollard, the  sentiments which  in

the  15305  would  cause the  laity in general to accept the  dissolution  of the
monasteries; the  poaching of deer, by which  the  outlaws  of  Sherwood lived,

was a  common  occurrence  throughout the  fifteenth  century, but was not an
offence  of muchconcern  to the  crown until  the  accession  of  Henry VII; by
contrast, highway robbery —  the  outlaws’ other source of  income  —  was a
problem  familiar  to any traveller in  fifteenth-century England; the corruption
of  sheriffs  and the  crown’s otherofficers was a recurring theme in  late  medie-
val  parliaments, and  Robin Hood’s  rebellion  against  the  king’s  corrupt  minis-

ters was in  keeping with  the  manifestos issued during the successive  ‘loyal
rebellions’ of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Yet, Pollard  is  also able  to

point  to notable  absences from  the text.  Although discussions  of the  condition
of  husbandmen  are  found  in  late medieval literary discourse, the  medieval
stories of  Robin Hood give  little  indication  of the conflict  between  peasantry
and Anglo-Norman aristocracy central  to the  modem story. Equally absent  is
another staple  of the twentieth-century versions  of the  Robin Hood  material,

the  notion (found  in  English chronicle writing fromthe late thirteenth  century)
that the  Norman Conquest  saw the  English people  subjugated by their  foreign
occupners.

Nevertheless, Pollard argues, the stories of Robin  Hood  were not the  mere

ribaldries  as  which  later  medieval moralists  and  early Protestant  firebrands

loved  to  paint  them. The  realities which  they reflected drew  upon  the experi-
ences, values  and  attitudes  of  gentle  and  common  audiences  alike, and  thus
appealed  to  both.  To  this  end, the material of the stories  needed  to be  highly

malleable, and  foremost  in  making it so was the character of  Robin Hood him-

self.  Unlike  his  alter  ego in  modem  renditions of the ‘matter of the
Greenwood’, the late  medieval Robin Hood  was neither peasant, nor of gentle
birth.  He existed in a fluid and  shadowy social  strata between  the  two, that  of

the  yeoman, a  status which underwent fundamental  changes of  meaning at
precisely the  period  explored by Pollard, the  outlaw’s identification  as a  ‘yeo-
man of the  forest’ alone providing a  fixed point  of  reference. This fluidity of
tank was  pivotal  in that it rendered the  story material  adaptable  to the  needs

and  interests  of  audiences  of  different rank.  The gentry could identify with

Robin  Hood’s  courtesy towards those  of his  social betters  who  lived  up to

idealized standards  of  knighthood  and  gentility, while audiences  of  inferior
rank  could  find  comfort  in his successful challenges to the authority of church
and  state.
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In his  search  for the  realities that  underpinned the  fifteenth-century stories
of Robin  Hood, Pollard has done  more  than to produce  another  book about
the medieval outlaw. The  result  of his  efforts goes  some way towards  a  general
introduction to  everyday life in  late:  medieval England, from its, to the modem
eye idyllic, scenes of young peoples’ May Day outings into  the greenwood and
huntsmen  by their trystle  trees, to the  harsher realities  of omnipresent crime

and often gratuitous  violence.  This book has  much  to  offer  to the  historian
and the literary scholar, but  also  to the lay reader  simply interested  in ‘rymes of
Robyn  Hode’_ or in  late  medieval life.  Pollard’s  easy style is highly readable, and
although  the  arrangement  of the laudably full  apparatus  of annotations as end-
notes will be an  irritation  to some  readers, it also means  that their details  do

not distract from the flow of the main argument. At £15.99  this compact book
is  comparatively inexpensive, and it should deservedly find an  enthusiastic  and

broad  readership.
HANNES KLEINEKE

THE  LAST MEDIEVAL QUEENS: English Queenship 1445-1503.
].L. Laynesmith.  2004.OxfordUniversity Press, £30. ISBN  0-19-924737-4

The reputations of medieval queens have suffered particularly badly at the
hands of successive  generations  of mainly male  historians  who  have  uncritically

accepted  past  judgements heavily influenced by political propaganda and gen-
der  stereotyping.  It could be argued  that  the  four  queens of  later fifteenth-
century England, Margaret of  Anjou, Elizabeth Woodville, Anne Neville and
Elizabeth  of  York, have suffered more than  others  in the hands of  their

detractors  as  a  result of the frequent changes of political  regime  in the period.
Historians need to peel away the  layers  of slander and prejudice which  have
built up over the past five hundred years in order to  attempt  to  penetrate  the
true characters  of the individual queens whose personal and political
circumstances were  all quite different.

This  book  is the product of  a  relatively new  approach  to the study of

medieval history which has grown out of the interdisciplinary Centre  for
Medieval  Studies at the University of York. The  part  played by queens in
medieval government and society is difficult to ascertain from  traditional
historical  sources  such  as chronicles, narrative  accounts, and the records of

central government and parliament because the king’s wife had no  recognised
place in the formal structures of government and administration. By widening

the selection of source  material  to include literary texts  such  as  romances,
verses  composed  for  state  occasions, conduct books  and letters, as well as vis-

ual images in manuscript illurninations, stained glass  and altarpieces, the ideol-
ogy and practice of queenship becomes  clearer.  The  richness  of these sources

is  explored  fully in  this book  to demonstrate the function of medieval queens,
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most  clearly visible  at important  symbolic  moments such  as  coronations,
crown-wearings, state-entries and  funerals.  Such  occasions  presented  opportu-
nities for the  promotion  of  certain queenly attributes  that  were  used  to affirm
the  king’s majesty with  the important supporting female element  in  kingship
associated  with  chaste motherhood, healing and  peacemaking powers, and
Plety.

Laynesmith  argues  that English queens  in the  second  half of the  fifteenth
century had a  particularly important role to  play in the  legitimisation  of  king-
ship. This was  a  period of exceptional political  instability when  the  authority of
kings was  repeatedly challenged and  weakened  by changes  of  dynasty.  Expec-
tations  were  high when  Margaret of Anjou arrived in  England  in  1445  as  queen
consort to  Henry VI, bringing to an end a  long period  without  a  female pres-
ence at the head of the  English  court.  Laynesmith emphasises  the importance
of  this moment which  marked  Henry VI’s entry into  mature  kingship and the
re-establishment of the  court  as  a  focus  of  both kingly and  queenly activity.
Because of the king’s physical and  mental collapse  in 1453, Margaret was
placed  in an  exceptional position  at the  centre  of the  court  and  royal house-
hold.  The  political implications  of  this unique  position cannot be  fully
explored, because  of the  inadequacies  of the  sources, except for rare  occasions
such  as the reception  given  to Margaret and her young son in  1456  by the
mayor  and  citizens  of  Coventry in a manner usually reserved for  kings.
Laynesmith argues  that this was ‘pxobably intended  to  represent a  conceptual
shift  in  which  sovereignty was  understood  to  focus  not  simply upon  the per-
son of the  king but on the  royal  family as a  whole, with Margaret  as the  only
adult capable  of exercising it’.  However  this  concept  was too  radical  for the
English nobility and  Margaret’s inability to persuade them to  accept her bid for
the regency had dire  political consequences, resulting in  civil war, and the
ultimate destruction  of the Lancastrian monarchy. These  events  reinforce the
point  that queens were  generally powerless  to intervene directly in  politics  and
if they did their reputations  were inevitably tarnished  unless  they happened  to
end up on the  winning side. This  is  most  clearly illustrated  by the example of
Lady Margaret  Beaufort, mother  of  Henry Tudor, one of the  most  politically
active noblewomen  of the  period, who, in contrast to the  vilified Margaret  of
Anjou, is remembered as  a  pious, educated, courageous, steadfast and  shrewd
woman, and above all as  a  survivor  in a  dangerous age.

Edward IV’s choice  of  Elizabeth Woodville  as his queen has  been regarded
by many historians  as his  biggest mistake because  she  failed  to conformto
contemporary expectations  of  queenship. Laynesmith  goes even further, sug-
gesting that Edward’s choice of  queen  and the  manner  in  which  he made it was
revolutionary, setting a precedent for later  kings  to  follow.  She  suggests  that
Edward’s actions  had  some influence  on  Henry VIII’s  behaviour towards his
queens, but to  blame Edwatd  IV for ‘opening the way for a  stunning series of
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divorces  and  judicial  murders of queens’ by his  grandson  is taking the  claim
too  far.  The key point is that  both  monarchs  married  for  love  rather than
selecting their  marriage  partners for  diplomatic  or territorial reasons. Did  this
represent  a conscious rejection of  traditional  queenship as exercised in  medie-
val  Europe?  Or was it rather a particular response to the unique political cir-
cumstances in  which later  fifteenth-century kings were  operating?

Inevitably questions  are raised here  about  the reputation of  Elizabeth
Woodvillc  and the role of her  family in Yorkist  politics, a  subject which  has
exercised fifteenth-century historians for the  past forty years. Elizabeth  has
been regarded as  both  an  evil, grasping scheme:  who promoted the  interests  of
her  family at every opportunity and as a  tragic victim, whose  sons were  forcibly
removed from  her care and  ultimately murdered.  Laynesmith agrees  with
recent critics of  Mancini’s  account of the events  immediately following
Edward  IV’s  death  in  1483  which  led to  Richard, Duke  of Gloucester’s usurpa-
tion  in  response  to fear of the ambitions of the  Woodville family including the
queen  who allegedly sought  to  deprive  him of  power.  As  both Horroxand
Pollard  have asserted, there is no  evidence  of enmity between  Gloucester and
the  Woodvilles prior  to 1483, nor can Elizabeth be  blamed  for  Gloucester’s
actions. Laynesmith provides  a  much  more  sympathetic View of Elizabeth
describing her behaviour in 1483 as  ‘moderate  and  sensitive’.  Like her prede-
cessor, Margaret of Anjou, when  faced  with  a threat to her position as mother
of the heir to the  throne, her actions  were determined  by the desire to protect
her  children.

This  analysis  of the  ideology and practice of  queenship in latex  fifteenth-
century England should inform  all future studies of  individual queens  of the
period.  Laynesmith provides  evidence  of the  importance  of the role of the
queen to the exercise of  sovereignty in her capacity of  wife, mother and  joint
preside: over  the royal court. By the  sensitive  use of sourcesoften  neglected by
more  traditional  historians, Laynesmith  succeeds in  deepening out  under-
standing of the role and powers of  queens  in the context of  late medieval
English monarchy.

DIANA  DUNN

MALORY: The Life and  Times  of King Arthur’s Chroniclet. Christina
Hardyment.  2005.  Harper Collins, London, £25. ISBN 0-00-711489-3

Christina Hardyment’s  avowed intent  that her  biography of Malory should be
‘the first to set him  convincingly in the  social  and political world of his  age’ (p.
2) is, simultaneously, admirable  and an  ambition fraught with risk,  given that
his  life spanned  one of the  most  turbulent  political periods of English history,
which requires  no little  exposition.  It is also Hardyment’s wish to rehabilitate
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Malory’s reputation, characterised by a notorious criminality, to restore it to
that of an  ‘honest, impetuous, wise  and  deeply loyal  man’ (p. 481 and see
Introduction).  To  this end, she  admits  that her book is  ‘stuffed  to the  brim
with  conjectures’ and is ‘as much an  imagined life  as a  true biography’ (p. 2).
The result is a  volume which  is something of a  hybrid  — in the  author’s own
words  it ‘bteaks a  great many scholarly conventions’ (p. 2), and yet it is replete
with references  to the  most  up-to-date research and references to  private
communications with  the Malorian and  fifteenth-century specialists PJ.C.
Field, Christine Carpenter, Michael Hicks  and  Anne Sutton, as  well  as to the
as-yet  unpublished  drafts  of the biographies  compiled  for the History of Pa:-
liament  Trust. The  movement between  painstaking reconstruction of the
details  of  daily life  at  this  time to summary of political  history to ‘necessarily
imaginative  reconstruction’ (p.  134) of the  events  and motivations of Malory’s
life  can be  unsettling at times, but it is a book  worth persevering with  as much
for the  still unanswered questions  it  raises  as for  some eloquent  and evocative
writing.

Hardyment’s  book  is  deeply indebted  to the  seminal biography of  Field
(The Life and  Time:  of Sir  Thoma: Malay, Cambridge, Brewer, 1993), not least in
the way in  which  she  expands upon  Malory’s  possible involvement  in the
Lancastrian Cornelius  plot  to  effect  in chapters 23 and 24, yet she  begins  by
resurrecting the  idea  that  Malory was  born  c. 1399, thereby rejecting Field’s
convincing argument that the  date  of  birth should  be  placed  1415-18.  This  in
turns allows  her to elaborate  upon  Dugdale’s original  speculation  that the
author had served  with  Richard  Beauchamp, Earl  of  Warwick, in  France  for
two  decades from1415. Some  of the  points arising fromthis stretch  credulity,
for example the  idea  that Malory could  have taken  part  in the siege of  Rouen  in
1418, which then  informed his  tale  of Arthur and the Emperor  Lucius  (in fact
his English  source  here, the alliterative  Matte Art/mm  gives amply chilling
description  of  such sieges) and thereafter was  with  Beauchamp’s retinue in the
Bouvreuil  tower where  Joan  of Arc was  kept  in 1430/31, and not  always
treated  with respect, by the  English  (chapter 8).  Indeed, the duke of
Buckingham’s near-stabbing of  Joan  (p.  163) is taken to explain  much  of
Malory’s subsequent enmity towards  the duke, Not that this is taken as a  com-
plete explanation  of relations  between  the two  men: Hardyment  later suggests
that ‘Sir  Thomas Malory’s own personal  Guinevere  or  Belle Isolde  was Anne
Neville, Duchess  of Buckingham’, Cecily’s  sister, whom  he  could  first have
seen  at  Rouen  in 1431 (p. 373) and that  this would explain  the apparent
cessation  of  official  hostility towards  the knight after Buckingham’s  death.
Even  the  alleged  rape  ofjoan Smith  (of  which Hardyment ingeniously exoner-
ates  Malory) is  linked into this  argument.  Leaving aside  the complete lack of
foundation  for  such a  theory, Hardyment’s case is not strengthened by he:
unquestioning citation of Ethel Seaton at  this  point, who  identified Dame
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Gladness as  Anne  Neville in ‘a coded version of The  Romance qfthe  Rose written
by Sir  Richard  Roos for Margaret of  Anjou’s  revels’.  Seaton’s cryptogrammtic
approach to the  literature  of the fifteenth century has long been  discredited,
and it is disturbing to find her work invoked elsewhere (pp.  395-96).

This deployment of  Seaton, in  tum, highlights  a  weakness of the  book  as  a
whole, in  that  it is  better  informed  historically than literary-historically.
Malory’s family, for example, would  have  been quite  exceptional  to  have
owned  copies  of John  Mirk, Walter Hilton and Nicholas Love, and many of
the echoes of phrasing which Hardyment  detects both  here  (p. 66) and in the
inscriptions to the Beauchamp Pageants (p. 76) (probably commissioned by
the  same  Anne Neville  — only not until  after Malory’s  death) could more  accu-
rately be ascribed to the evolution of the new English prose  style rather than  to
direct influence. The  case  for examining Malory’s  possible influence on John
Vale, the  Lancastrian merchant  Thomas  Cook’s  man of  business, who  com-
piled  a  volume of  disparate  materials, has  greater  plausibility, given their  circles’
possibly shared  political sympathies (p.  438) (see  The Politic:  qzfteent/J  Centugl
Eng/and; john Vale’: Book, ed. by Margaret  Lucille  Kekewich, Colin Richmond,
Anne F. Sutton, Livia Visser—Fuchs and John L.  Watts, Stroud:  Alan  Sutton for
the  Richard  III and  Yorkist  History Trust, 1995, esp. pp. 127-286).  Elsewhere,
it is essential to note  that  texts such as the  alliterative  M071: Arthur-e are highly
unlikely to  have formed  part of the  repertoire  of ‘travelling minstrels’ (p. 65) —
it is very much  a  literary work  — whilst the basis for the pillaging scene after
Arthur’s last  battle, although undoubtedly raising memories for any soldier, is
to be found in Malory’s English source  here, the  stanzaic  Marie  Arthur, rather
than  the  aftermath  of the battle of Towton (1461), which we do not know for
certain Malory participated  in.

On  a  factual level  there  are annoying errors.There is no evidence  that  the
Coventry CorpusChristi plays existed in  their later,  surmised form in the early
fifteenth century, and CorpusChristi is not ‘a  late  May festival’ (p.  69);]ohn  of
Gaunt’s  marriage to  Katherine  Swinford was his  third,  not his second (prefa-
tory Table); Wingfield is in Suffolk, not Sussex (p. 267); and Caxton did not
learn  to print under the patronage of Margaret of Burgundy (p. 471). Amongst
the  illustrations, that  between pages 412 and 413 purporting to show  Richard
Earl of Warwick and his family in  fact  depicts his  father,  Ralph Neville,  Earl of
Westmoreland (Paris, BN MS  Lat. 1158, fol.  271:).  (A general point regarding
the pictures is  that  full manuscript references would  have  been useful.) Given
that this  is a book intended for  a  readership beyond the academic, the text is
pleasantly free  of distracting numbering, although the use of endnotes can be
irritating: it is constantly necessary to  check  to find references from quotations.

This review has tended to  highlight  some of the more improbable imagin-
ings, but this should not negate the  book’s very real strengths. The descriptions
of Sandwich and Calais (which  locations  Malory certainly would have known)
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and Rhodes (to  which  place Malory could well  have  accompanied  his Knight
Hospitaller relative in the  late  14305) are evocative  (pp.  96-97 and chapter 9),
and the complexities of the various  French campaigns  such as Agincourt and
the  explanations  of the tortuous  political situation  in the  14505  and 605 are
well-handled.  And  whilst  the  suggestions  as to patronage, or  intended audi—
ence, which  range  from  Henry VI to his son, to  Edward  IV (pp. 20, 407, 439),
remain  no more  than dubious  speculation, the  question  raised throughout the
book, as to whether  Malory spent decades  rather  than  his  final years  of  impris-
onment  writing his Arthuriad i: one  which  is  worth  further  investigation  by
literary scholars.  Taken all in all, this  is an  gntettaining, if provocative, account
of  Malory, which  succeeds in large  part  in its aim of  setting him  within  the
context of his  age.

CAROL M. MEALE

MARGERY KEMPE AND HER WORLD. Anthony Goodman.  2002.
Pearson Education, Harlow, £17.99. ISBN  0-582-36808-1

If  Margery Kempe  had drawn us  a  map of her  world  it  would have  resembled
those presented today on leaflets of  tourist sites  or hotels, which  focus entirely
on the place  they wish  to promote, turning it  into  the geographical  centre  of  a
wide  area, all roads leading to it.  Margery would  have  shown (King’s) Lynn  as a
large  roundel in the very centre, with  travelling routes  branching off, across
land  and  sea, towards Norwich, London  and Bristol, but  also  Danzig, Rome
and  Jerusalem.  If she had  menu'oned herself  in he: leaflet she  would  have
emphasised  the importance of her  family, her basic orthodoxy — in spite of her
eccentricity — and her  special relationship with  Christ. It  would become evident
that she was a  sophisticated town dweller, not a  lover  of the countryside.

Goodman’s book  is for  readers  who want to  know  what The  Book.  of
Margegy Kempe has to offex by way of  social  and  political  historical information;
its  religious aspect  is treated in that  same context.  Anyone who  does  not  wish
to work his or her way through the  whole  of  Margery’s  confusing and  effusive
text  will  be  grateful.  Goodman’s introduction  sets out the  basic  history of the
book, its  unique manuscript  and the reason for ‘yet  another  book  about
Margery Kempe’, concluding that the social background of the text illuminates
the work itself, and  vice  versa. The  town  of  Lynn  and  Margery’s  paternal  fam-
ily, the Brunhams, receive  much  attention.  ‘Environment, economy and
society’, ‘Relations  with  kings and  nobles’, and ‘Intemal  conflicts’ are sub-titles
that speak for  themselves. Margery emerges as a daughter of the  patendam, part
of the network of  wealthy merchants  who traded as far as  Germany and lived
in style, and  according to the picture she  painted  the  town possessed  a  great
sense  of community and religious  duty.  She  affords  a  fascinating, though fitful,
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view  of  women’s  role in urban  life; fitful  because she  does  not  give autobio-

graphical details systematically and much of  what  she reports  happened long
before it was written  down.

Chapter  Four  looks  at the  religious life  of  Lynn:  the  buxgesses’ relation
with  the  religious  houses and the  parish  clergy.  Certain individuals, named  and
unnamed, are  brought into focus, men who were  known  to  Margery and sup-
ported her in her  religious  enthusiasm. It is  emphasised  how  various were  the
cults of the  town, its  cultural  horizons  stretching as far  ‘Dewchland’ and the

Mediterranean. Margery’s  own  piety progressed fromthe  conventional, worldly
life  of  a wealthy merchant’s  wife, who  attempted  two  business  ventures of her
own, to a  deeply devout, mature  woman, who had  inner dialogues with  Christ,
the  Virgin, even with God, and in he:  meditations  was  able  to  accommodate
scenes of  grand  historical and biblical  events  ‘in technicolor and stereo  sound.’
Her vow of  chastity — within married life  and  eventually agreed  to by her  hus-
band — and  physical outbursts, such  as  crying out, sighing and  sobbing, are
discussed.  To put this in  perspective  we are  reminded  that, for example,
Margaret  Beaufort, Henry VII’s mother, was also praised  after  her  death  for
the vow of  chastity she  took  in her husband’s  lifetime  and for her  ‘holy weep-
ing’. Margery is compared to  Mechtild  of  Magdeburg, the Castilian  mystic
Juana  de la Cruz, Richard  Rolle, Walter  Hilton  and  especially to St Bridget of
Sweden, her role  model.  Though  Margery was  less eccentric  in her day than we
might think, it is a fact that she  vastly irritated  many contemporaries, particu-
larly her  fellow  travellers.

Margery's travels  took  her all over  England, often  in the  company of her
accommodating husband.  She  visited  prelates, conversed with them, and
observed their  lifestyle with varying degrees  of  approval; they took her
reproofsin  amazingly good part, suggesting that there was an interest  among
the higher  clergy for the  devotional trends among the  laity.  It is even  likely that
Margery’s piety was  known  and respected in  princely circles, the Beaufort  fam-
ily in particular.  Regional elements  influenced her own  religious development:
she was attracted to the  cults of St  William  at Yorkand  John  of  Bridlington,
and met Dame  Julian  of  Norwich, the  anchoress.  She was in the  habit  of  dis-
rupting services  and processions and  holding public homilies, displaying her
great knowledge  of  scripture, all of  which  put her at risk of  being accused of
heresy.  At the same  time  her travels  prove  that it was  relatively safe  and  easy to
travel, even  for a  woman, though  it was  preferable  that she be  accompanied  by
a  man, particularly when  she had  a  tendency to  behave  extravagantly like
Margery.

The  Book’s  account of  Margery’s foreign  Eavels to  Spain, Prussia, Italy and
the  Holy Land provide  further  insights into  the  motives  and  problems  of
fifteenth-century pilgrims, and the  behaviour  and  attitudes  of  English  travellers
abroad.  How  they gathered the  money needed  to travel, how  they chose
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routes, found transport  and  hospitality far away from home.  Her information
about  such  places  as Venice, Rome  and  Jerusalem  remains  sketchy, however,
concentrating on her  religious reactions  to her  surroundings.

Goodman concludes  that we  should  not be too  dismissive  of the  factual
basis of the  Book, for though it was  written long after  the  events, one has to
realise that  people’s memories  were  much  better  trained  in  Margery’s  day then
they are  today.  She  also  had to make her  account plausible for it to be taken
seriously by her  contemporaries.  She set out to re—establish her reputation in
her  home town  and presented  Lynn  in a  positive light  whenever and however
she  could. What  she  does  and  does  not say about Lynn  society and religious
life  is of equal  importance.  Goodman’s book  as  well  as  Margery’s  Book  provide
fascinating insights  into early fifteenth-century life  in  England; Goodman’s
book is also  easy to read and to  use. There  are two  maps  of  Lynn  and one of
Europe, a chronology of  Margery’s life, nine  black and  white illustrations, a
select bibliography and an  (equally select) index.

LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

MEREVALE AND ATHERSTONE:  1485.  Recent Boswotth
Discoveries.  John  D.  Austin.  2004.  Published  by the  Friends  of Atherstone
Heritage, White Hart  Heritage Centre, Long Street, Atherstone, Warwickshire
CV9 IAX, £4.95. ISBN  0-953832-1-7

In a little  over  a  hundred  pages the present  booklet  contains  forty-seven  short
‘sections’ with  titles  ranging from ‘Henry Tudor’s  Camp’, and ‘St  Atmel’, to

‘Richard’s Route fromLeicester’ and ‘The Translation of the Bosworth Well’.
Much  of the  information  provided is of local  origin, and the  author expresses
his  gratitude  to ‘a  large  team of  friends’; he  also acknowledges  his huge  debt  to

Michael  Jones’ Bowen/J  7485.  The aim of the booklet is to  preserve  the local
traditions and stories for future  use.

A large  part  of the  information  is  fascinating, though  of a ‘mythical’ nature:
tales of  King Richard  sitting by the fire in a  local  farmhouse, yet another ‘King
Richard’s  bed’, a ‘dustbin lid’ which  turned out to be ‘King Richard’s buckler’
(present location unknown), and 21 ‘Dining Table  Field’ where  Henry Tudor
and his men had their  meal before  the  battle.  As the author  says, none  of these
items proves anything on its own, but  they do  make  an impressive  collection,
as  a case study of tumoursand tales  sprung up around  one historical event, if
nothing else.

The author is very chatty: ‘Last  week  I had a letter ’, When I  saw it
my heart  sank’, and he is  very willing to speculate and theorise openly, though
perhaps  not  much  more than  some professional  historians do in a  more subtle
manner. To take one example: among the  more  interesting items  presented by
Austin is  a  quantity of  glass fragments, originating from  the  stained glass win-
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dows  of  Metevale  Church  — whether the  abbey is meant is not clear  — and later
preserved  at  Merevale Hall, the manorial  building constructed within  part of
the  abbey.  The  abbey, according to  some, including Austin, is the  location  of
Henry Tudor’s pre-battle camp, the evidence  being that it is virtually the  only
place  in  England  that  received  compensation  for  damage done  to its cropsand
fields during Henry’s  march to Bosworth. A few of the glass fragments  pieced
together  show  — according to the  digitally enhanced  photograph  included  in
the  book — three squares of  massed pikemen  as  well  as other ranks of  soldiers.
Experts  have  dated  the  glass, on the  basis  of the firearms and other military
details, to after 1640. In the  16405 the  abbey lands, which  had  been  granted in
tail  male  to Walter Devereux in 1540, were  in the  possession  of their  last
Devereux owner, Robert Devereux, Earl  of  Essex, nominal  commander of the

parliamentary forces  in the Civil War until he  ignominiously abandoned  his
troopsin 1644. The author of the present booklet  engagingly admits  that  this
information about the date of the  glass reached  him  some  time  after  he had
already connected the  pike  formations in the  glass  to the  Swiss-trained  pike-
men, first  mentioned  by Michael Jones  in his  2002  book  on  Bosworth, who are
supposed  to  have played  such  a crucial  role  in the  outcome  of the  battle.
Austin is  honestly disconcerted  by the new 1640  evidence:  Where  this leaves
us, I  am not  quite  sure’ he  writes, but happily adds  that ‘It may just  be an
anachronism, and the  Battle  of Bosworthwas the  intended  subject’.

Indeed, it may be, it may even  be an  imaginative representation  of the
battle of  Jericho, for it is  unlikely that the  owners  of Merevale  Hall would  be
interested in  a  battle that  took  place 150  years  earlier and  about which they had
no  more information than  we do.  This  is how  legends  are  born  if the  soil  of
credulity is fertile enough: a little  disinformation, a  fanciful  interpretation,

some  colourful details in  inexpert hands  and  a  new myth is  flowering; it  will
take  long years  and many words  to  eradicate.  It has to be  said again  to warn
future scholars, local researchers  and  novelists  there is no  evidence  for the

presence of  pikemen  at  Boswotth!
Chattiness, a  tendency to speculate and  general  editorial messiness apart,

this little book will give  Ricardians several hours of  enjoyment  and  amazement.
There are various entertaining and arresting theories that  deserve  to be  contra-
dicted  or  followed  up in a  more  organised and  critical way.  There are also
almost  as  many endnotes  as there are  sections, and a  bibliography and an
index; ten  black  and  white illustrations  support the  author’s stories.

LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS
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PROPHECY, APOCALYPSE  AND THE DAY OF DOOM.  Proceed-
ings  of the  2000 Harlaxton Symposium. Harlaxton  Medieval  Studies, XII.
Edited by Nigel  Morgan.  2004  Shaun Tyas, Donington, J€49.50

ISBN  1-900289-68-7

The papers in  this  collection represent the contribution of the  Harlaxton
medieval symposia to the  millennium  year 2000, when  most  of us had been
more worried about the collapse of our own computer and the world wide web
than the ending of the world, but which was indeed the tight occasion to
remember how frequently and how  intensely people  throughout  the middle
ages had feared, discussed and calculated the future, especially the day of
Judgment. The present  collection  is large, covering almost  every aspect of
medieval  prophecy and as  such is  a  good reminder of the  diversity and longev-
ity of these beliefs and practices, but as it is impossible to  rehearse  the  contents
of  each paper, I  will  focus briefly on the  ones  concerned  with the later middle
ages and  those  discussing more  general views.

Among the  more general  studies is  a  review by Hilary Carey of  astrology,
prophecy and the  ‘Four Last  Things’, death, judgment, heaven and  hell, in  late:
medieval England and  France, discussing current  theories  of the end of the
world, the prophecies of John of Bridlington, and the workof John Ashenden
and Simon de  Phares. Robert  Easting in  ‘Personal apocalypse: judgment  in
other-world  visions’, points out that the individual soul was assumed to  have
been judged immediately after death, long before  the truly final and  universal
Judgment.  Several  contributions  concentrate  on the Apocalypse and its iconog-
raphy:  Margaret  Manion, in  ‘The Angers tapesuies  of the Apocalypse and
Valois  patronage’ links  the famous  tapestries  to contemporary English  manu-
script  production; Rosemay Muir Wright, ‘Living in the final  countdown: the
Angevin Apocalypse panels in  Stuttgart’ throws  light  on the possible  function,
style and actual  content  of  these  unusual paintings; and  Martha  Driver  illus-
trates  the depiction of the Apocalypse in late medieval  books  of hours, espe-
cially the  images  of the sibyls and the ‘Fifteen Signs’ or ‘Tokens’ before
Doomsday. The  latter  also appear in Sue  Powell’s interesting and  detailed
survey — particularly of the accompanying texts  —  of the  so-called  Pricke  qf
Comaiente  window in All Saints  North Street, in York, which is  now, and
probably always was, unique.

Among the contributions  concerning specific people, events and objects,
Andrew  Prescott's highly readable  study of the Peasants  Revolt  of  1381  stands
out; it  takes a  new look at the  apparent  discrepancy between narrative  and
administrative  sources on the aftermath of the revolt, but what it has to do
with ‘Prophecy etc.’, apart fromthe title, which refers to ‘The Hand of  God’,
remains a  mystery. Lesley Coote looks at Henry Despenser, Bishop of
Norwich  — best  known for his crusade of 1383  — and his manuscript, BL MS
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Cotton  Claudius E  viii, containing historical and  vaticinal  texts, and Michael
Bennett studies  the role of prophecy in the ‘revolution’ of 1399, including
Richard  II’s  own attitude to and interest in the ‘occult  sciences’. As is  usual  in
discussions  of  prophecy even modem  authors are  tempted into  suchpro-
nouncements  as:  ‘The  correspondences  between Richard’s  character and con-
cerns and the figures and themes of political prophecy are  quite striking’.

Nicholas  Rogers  presents an unusual and  necessarily limited overview  of
English brasses  and  incised slabs, which  in their  images  and  texts refer to the
Resurrection and the Last  Judgment; most  of the  surviving examples  are  six-
teenth-century; many were destroyed. Finally Meg Twyctoss  and Pamela  King
highlight  two  unusual images  of  Doomsday.  The first an early fifteenth-century
Christ on the  Rainbow, with  the actual  parting of the  blessed  and the damned
below, which  was inserted in a  curious position  in the famous Bolton Hours
(York Minster Library Add.  MS 2), the  second an attractive  drawing — pre-
senting the  same  scene  more  elaborately - in a ‘meditau've miscellany’ of
Carthusian origin (BL  Add.  MS  37049), which  is carefully analysed, its  contents
listed  and related to the  image.

Prophecy and  millenarianism appear  to be of great  interest, even mesmer-
ising, to  this day.  It is salutary to remember that  Ramon  Lull, almost 700 years
ago, and his translator  William  Caxton, more than 400  years  ago, were  sensible
enough to call divination  ‘wind  in the head’, rather than ‘the  hand  of  God’, but
no  blame  can be attached to the  present collection:  it is  firmly based  on  solid
research  and  includes  all essential  illustrations.  What is lacking is an  index.

LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

MUCH HEAVING AND SHOVING.  Essays  for Colin Richmond.
Edited  by Margaret  Aston and  Rosemary Horrox.  2005.  Privately published,
£15.00 (pbk). ISBN 0-9549748-0-8

Like any fistubnft, this collection of  papers  offered to  Colin Richmond  in
celebration  of his  retirement  reflects the work and  interests  of its  recipient  at
least  as  much, if not  more  so, than  those  of its contributors. Professor
Richmond’s  interests have  ranged wider  than  those  of some, and as the con-
tributors  are  drawn from among his  medievalist  pupils,  friends,  and colleagues,
it  falls  to the  late  Sir Rees Davies  (who sadly died shortly before the volume
could  be  presented) in his  introduction  to  outline  the  full  breadth of his old
friend’s work.  It  seems  appropriate that  Colin  Richmond, who has had a  life-
long fascination with  the evidencc that has  come  down to us from the medie-
val  period  — material as  much  as  written  — should  be offered a  collection of
documents.

Not  just  documents, however.  The reader need only turn to the back cover
of the  volume  to be  reminded  of  Colin  Richmond’s  keen interest in the physi-
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cal remains of the fifteenth century, reflected  both  in Margaret  Aston’s ‘mem-
oir’ of an outing with him to the city of London in  search for the social  signifi—
cance  of the  late  medieval ale house, and Richard  Marks’ piece, which uses  a
document  drawn  from the papers of the eighteenth-century East  Anglian  anti-
quary Thomas  Martin to  stress  the importance of  early modem  antiquarian
work  for our knowledge of medieval glass, much  of which  survived  reforma-
tion and civil war, only to be  destroyed  in the age of ‘enlightenment’.

As might be expected, a  number of key areas  of Richmond’s interests find
reflection  within. His monumental  three-volume work  on the Pastons  com—
plete, he will always be inextricably linked with the history of the  late  medieval
English gentry, and it is properthat several  contributors should offerstudies of
gentle families or individuals. Nigel  Saul  discusses an inventory of Sir John
Beauchamp of Holt, one of  Shakespeare’s ‘caterpillars  of the  commonwealth’.
The impressive list of possessions seized by the Appellants in 1388  illustrates
just  how far Sirjohn, not born to riches, had  come in the world. If it is  hard  to
avoid  Saul’s  conclusion  that  Beauchamp was indeed  a  rapacious man, one
might be forgiven for similar misgivings  about  John Findeme and Henry
Booth, old friends whom Maureen Jurkowski revisits. Her document, an
indented agreement in French, is  drawn  from the collections of Derbyshire
Record Office, and marksthe end of one of the protracted squabbles which
we have  come  to see as characteristic of the  later  medieval gentry. Colin
Richmond’s own  work  on the  East  Anglian gentry has  done  much to familiar-
ise us with this incessant  bickering, and it is no surprise  that several  papers in-
voke, or at least remind us of his work. Anthony Smith’s discussion of two
documents relating to Sir John  Fastolf‘s management of the Wiltshire manor
of Bathampton cannot fail to bring to mind the lengthy squabbles  over the
Fastolf  inheritance that  preoccupied the  Pastons  for so long. Two  other
authors  offer  rather more  whimsical  stories. Isobel  Harvey draws her  docu-
ment fromthe rich fund of stories, allegations and gossip preserved among the
records of the court of Chancery in the Public Record Office, to present an
account  of the fortunes (and misfortunes) of an  ostrich  exhibited in mid-
fifteenth-century Royston, Norwich and Bures. Carole Rawcliffe  also turns  to
Chancery for  a  complaint over defamation brought by a  man  accused of being
a  leper by his parish priest.

Although  the sympathy of many of the contributors for  their  subjects is
unquestionable, the  theme  of the rapaciousness of the gentry is never far
below the surface in these papers. By contrast, Deborah  Youngs and Philip
Morgan turn away fromthe  incessant  squabbling of the landed classes to
examine  a  different aspect of their world. Youngs approaches the religious
beliefs of  a  group of late medieval Cheshire gentry through a letter  sent home
fromOxford by a  student  in the early years of the sixteenth century.  Dating
from  about  1517, the letter  provides  an English example of the  flourishing
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trade  in  indulgences  (several  tens  of  thousands  of  which have  been  procured
by the letter  writer), which  so infuriated  Martin Luther  at the  very same  time.
The letter  does, however, also contain  a  list  of  individuals  for  whom  the
Oxford  scholar has procured  indulgences, thus providing an interesting exam-
ple of a  community connected  by demonstrable  ties of  friendship, rather than
business. Morgan  uses a  prose  narrative of the  descent  of the  lords  of Rushall,
Staffordshire, in the  Rushall psalter  to  demonstrate  the importance of  gentle
lineage and  longstanding associations  with particular localities  in  shoring up a
family’s  fortunes, especially in times of trouble and  looming extinction.

Three  authors  contribute wills from different record repositories: Barrie
Dobson examines  the career  ofjohn Shirwood, a  mid-fifteenth—century com-
mon clerk of York, and father of  a  later  bishop of  Durham, as an  example  of
the gentrification of  even minor lawyers  at the end of the  middle ages; Diana
Dunnuses the  will  of the Cheshire  widow  Alice de Bulkeley, drawn  up in 1413,
to  shed  light on  this lady’s economic  circumstances, social network  and  reli-
gious  preferences; and Carol  Meale  choses another  lady’s will, that of Isabel
Lyston  of  Norwich, written  in 1490, interesting not  least  because of the  lady’s
bequest of two  books  (a verse  romance  and a  life  of St  Margaret) to her
daughter.

Of  course, Colin Richmond  has  also been imimately associated  with  the
history of the  Yorkist  period, and this  finds  reflection in  several contributions
which  may be of particular  interest  to  readers  of The  Ricardian.  Margaret
Kekewich’s chosen document, a  pardon fromthe  patent roll, is  hardly the
most  unusual  in  this volume, but the  same cannot  be  said  of her  wide-ranging
and  detailed discussion  of the career of Dr  Ralph  Makerell, Lancastrian  loyalist
and chancellor to  Queen Margaret  of Anjou in  exile. Several  other  documents
touch  the Yorkist  royal family immediately. Charles  Moreton  uses evidence
from  the Norwich  city records  to  shed  light on the  whereabouts  of Anthony,
Lord Scales, during the  crisis  of 1469, which  cost  his father his  life. Rosemary
Horrox’s  example of an  upwardly mobile  gentleman, the ‘invisible’ John
Prince, shows Richard, Duke of  Gloucester, and his mother, Cecily, Duchess
of York, as  ‘good  lozds’ on  opposite  sides in  (yet another) gentry squabble.  Ian
Arthurson’s characteristically ideosyncratic offering retraces Perkin  Warbeck’s
steps fromToumai  via Portugal to  Cork, using the  medium  of the now  famil-
iar Setubal  testimonies.  In it, Arthurson is  able  to  offer  interesting thoughts  on
the  possible  fate of the Princes in the  Tower, after the removal of their  physi-

cian, John Argentine.
This, finally, leaves Tony Pollard’s  piece of  detective work.  It was  long

thought  that  Colin Richmond himself  had  exhausted  the  available  sources for
the  cult  of St  Penket  (a  discovery, which  by its nature  some  years ago  caused
consternation and  embarrassment  to an  editor  of The Time:), and it is thus not
far  short  of a miracle that  Tony Pollard  should  have unearthed  with such per-
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fect timing (and, at that, in  a  privy!) fresh evidence  to be  included  in a  volume
in honour of the  saint’s academic  father. Pollard’s  document will, of course, be
of the greatest interest to  Ricardians  for what it can tell  them  about the  death
of the  duke  of Clarence, the  privileged knowledge  thereof  apparently possessed
by Richard of  Gloucester’s servants, and the  Middleham jewel.

The  papers  in  this  collection have  been prepared  and brought together
with great affection, and should be read in the  spirit  in  which  they were
offered:  above  all, they reflect the  very riches  of the history of the  English
middle ages, which  Colin  Richmond  has  done  so  much  to  illuminate.

HANNES KLEINEKE

THE WARS OF THE  ROSES.  The Soldier’s Experience. Anthony
Goodman.  2005.  Tempus, Stroud, £25. ISBN  0-7524-1784—3

This is an attractive  sounding proposition but  also  an extremely difficult one,
namely, to explore what  soldiers  thought and did in the  Wars  of The  Roses.
Anthony Goodman  is  perhaps  here  following up on  some  of those underlying
interests  in his  splendid  chapter  entitled  ‘The Wars and Society’ in his  1981
book  on the Wars of The Roses. In the end  this  is not  just  another  book  on
the  Wars, not  least because, in order to recreate this  dimension  the author has

had to work fromfragments  and to  stray well beyond both  chronological and
geographical parameters of  mid-fifteenth  century England.  The  result  is a  book
of  value  for  anyone with  an interest in the  medieval  soldier’s  experiences.

It  takes awhile  to  reach  the  soldiers  but along the way are two valuable
chapters, on the Warstoday and on  attitudes  to  war.  This  last  addresses the
dichotomies  of war  — belief  in the  just  war yet  a  sense  of the horrorsof  war;
rules of  engagement  yet  common  failures to  observe  the  conventions. Com-
parison of warfare fought abroad, in  Wales  and  Scotland, and  civil  war at  home
is  instructive, especially given  the author’s interests and  expertise  on Spain
which indeed  emerge  periodically throughout the  book.

The reader  comes  at last to the soldiers, the emphasis on those in the
lower ranks.  Firstly there are the types of soldiers, among these the  profession-
als,_drawn from  the  whole period  of the Hundred  Years’ War. Goodman
reflects  that there  were more  of  these  old  soldiers  in the early campaigns of the
14505  and sees 1469-71 as the  last  fling of the  veterans  of the French  war.
Edward IV’s army of 1475 was  thus, unsurprisingly, one of raw  recruits.
Besides  these men there were the Calais garrison; after  1461, those men who
took  service  and trained  abroad, particularly in the Burgundian armies where
respect for  English  archers  remained  substantial; and  lastly the  much  smaller

numbers  of foreign  mercenaries.  In  much  of  this Goodman reminds  us of the
continuing internationalism of at least  some English soldiers  and  some  of the
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armies.  Characters occasionally emerge, like  Sir Edward Woodville (pp.  108-
12), Edward IV’s brother-in-law. Appropriately inuch  space is; giv'en to the
arrayed men, the  author  raising a'host  of difficult questions  such as how  often
men were compelled to serve; what  the quality of the forces  raised  in  this  way
was like and how it might  have varied  from one  region  to  another; how  cap—
tains were chosen; how often  such  local  arrays might have  trained; and  what

part  women played.  Through scattered  fragments 21 picture emerges  though
there  is perhaps  some contradiction  in the conclusion  that  the  commons when
fixed  up could  give a  good  account  of  themselves  (p.  123) and yet the  thought
that  nobles  preferred  not to rely on  a  ‘ragged regiment of rustics’. The  recent
reassessment  by Montgomery Bohna  (Eng/11b Hirtorical Review  2003) of  Cadc’s
Revolt as very much  a  military movement comprising men  raised  by the  system
of array and  perhaps York’s letters  of  1452  to the citizens of Shrewsbury, and
others, for  ‘good  and likely men’ to make up what  turned  out to be his  appar-
ently sizeable  Dartford force (Paxton  Uttm, 1904  ed., vol. 1, p. 98), suggest  that
the long established  needs  for defence did indeed give many that ‘hard, cutting
edge, eagerly sought  in  civil  conflicts’ (p.125).

An imaginative chapter on campaigning runsthe gauntlet of the more
obvious things  like  training for war, provision of equipment beyond arms and
armour, lodgings and victuals but  explores less  well  travelled ground, notably
the possible  part  played by women, either fighting themselves  in  exceptional
circumstances or as prostitutes. Here, once  again trawling very widely, espe-
cially in Europe, Goodman is interesting but rightly tentative  in his conclqsions
about what  this actually meant during the civil wars. He concludes the  chapter
with  a  study of the tensions  between  soldiers and populace but  also  the  poten-
tial gains to the non-combatants who could find new  markets  in  spoils  of war,
production  of banners and an equine economy emerging fromexpanded
horse-breeding and supplying of the  essemial  accouttements for horses and
ponies.  One has to  overlook  the  lack  of evidence on these points but  they sire
doubtless  important matters  to ponder. In similar vein is the chapter on the
hopes  and fears of soldiers where  issues  like  weariness, camaraderie, wounds
and surgeons  — here muchuse being made of the  recent archaeology of the
Towton battlefield  — and  desertion  are all considered, with some good stories,

such as the tale of  Henry Walter  of Guildford (pp. 180-82) and the  observa-
tions of  a  Spanish banner  bearer  (p.  193).  In  examining memories of the  Wars
Goodman is  forced  largely to abandon the  common  soldier. Instead he has
gathered material about  noble memories and memorials of the  Wars,  com-
menting, however, that  the  lack  of commissioned  chivalrous  accounts of the
main players may reflect  the  fact that many had had to admit  that  the  Wars
were  ignominious, for  such  indeed is the  nature  of  civil  wars. They leave
behind bad memories. For many common  soldiers of  course, their  fate was the
mass  grave and the efforts to  commemorate them,  such  as the short-lived
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chapel at Towton, seem not to  have  been substantial.  Pride  of place is  given  to
what Goodman admits is  a  highly dubious  anecdote  about Bamet field but one
that  may have captured  something of the  realities  of the soldier’s experiences.

The  book  is  illustrated  with two sections of well chosen plates  though  the

full significance of the choices might  have  been emphasised with  a  page refer-
ence to the  story which each illustration represents where it appears in the  text
— for  example  the story of Ellen Gethin, ‘the terrible’, whose  tomb  appears in
plate six, is given on  page  142. If the  book  sometimes suffers froma, perhaps
inevitable, lack  of substance because of the very limited  material, it makes up
for this in range. It is  a thought provoking volume  that  helps the reader to get
inside  the experiences of war  — the real  experiences  of the'majodty of players.

ROWENA E. ARCHER

SHAPING  THE  NATION: England  1360-1461 Gerald  Harriss, 2005.  The
Clarendon Press, Oxford, £35 (hbk). ISBN 0-19-882816—3

It is now forty-five  years  since the two Oxford  histories covering the  later
middle ages, May McKisack’s  The  Foufleentb  Centugl  and E. F.  Jacob’s  The
Fifteenth  Centugl, were  published in 1959 and  1961  respectively. It is  hard  to

grasp how little had been  researched  and published, especially on the fifteenth
century, before 1960. The New Oxford History of England, launched in  1979,

while aiming at the same  readership, ‘university level’, seeks  to  take  on board
both the advances in knowledge and changes in how knowledge is  interpreted
in providing a new  account of the development of the British  state  which was
built around the English monarchy. In doing so, it divides the  chronology

differently. Thus Gerald Harriss’ volume, the  first  to arrive on the later middle

ages focuses on the century from1360 to 1461; the succeeding volume will
take  the story through  to the mid  sixteenth  century.

Harriss brings deep learning to his  task.  He offers, he modestly claims, a
reassessment  and  a  serviceable guide for the study of the  period, all in  a  sub-
stantial  700 pages. As befitting someone who cut his teeth on  administrative
history, it is  a history of England fromthe top down.  Chapters  on political
society are followed by a  section on work and worship, which leads to  a  politi-
cal narrative. The  core  of the workis the  magisterial  anatomy of political  soci-
ety with which it opens.  Reflected  in these  chapters  is the  accumulated
research of innumerable scholars, not  least  Harriss  himself, which over the  last
fifty years has transformed our understanding of the late-medieval polity. The
reassessment that  emerges  is  that  in these  years  England moved froma  feudal
society to a political nation. There were different views of  authority in circula-
tion, descending and ascending. The  crown’s  view of kingship was  that
authority derived fromGod; the  subjects’ that  it stemmed ultimately fromtheir
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assent. To simplify a  complex  argument, it boils down to  a restatement  of the
traditional  perception  of the clash of ideologies at the  heart  of English poliu'cal
development over the  centuries.  The  great political  crises of the  century reflect
the  working out of  this  tension.  Military feudalism  gave  way to civil  magistracy.
It was in this century that  the  gentry emerged as local governors on behalf of
the crown; they became  the custodians of the law in the  Shires.  Economic

feudalism collapsed in the face of  demographic crisis  and peasant  resistance, to
be  replaced  by economic  and  social  control exerted by crown  and parliament.
Gradation by legal  status was  replaced  by gradation by wealth and  occupation.
And with growing prosperity a  new  sub-gentry group (a middling sort)
emerged with distinctive  ‘bourgeois’ attitudes, which  became  politically active
and engaged. Extended  participation  by the laity in the  church  and religion
spilled over into dissent, which was  ruthlessly repressed.  A  national identity
was  forged through  the  promotion  of the English language and the stamp of
Henry V’s kingship.  A society emerged, contracted  in  size, but individually
wealthier, able to absorb the tensions and stresses of  change, and which  gave
formto the English  nation  for the  century and  a  half  that  followed. The  nation
was shaped.

It is a bold claim, considerably more  nuanced than this  summary, but it
may still  come  as  a  surprise to  those who  thought that  the English nation was
shaped in the  sixteenth century.  To some  extent  Harriss has been  forced  to
squeeze  his thesis into too  narrow  a  time-frame. What  happened  before  1360
and after  1461  have profoundsignificance; the economic and demographic
shocks of the  early fourteenth  century and the continuing civil  wars  after 1461.
It is arguably wrong to stop at  1461, which settled  nothing,  rather than the
more  logical  1471, when Edward IV finally secured himself on the  throne.
One wonders too  whether  in  setting out  such  a coherent  overview  Harriss  has
not hidden some differences of  interpretation that have characterised recent
discussion of his period. In  particular  one is reminded of the debate, in which
he has participated perceptively, as to whether the crisis  that overwhelmed  the
Lancastrian  dynasty in  1461  was  entirely of Henry VI’s making (if that unfor-
tunate  king could be  said  to have made anything), or in  part  the consequence
of the expanding scope and  complexity of, and widening participation in, royal
government, at several levels of  society,  which he  spells out so fully. There is in
fact  an  alternative  way to view the century on which he focuses, leading to the
crisis in which it ends, in which it became more difficult for the crown to rule
the burgeoning state effectively. Harriss may also underplay the vigour and
exuberance  of late medieval religion and the  overall health of the pre—Reforma-
u'on  Church that  has been the  focus  of  much recent scholarship. One can
detect in his discussion  a lingering attachment  to an older tradition that saw
Lollardy as  a portent  for the  future  and Wycliffe as the morning star of the
Reformation. Several  elements of the nation were indeed shaped in this cen-
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tury, but by no  means  all; and in particular the revolution  from  above  imposed
by Henry VIII swept  as  much  away as it incorporated  from  the  preceding era
in a  further reshaping.

For  Ricatdians this  work is but a  prelude:  an  indispensable  prelude for
understanding the society into which Richard  III was  born.  We  will  have to
wait  for the succeeding volume  to see how the New  Oxford History is going
to incorporate new interpretations of his and his  dynasty’s contribution  to the
development  of the British  state.

A].  POLLARD

THE ROLE OF THE HOSPITAL IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND. Gift-
Giving and the Spiritual  Economy. Sheila Sweetinburgh.  2004.  Four Courts
Press, Dublin, £55. ISBN  1-85182-794-3

The  study of  hospitals  and  poor relief  in the late  medieval  period has attracted
considerable interest in the  last  two  decades. Sweetinburgh’s contribution  to
scholarly debate  is  two-fold. First, as  a  work that  focuses  on one  region  -  the
county of  Kent  -- her  study deepens  our understanding of the processes by
which hospitals  and  almshouses were founded  and  sustained. Secondly, by
employing the theoretical  model  of the  gift-exchange, borrowed fromanthro-
pological studies, she  attempts  to  widen  the  conceptual  framework  within
which  charitable  relief might  be  studied.

Chapters two to  five, which  concentrate on  Kent  are the strongest parts of
the  book.  Although in chapter one, case  studies  of  Wiltshire  and  Warwickshire
attempt  to  offer points  of  comparison with Kent, these contribute little  to the
overall argument, and it is  difficult  to see why these  counties  are  singled  out.
Chapters  two to five  stand  by themselves:  here  Sweetinburgh  is  able  to  docu-
ment  the  variations, even within  one  region, between  the  different forms,
functions  and  wealth  of charitable  institutions.  The  success or failure of an
institution depended much  on the  type  of  patron  available:  royalty, aristocracy
and  townspeople might  have  different  priorities  (and townspeople  in  Dover  or
Sandwich  did not  respond  to their  hospitals  or  almshouses  in quite the  same
way).  The geographical distribution of  hospitals, the  presence  of other  religious
institutions, the type of charitable  foundation also altered considerably the
level  of poorrelief  on offer in a particular place.  The  result  of  this analysis  is to
render insecure generalisations  made  by previous historians about attitudes to
the  poor  and to  hospitals. Although Sweetinburgh  asserts in her  Introduction
(p.13) that ‘the  hospital  may be  used  as  a  sensitive  indicator of contemporary
attitudes to  piety and  charity’, the  effect  of her  study is to  show  that the history
of  charitable institutions reflects  many other attitudes and  developments, some
local  rather  than  national.  The  debate about whether  charitable  relief  was
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becoming more  discriminatory by the later  middle  ages is  highlighted  in the
Introduction:  Sweetinburgh’s analysis seems  to  imply overall  (although  this is
not  made explicit) that  such generalisau'ons  will tend  to  fail given  the complex-
ity of  poor relief  and hospital  foundation  in any one region or  town.

The detailed  study of  Kent’s  hospitals are the strongest  section  of the
book.  Perhaps less successful is the  application  of the  model  of the gift-
exchange. Where it is  valuable  is in the  effect  it has of  highlighting the active
role that hospitals  could take  in attracting gifts  and ensuring their survival.
Medieval  hospitals have  tended  to be  seen  as rather passive institutions, at the
mercy of the  whims  of  would-be patrons  and changes in the  economy.  To see
hospitals  as  ‘active participants’ in the ‘spiritual  economy’ of gift-exchange,
offers an alternative  perspective  on their  history.  But the point  could  have
been made without  recourse to anthropological theory; and although the  lan-
guage  of  this  theory is  allowed  to permeate discussion of  individual hospitals, it
is not  clear  whether the theory has offered up any new  insights.  Reference to
modern  theory is  sometimes made when  fuller discussion of medieval  religion
and religious attitudes  would  have  been  more  valuable.  The  real  contribution
that the book  makes  is through its careful  analysis  of the complex  processes  of
charitable  giving in one  region:  by concentrating on  Kent Sweetinburgh  has
deepened  our  understanding of the  history of  medieval hospitals  in  England  as
a  whole.

ANDREW BROWN

THE ROUTLEDGE COMPANION TO MEDIEVAL WARFARE By Jim

Bradbury.  2004.  Routledge, London  and Andover, £75.  ISBN  0-415-22126-9

Given  that  Ricardians  are by their  very interest in the dynastic  struggles  of the
fifteenth  century necessarily concerned with military activities  (which  is not the
same as  approving of  them), jim  Bradbury’s compendium  may well appeal  to
the readership.  Bradbury is an author  with  a  good  pedigree in  medieval military
history.  For  example, The Medieval Archer  (1 985) and The  Medieval  Siege (1992),
both published  by Boydell, are valuable contributions to the  field.  He has  also
studied earlier medieval warfare  in The Battle  q/‘Haxting: and  Step/Jenand MatildaI:
The  Civil  War of 1139-53  (Alan Sutton 1996) and  written  a  biography of  Philip
Augmtm, King tranre  (Longman 1988) who was  beaten  by Richard the  Lion-
heart but was too good a for  King John, whom  be  deprived  of his  Continental
lands.

The breadth and depth of his  knowledge  serve  Bradbury well  in his  survey
of  medieval warfare from  c. 400 to c.  1500.  It is  daunting task  to be  compre-
hensive  across  such  a  wide span  of  history, though. His response has been to
produce a dozen  chapters (Part  II) ranging from‘Romans and barbarians’ to
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‘Renaissance Italy’ taking in Vikings, Normans, Crusaders  and  much more
beside. This makes  up about half  of the  book’s  content. Sometimes  the  sec-
tions overlap, of  necessity, and there are even  repetitions  of  particular  entries
relevant to more  than  one  section.  For the  book  is  written  in the  form  of an
encyclopaedia, with  contributions  ranging froma few  dozen  to a few  hundred
words  in  length.  It is  also arranged alphabetically. Obviously there are  advan-
tages in this format; but it can  make following a  chronological  narrative  diffi-

cult. To  this  end  Bradbury has  prefaced  each chapter  with  a  couple  of pages
summarising the  history of the period, which  is  helpful.

Another  hundred pages  are  devoted  to  generals  and  leaders  (Part 1).  Part

III, some eighty pages, covers castles  and  siege  warfare, heraldry, arms and
amour, the nature of  medieval  armies and two  important  sub  topics: naval
warfare  and the  fighting monks of the  crusading military orders.  The  last fifty

pages provide bibliographies  of  primary and secondary sources, together  with  a
very useful little section  on  leading historians  in the  field.  Under the  heading
‘Aids to  study’, there is  a  helpful chronology, some genealogies, and  especially
important  to the  study of  warfare, reference  to  maps  and atlases. So, overall,

there is  most  comprehensive coverage  of the  subject.
Bradbury’s style  is  lively and  witty.  Who  will forget  the  moustachios  of the

great  Turkish  conqueror, the Seljuk  sultan  Alp Arslan, which were  so  long that
they had to be  tied behind  his back  whilst hunting!  At  times, though, the

structure  of the  book, requiring short, pungent items, has resulted in  some very
compressed writing, which  needs the reader to  approach  the  topic with  a  little
more prior knowledge than might always  be  assumed.  Shortage of  space  may

also have resulted in the odd  slip of  accuracy. Ricatdians will know  that the
duke  of Yorkwho  died  at  Agincourt  was not Henry V’s brother  (although  the
text  seems  to  suggest  so).  They are  unlikely to  enjoy Bradbury’s  interpretation
of  Richard  III either, although they should  not take  objection  to the  rest  of  this
helpful  volume  on  those  grounds.

One  final point  concerns  the  book’s  headline price. Seventy-five pounds
looks like  the  cost of  a  substantial reference book, leaving the  reader  expecting
1,000  pages  rather than barely 400.  This can hardly have  pleased  the author.
The  good news  is that the actual  price, via  book clubs  and remainder  stores, is
more likely to be £25 (or  less); and it is  well  worth it at that  rate.  For example,
this would  make a  good Christmas gift  for  a  youngster interested military top-
ics.  It is to  this reviewer’s  regret that  this recommendation  should  have been
made  last year, when  the  book  was  published, rather than this.

WTTHEW BENNETT
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THE THREE RICHARDS: Richard I, Richard II and Richard  III. Nigel
Saul.  2005.  Hambledon  and  London, London  and New  York, £  29.95

ISBN 1-85285-286-0

The  author puts  the  blame  for  this book squarely on the shoulders of one of the
publishers, Tony Morris, and  admits  that there are few reasons for  studying the
three  kings together.  He  does  his  best  to find  some  — apartfromtheir  names  —
but there are other  problems:  as we have learned  from  at least one  similar study
produced recently, a book covering such  a  long period demands  that a  wise
author find readers expert in those periods to  which  he or she is a  stranger. John
Gillingham, an  authority on Richard I, has no  doubt polished  up the  sections  on
Richard I  in the present  book; Richard II is  a  speciality of the author  himself.
Readers of  The  Ricardian will  not be  surprised  to find that  this review  is almost
solely concerned  with  the  sections  on Richard III and the  lack  of  polish they
display. Even  so  only a  few matters can be  touched  on, to do  more would mean
rewriting these  chapters.

In the  general section  on his  life  the  historiography of Richard’s reputation
is covered adequately, with  the firm statement that his evil  reputation  was cur-
rent before 1485. As  regards  the protectorship Saul is  heavily indebted  to  Colin
Richmond; any plotting is  seen  as  solely emanating fromRichard  and
Buckingham, and there is no  understanding of  Richard’s legal claim  to  throne
as  explained  by ProfessorHelmholz. Richard aims  at the  throne from  the first,
‘convinced  of his own  destiny’ — unfortunately and  rather unfairly this sense  of
destiny distilled fromthe  humble phrases  in the  statutes  of  Middleham College,
in  which Richard showed  his  awareness  of  God’s  bounty.  Saul’s Richard  is  also
determined to rid  himself  of the  princes fromthe  first, but it is  acknowledged
that  other arguments  exist.  Despite many flaws, as  regards  the  treatment  of
Richard  III, the chapter on the death of kings is an interesting one.

Overall  Richard  is  allowed  little  credit.  The  Scots campaign, for example, is
defined  as ‘on the surface’ successful, for  only Bet-wick  was  taken  and  Richard
‘not  even  exacted  reprisals  on the  city’s populace’ (of  Edinburgh).  What  would
the  author’s  cement  have been  if Richard had  indeed sacked Edinburgh?

Would  that  have agreed  more  happily with Richard’s  ‘disagreeable traits’ that
‘became  more pronounced  over time’, his  ruthlessness, intolerance of  restraint,

and  acquisitiveness. Along these same lines, old and new  myths, versions  of
events  and  innuendo  are presented  once  more: Richard’s book  of hourspoints  to
a ‘ttoubled’ mind; he  absented himself fromthe peace making at  Picquigny and
was  then  ‘bxibed’ by Louis  XI; Burgundian  influence  in general and that of
Gruuthuse  in  particular  on the  lifestyle  and culture of  Edward  IV and his court
are rehearsed  without  reservation  (surely Richard  II’s court reveals  that the
English  mya/ court did not need  advice froma  ducal court?); and, equally curiously
in  this  context, Richard himself  is  said  to  have  ‘attached  importance  to  dressing
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splendidly’ and to have  been ‘atu'red colourfully even  by fifteenth-century
standards’ at his  coronation, thereby repeating a  myth created  in the eighteenth
century.  It is the fate of  Richard  III that in the  eyes  of modem commentators he
can never get it  right.

There are  also slips  that  need  not have  been  made: no Roman was ever  called
‘Guyus’, not even in  William  Worcester’s  (not Tiptoft’s) translation of the
Contmum'ia  de  nobilitate, the  many connotations of Richard’s  motto  are
conveniently overlooked; Philip the  Good’s feast  at  Lille  is  called  the Feast of the
Swans, even though  the  duke takes  his  crusading oath on a pheasant; Richard’s

words  to von Popplau are  given  in the  old, less revealing translation; the  illusory
French  pikemen  at  Bosworth  are  apparently here to  stay, this time  backed by ‘a
French eyewitness’.  The text makes  clear  that Richard of Yorkwas  descended
from  Lionel of  Clarence, the  second  son of  Edward III, but  this line  of  descent  is
conspicuously omitted fromthe illustrated  pedigree, making the Yorkist  line
subordinate  to Lancaster.

The Ricardian reader will  be  happy to  know  that things in  England improved
after  1485.  Richard  was a militarist —- two  pages  develop this idea, den'ved from
Colin Richmond  —  and the  aggression  of the  Engish nobility needed  to be
controlled  by engagement  in a  foreign war. Edward  IV had  failed  to do this
properly and the  nobility were  ready to tear out each other’s  throats.  The  world
changed  after  1485, with Henry VII  staging lavish  tournaments to  distract  his
aggressive nobility; the ‘chivalric ethic was losing some of its function’, and was
now  clad  in  a  new ‘rich humanistic  clothing’.  The  English could  at hr!  turn  to
‘learning and  good manners, and to  ‘the service  of the  state’, and ‘It is  doubtful  if
Richard  III  would have found  much  to  identify with in  this  new definition of
nobility’. Richard’s  own learning and his  books — except for a few  devotional texts
- are  completely missing from  the  story. Which  is  odd, when  one  realises  that
Rict is the  only medieval king of  England, probably the  only king of  England
full stop, about whose  personal  library it has  been possible  to write  a  three-
hundred-page study.

The  author’s heavy reliance  on  certain sources, constantly repeated in the
notes  and  obvious fromrather sudden  changes of  perspective  — particularly on
Richard’s  piety — show  that he is in fact by no means  secure  in his opinions and
facts  as  regards  Richard  III.  He has derived any distinct notion  of Richard’s
personality fromthese sources and the  reader should study the  notes  carefully in
order  to  allot blame.

As for the  illustrations, there are  eight  standard black and  white  pictures
(portraits, Millais’ Prime: in the Tower) and a few  more interesting ones  at the end of
some chapters, sometimes  to  confusing effect: the  reason  for the  inclusion  of an
image of  Portsmouth  Cathedral (p. 33) is  only explained later (p.170).  Another
image  is explained as the  tomb  effigies  of Richard  I  and his mother, but  unless
Eleanor’s effigy is no  longer  reading a  book, it is not she in the  photograph  (p.
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20).  The heraldic  drawing of the lost  window  in Skipton Church  showing Anne

Neville  — clearly still  duchess, not queen  — as a donor at her pie-dim  dressed  in  full
hexaldic  trappings, is a  very worthwhile discovery, although it is  confusingly
placed at the end of a chapter on  Rict  II.

This  is yet another popular book for that strange and  mythical  creature
beloved  by publishers, the average reader: Richard  I  and II have  done  well out of
it, no doubt, but  Richard III, as  usual, is left at the  gate. This  book proves  sadly
that  much  serious new research is  still ignored when  a popular  work  is  composed
about Richard III.

ANNE F.  SUTTON  and  LIVE VISSER-FUCHS

THE ESTATE AND HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS OF WILLIAM
WORSLEY, DEAN OF ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL 1479-1497. Edited by
Hannes  Kleineke and  Stephanie  R.  Hovland.  2004.  Published jointly by the
Richard III and Yorkist  History Trust  and the  London  Record  Society
(Volume 40), in association  with  Shaun Tyas, Donington, £24.

ISBN  1-900289-70-9  and  0-900-95240-7

Few  runs  of household  accounts of late  medieval clergy — bishops, let alone
clerics further  down  the ecclesiastical  hierarchy — survive  to  this day.  The  pub-
lication of the  receivers’ accounts for the estates and household of  William
Worsley are therefore  particularly welcome.  They are able to  show  the pres—
sures under  which  such  clerics operated, pressures  which  were  often more
worldly than  spiritual. The  difficulties  of managing income fromfarming
demesne land  and  from  fixed rents in the  late fifteenth  century are  amply dis—
played; so are the expenses resulting fromthe requirements of  hospitality and
other  secular obligations.  Although tentative estimate  would  put  Worsley’s
income  at around£300  per  annum  - making his  household  among the
wealthiest in  England  — the  strain  of receiving important  visitors  and of  attend-
ing the  king on  campaign (Edward IV’s attempted  expedition to Scotland in
1480) made itself felt  on the  dean’s  finances.  His  household might  have
received  criticism later  from  the reform-minded  (and indeed, the  provision  of
luxury items  such as  Rhenish wine, perhaps lends weight  to an  image  of clerical
opulence), but lavish  expense seems  to have  been socially required rather than
indulgently courted. Worsley’s own  actions  did  little  to  help his finances: his
involvement  in the Perkin  Warbeck conspiracy resulted in an  expensive
pardon, as  well  as a brief spell in the Tower of London  (made  comfortable
perhaps by the  provision  of  beef, mutton, fish and  sweetmeats provided  out of
the  income fromhis own  estates). Worsley’s involvement  in the  Warbeck
conspiracy may also reveal  futher aspects  about the  plot:  the editors are  able  to
show, through careful documenting of Worsley’s connections, a  wider network
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of priests, aristocrats  and Londoners who  might have been involved  in the
plot.  In fact the  introduction  and biographical  notes  make  this  a  more valuable

book:  full documentation  is given for  Worsley’s life  and  career, as  well  as a
context  for the  accounts his  household  generated.

ANDREW BROWN

THE MEDIEVAL BOOK AND A MODERN COLLECTOR: Essays in
Honour of Toshiyuki Takamiya.  Edited  by Takami Matsuda, Richard A.
Linenthal and  John Scahill.  2004.  Cambridge  and Tokyo:  D.S. Brewer,
Cambridge, and  Yushodo Press Ltd, Tokyo, £50  (hdbk). ISBN  1-84384-020-0

This  substantial  collection  of  forty essays  celebrates  the sixtieth  birthday of
Professor  Toshiyuki  Takamiya, and  honours  him as a researcher and teacher of
medieval  literature, and as a  collector  of  medieval  manuscripts and early

printed books.  Its  wide-ranging contents  reflect Professor  Takamiya’s  own
varied interests  with discussions  of St  Jerome, Dante, Chaucer, Malory, the

English language, Bean!!!“ and Tolkien, and of  nineteenth- and  twentieth-cen-
tury medievalism, scholarship, and  book collection.  The  list  of  contents  is a
litany of familiar authorities and  topics:  Norman  Blake, Helen Cooper, and  Jill

Mann on  Chaucer; Derek  Pearsall  on  Gower; P.J.C. Field  on  Malory; Malcolm

Parkes  and  Al. Doyle  on  individual scribes; Kathleen  Scott  on illustration;

Lotte Hellinga  on  printing.  The complexities of early printing particularly
interest  Professor  Takamiya so Hellinga’s  account  of what the  compositors  got

up to  when  Caxton was not  watching is  sure  to  please, as is  Field’s  review of
the stemma of  Malory’s  Mon‘e  Dunbar  and Tsuyoshi  Mukai’s reconstruction  of
how  sixteenth-century printers adapted  the  Book 0fSt  Album.  Other contribu-
tors focus  on  illustrative, rather than textual or  typographical anomalies.  In the
longest  essay Paul Needham  observes that the  pilgrims  in the  woodcuts  of
Caxton’s second edition  of the  Canterbugy Tale:  carry prayer beads, and  links
this  to the  growth  of rosary devotions across  Renaissance  Europe. Returning
to  manuscripts, Takami  Matsuda reconsidets  a  double-page drawing in British
Library MS  Additional  37049, already much studied  by art  historians, and
Yoko  Wada  reconstructs  the  foliation  of another  well-known  codex, British

Library MS  Harley 913; both underline the  necessity of  studying the  manu-
script  contexts of  individual  items.

Many contributors  discuss manuscripts owned  by ProfessorTakamiya
himself, and  some impression  of the significance of his  private  collection may
be  gained from  the  superlatives they use. Michael Sargent assesses  MS
Takamiya  8  as ‘the  earliest  and best of the  manuscripts  that  represent
Nicholas Love’s original  version of The Mimr  of the Blessed sé of jaw: C/m'It’ (p.
145).  Linda Voigts pronounces  MS  Takamiya  60  ‘one  of the  most  important
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surviving Middle English medical  manuscripts’ (p.149). And Kathleen  Scott
describes the  Takamiya  Pob'c/Jmnimn (MS 43) as ‘without equal among illus-
trated  manuscripts of Ranulf  Higden’s  text’ (p. 161).  A  preliminary description
of  ‘The  Takamiya  Library’ by Richard Linenthal may be found in the  Book
Collector; volume 53 (2004), pages  15-31, but  there  is as yet no published  cata-
logue. The essays in the current volume  thus represent  a substantial  and valu-
able  addition to existing scholarship; some offerthe  first  published  descrip-
tions of manuscripts which had long been hidden in private hands  before their
migration to Tokyo. Two  such  manuscripts, MS  Takamiya  65 and another now
owned by Keio  University, feature in Julia Boffey’s discussion of the  Abhgy of
the Holy 6/105! and the  Charter  of the  Abby:  of the Hob: Gboxt.  A  well-known but
little studied manuscript is the Delamere  Chaucer, now Takamiya 32, here  dis-
cussed by Helen Cooper, who ponders the  variant  readings of its King/11’: Tale,
and A.S.G. Edwards, who considers its unusual  conjunction of the works of
Chaucer  and Gower and demonstrates that the  codex  originally consisted of
two manuscripts, both  copied by the same scribe. Ralph Hanna is able to re-
map the language of Takamiya MS 15 (a copy of the Spam/um vitae); Nicholas
Barker speculates  about  the identities of the patron and translator of the ver-
sion of the  Semla  Seawtomm in MS  Takamiya  38; and Edward D. Kennedy’s
discussion of The Cbmm'cle of Stat/and in  a  P4” and the  Cbmnic/e ofjohn Hardyng
relates  to  Takamiya  MS 6.

Not all of the  contributors  rely on  materials  from the  Takamiya  col-
lection. Some, helpfully, offer papers describing other  little known or  (rela-
tively) inaccessible items  variously located across the British Isles. Oliver
Pickering records the riddling Middle English verses inscribed in  a Latin  book
of  hours  now in the  Brotherton  Collection, Leeds University Library. A.I.
Doyle transcribes  a letter  by Thomas  Betson, brother  of Syon Abbey, adding
some careful  considerations  of its  problematic  context.  Pamela Robinson
describes the chained library of  a fifteenth-century London parish  church. And
John Thompson writes  about  two  annotated  sixteenth-century printed editions
of  Pier: Plowman now at  Queen’s University Belfast. .

A  couple of essays recall Professor  Takamiya’s  interest in the new sci-
ence  of technology and its application to old  books.  The HUMI  Project
(Humanities Media  Interface, http://www.humi.keio.ac.jp), of which he is
director, has digitised many rare  books  and promoted the  creation  of a digital
research environment; many of the volume’s  illustrations  come from this
resource. HUMI’s  capacity to manipulate digital  images  allows the recovery of
erased material  which can lead to new  discoveries  or reinforce existing theo-
ries.  Linne R. Mooney and Daniel W. Mosser benefit from this technology in
their  detailed new listing of the  ‘hooked-g’ group of scribes, within which they
distinguish the ‘slanted hooked-g scribe’, responsible for three Takamiya
manuscripts. Jill Mann’s essay relies on modern computer database searching
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to identify previously unattributed quotations in Chaucer’s  Tale  of Me/ibee and
the Patron?  Tale.

Some of the detective  work  displayed in  this  volume is formidably
forensic. John Scahill discusses  a  manuscript of Roger of St  Albans Chronicle,
now owned by Keio University Library, and its twin  — even though the loca-
tion  of the latter is presently unknown. From the evidence of vellum bindings
constructed frommedieval manuscript leaves, Richard  Linenthal is able to
show  that  two otherwise  unrelated  sixteenth-century printed  books, one in
California and one in the Takamiya collection, were in the same bindery and
then  the same libraries for almost 450 years. But in this  regard, Christopher de
Hamel’s investigation of  Takamiya  MS 45, a  collection of twenty-nine single
manuscript leaves, is the  most  impressive.  Astonishingly he is able to identify
the counterparts to many of these (used as  pairs  in bindings, front  and back,
leaves rarely survive singly), and  also  sheds light on  their  provenance. In  fer-
reting out these connections, de Hamel  reminds  us  that  knowledge of medieval
manuscripts amongst book dealers can rival  that  of academics.  Another  insight
into the movement of  books is offered by Kristian  Jensen who traces the dis-
tribution of copies of the Gutenberg Bible. But the traffic in books can also be
a  murky business, as is exposed by Rosamund McKitterick’s discussion  of the
origins and  provenance  of  another  fragment, part of  a  ninth—century copy of
an epistle of St Jerome, now Takamiya MS 58.

A  number of  other  essays focus on the owners or collectors of medie-
val books.  Martha  Driver  discusses Pierpont Morgan Library MS M. 956, a  late
sixteenth—century genealogy of the  earls  of Warwick, relating it to  other  more
famous  Beauchamp pedigrees, and examining its  provenance  in William
Howard’s library.  Richard Beadle  lists the  manuscripts owned by another
seventeenth-century collector, James Cobbes of Bury St. Edmunds, noting
others which  contain  Cobbes’ own writings. Bonnie  Wheeler writes  about the
Kelmscott Chaucer which is now in the Bridwell Library at  Southern  Method-
ist University (Dallas, Texas), one of the first copies produced and originally a
gift  from William  Morris  to Edward Bume-Jones. Others describe the  work  of
notable scholars  such  as Henry Bradshaw, whose discovery of the Book of
Deer  is charted by Patrick  Zutshi, and Sir Walter Greg, whose  interest  in
medieval manuscripts is sketched by David McKitterick.  These  contributions
also  locate ProfessorTakamiya  in the  long and distinguished timeline of  book
collection.  McKitterick  notes  that  Takamiya 65, the devotional anthology also
discussed by Boffey, was purchased by Greg from the Huth sale of 1912; a
booklet containing works by Rolle and Hilton, formerly owned by Cobbes, is
now  Takamiya  66; and Lord Howard was the owner of another as yet  uncata-
logued heraldic manuscript in the  Takamiya  collection.

Driver describes Howard as the  builder  of  ‘one  of the greatest per-
sonal libraries’, adding: ‘Not  just  a  collector, however, Howard was  also
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involved in the generous  exchange  of materials within  a close-knit  circle of
intellectual friends and  associates’ (p. 402). She links  these  comments  to
‘another great  collector’, ProfessorTakamiya himself, and  similar  compliments
are to be found  throughout.  The  editors’ preface and  Derek Brewer’s  reminis-
cences  of Toshiyuki  Takamiya’s  postgraduate days furnish the personal  testi-
monials expected in  a  festschrift, but many of the essays record indebtedness
to ProfessorTakamiya for his  courtesy, hospitality, and generosity in giving
access to his collection. As  befits a  presentation volume for  a  bibliophile, this
book  is physically splendid; it is generously proportioned, printed on good
quality paper, and  attractively bound. It contains an  astonishingly large number
of plates (almost eighty), of which many are  colour, and is well indexed, with  a
separate  index of  manuscripts (though not of printed  books).  The initial price
of  £50.00  made this lavish production  a true  bargain; unsurprisingly, the origi-
nal print run, limited to 600 copies, sold out within weeks, and the volume has

now been reprinted in  a general  trade edition, available at the new price of
£75.00.  Even at the  higher  price this is  a  feast of  a festschrift, a  banquet of a
book  that  should not be missed. -

MARGARET CONNOLLY

THE  BEAUCHAMP PAGEANT.  Edited and introduced by Alexandra
Sinclair.  2003.  Richard III and  Yorkist History Trust  in  association  with Paul
Watkins, Donington, £55. ISBN  1  900289 61 X.

Few readers of the  The  Ricardian will be unaware of The Beauchamp Pageant
and  most  will  know  some  of the illuminations which depict the life and  times
of the  knightly paragon, Richard  Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick (d.  1439),  in the
unique  manuscript, British Library, Cotton  MS Julius E IV, since  they are so
often used to  illustrate  books on late medieval English history, especially when
matters  of warfare and  chivalry are under discussion.  Already partly
reproduced  as early as the  eighteenth  century, the  first  full published facsimile
of the manuscript was presented by the earl of Carysfort to the exclusive (and
still extant) Roxburgh  Club in  a  strictly limited  edition  in 1908 that is rarely
found on the open  market.  Even the cheaper but still serviceable edition,
which  Viscount Dillon  and WH. St John Hope published as the  Pageant oft/1e
Birth, 1.e and  Death  of Richard Beam/Jump, Earl  qf Warwick KG,  1389-1439 as long
ago as  1914, has also become  a  bibliographic rarity. So  that  this elegant new
edition, reproducing all fifty-three of the full-page pen-and-ink drawings and
the two genealogical  tables  of the  manuscript,  in  actual life-size, together  with
an additional eleven plates helping to place the manuscript in its artistic
context, is extremely welcome.  Like  its two predecessors, it  chooses  to balance

each  of the  drawings  with  a  facing transcript of the  short pieces  of  text  which
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accompany each of them, together  with commentary upon them.  There is  also
a  substantial introduction  on  technical aspects  of the  manuscript, notably a
wide-ranging discussion  of the possible  origins  of the artist/s  responsible  for
the  drawings  and the styles that  influenced  them, on who  ordered  the
manuscript  and for what purpose, together  with  a  fairly detailed resumé  of
Richard Beauchamp’s  life  as a  warrior, diplomat  and  courtier.  This  begins with
his  birth  in  1382  (contra  Dillon  and St  John Hope), his  upbringing under
Richard II and his  varied  and  loyal  service to all three Lancasttian  monarchs,
including his  rather unrewarding task as  Henry VI’s  tutor.

Naturally this  editorial material reflects advances in  knowledge since  the
first two  reproductions  were  published  on the eve of the  First World War, not
least on the  Beauchamp family itself  to  which  Dr  Sinclair  herself has  already
made  a  distinguished contribution.  She is  also especially careful  in her  technical
descriptions  of dress, heraldry, arms, armour, architecture and  other  objects
like ships depicted  in the  drawings.  The lack of a  glossary is  perhaps  the  most
pertinent  criticism  that a hyper-critical reader  might make  of the volume as a
whole, though  it is furnished  with  a  good bibliography and a  substantial index.
Like  anyone  who  bravely provides  transcriptions alongside original  text, the
editor lays herself open  to the  closest scrutiny of her accuracy over  the
minutest detail, but  passes with flying colours (I noticed Ibgbppex, and an
omitted  e fromErle  in  Plate  L). There are  also  a few  missing cross-references,
but  otherwise production  throughout is  almost impeccable (though  dmendant:
and  dmendent:  occur).  Errors  or  questionable statements  in the historical
commentary are  commendably few  (Louis  XI  rather than Louis  XII is
intended  on p. 19; the  suggestion  that  Henry V  should marry Catherine de
Valois first  occurs  not in 1414 (p. 35) but  before  the  death  of  Henry IV, while
the duke of Yorkbroached  the  subject of their  marriage  at  Paris  in  August
1413, reporting back  to  Henry on  Catherine’s lovely figure, and  their  marriage
occurred  on Zjune 1420  rather  than ‘in the  spring’ (p.  36)).  There is  also some
confusion  over the  status of the  barony of  Laval, allegedly part  of Duchess
Anne  of Bedford’s personal  property in  1427, though it  legally belonged  to the
native  counts  of Laval, and was  largely then  in the  hands  of a dowager, also
named Anne  (p.  41).  A few  sentences later ‘John Ragnell  and the  vicomte  de la
Bellier’ are not two separate  individuals  as  stated  but one man:  Jean Raguenel,
Vicomte de la Belliére (en  Pleudihen, Cétes-d’Armor), taken  prisoner  at
Pontorson  on 17 April 1427, still  owing a ransom to the  English  in  1430  and
dying on 25  November  1436.

But  more  relevant  than  such  pedantic  points to readers of this  journal,
must  be the general  conclusions  of Dr  Sinclair  on the  patronage  and  purpose
of the  manuscript.  She  argues strongly for the  traditional view  first  proposed
by EM. Thompson  in  1903  that it was  Countess  Anne of  Warwick  (d.  1492),
the Kingmaker’s  widow, but  more importantly the  residual  heiress to the
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Beauchamp fortunes, so shabbily treated  by Edward IV and her own son-in-
law Gloucester, who was  responsible  for commissioning the manuscript. This
was probably in the early 14805, rather than post-1485 as Thompson and
others  have argued, when it seemed likely that  her grandson, Edward would
eventually inherit the throne. Dr Sinclair plausibly sees the  Pageant  as intended
for  ‘the  edification and  entertainment  of  Prince  Edward to set before him an
exemplar»  of noble and worthy conduct  (in this  case, drawn fromhis own
ancestry) in much the same way as  Earl Richard  himself had taught the infant
Henry VI’ (pp. 22-23). The incomplete  state  of the manuscript may thus be
explained by the premature  death  of Edward in April  1484, while supporting
the  argument  for  a  pre-1485  date  for the manuscript Dr  Sinclair pertinently
notes  that  ‘nobody aware of the  political realities  of  a post-Bosworth  world
would have been  foolish  enough to present  a  work  which included  a  portrait of
the crowned and sceptred Richard III to the new Tudor  king’ (p.21). In
addition she shows convincingly that  the main artistic analogies for the  Pageant
are to be found in contemporary Flemish art so  that  we can see it as yet
another example of the  general  indebtedness of the  Yorkists  to Burgundian
culture  and fashion, as well as  a patan  in praise of the House of Beauchamp.
(Nigel Saul has  interestingly examined the Beauchamps’ promotion of  their
own historical image at  greater  length in his own  acute  review of Dr Sinclair’s
work in  Nottingham Medieval Studiex, vol. 48 (2004), pp.  262-66  to which readers
may refer  for discussion of this  aspect  of the significance of the  Pageant.) The
question as to whether the artist was himself Flemish or simply trained  in
Flanders remains open. It is also somewhat surprising, given  much  of the
chivalric  content  of the  Pageant, that  more  consideration  was not given to the
possibility of the influence of  René  of  Anjou’s  celebrated  Lit/m  dc:  Toumoi:  on
the  Master  of the Pageant, since the main manuscripts of the lime are also
Flemish, neatly contemporary and depict several tourneying and  other  scenes
analogous  to  those  in the  Pageant  with  similar  realism, attention to detail,
fineness of line and composition.

MICHAELJONES

GENDERING  THE  MASTER NARRATIVE: Women  and  Power in
the  Middle Ages.  Edited by Mary C. Erler and Maryanne Kowalski. 2003.
Cornell University Press, £31.50,  $49.95  (cloth); £11.95,  $18.95 (paper)

ISBN0-8014-4112-9 (cloth);  0-8014-8830-3 (paper).

This  anthology of essays is dedicated to Jo Ann McNamara, ‘as friend, adviser,
and informal  mentor  to  a crucial generation  of feminist medievalists, many of
whose workis included in this volume’. The  degree of consensus implied by
the dedication explains the  character  of the volume. So often collections fail to
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perform  what  they promise, and are  grab-bags  of  essays loosely related
thematically to a  subject. The  experience  of  reading here, however, while  one
of  variety -  contributions from literary scholars, art  historians  and historians
introduce  a  range  of  evidence  and  method  -  is  also  of a  pleasing coherence.
The  attentive  reader  will  emerge  stimulated  to a  very clear understanding of the
feminist medievalist project, which  may explain  why since  its publication the
volume  is  already finding its  place  as a  standard inclusion  on  student  reading
lists. Most  of the essays, written by established  scholars  in the  field, achieve
much  in a small  space, moving beyond  their  particular  examples to  approach
larger paradigms.  It is not  possible  here to do justice to  all; the  following seeks
to  illustrate  how the  volume  achieves  both range  and  ideological convergence.

Jocelyn  Wogan-Browne’s  essay ‘Powers of  Record, Powers  of Example:
Hagiography and  Women’s  History’ moves  away fromlooking at how
hagiography inspired individuals  like  Margery Kempe  to its role in  defining
female communities.  She seeks to recontextualise texts like the  Anmne Riw/e
and the Katherine  Group, with their  critical  legacy of  ‘nationalising English
history’, by setting them  alongside  the less  well-known Anglo-Norman
collection  of saints  lives  in  British Library MS  Additional 70513, owned  as
mealtime  reading by the  Augustinian  canonesses at  Campsey in  Suffolk. This
rare  anthology of  medieval female  authorship, produced under  the  patronage
of  Isabella  de  Warenne, gives  access to  communities  of  female  authors and
readers, testifying to the overlap between  lay and  religious  women’s  reading.
While conclusions about  the  particular inscrutability of female  readers  are
arguably differences  of degree rather than of kind, this essay convincingly
demonstrates that, ‘communities  are  indissociable from  the recorded  existence

of the solitaries  whom  they support, and  traces  of the  communities, textual and
historical, of the Katherine Group and  Am‘rme  Wim remain in these  works, for
all their  presentation  of  solitary reading selves’.  Moreover MS  Additional
70513, by acting as an expression of collective  interest, in for  example,
topography, religious life, court and  court  styles, baronial  families  and
ecclesiastical politics, enables  the  construction  of the  history of  ‘women’s
collecdvities and  collectively arrived-at  history’.

Also looking at  devotional practice, Pamela Sheingom’s  divertingly
illustrated ”The  Wise Mother”:  The Image of St  Anne Teaching the  Virgin
Mary’ uses the  development  of  this single devotional image  and variations in its
iconography as a case  study. From  it she  concludes  that  what  was written
reinforced  for literate  women  their  subservient position, while  at the  same time
literacy fostered  criticism  and  commentary as, most  notably, in the case of
Christine  de Pizan. '

Considering other  dimensions  of  female life, Felicity Riddy, in  ‘Looking
Closely: Authority and Intimacy in the Late  Medieval Urban Home’ draws  on
sociological  research  into contemporary housing to consider  women’s place  in
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the medieval home, and to question the view  that  intimacy is  a marker  of
modernity. Drawing on texts  like  The  Book  of Vice: and  Virtue:  she defines
medieval ‘homeliness’, where home is the ‘locus of  care’ in which the  ‘everyday
body’ is  ‘needy, vulnerable, hungry, growing up and growing old, and endlessly
leaky’.  Homeliness  also, therefore, defines  a  point  where  boundaries are
breached or dissolved, where in particular the proverbial (patriarchal) literary
stereotype  of the nagging bossy wife can be  reread  as  ‘the  product of the
egalitarian discourses of intimacy within  the bourgeois  home’. And  Sarah  Rees-
]ones  discusses ‘\Vomen’s  Influence on the  Design  of Urban Homes’ in the
context  of  work  by Riddy and  others that suggests that  the home was  a  place
where normative  gender  identities  were challenged. She  reviews  the
relationship between home and work  spaces for men and women, at  patterns
of home-ownership and occupation by women, concluding also that  the
development of the medieval urban home  constructed  new understandings of
gender identity.

These represent samples only of  what  the volume holds. The editors place
it ideologically within  a  continuum  that  begins with the workof Ortner,
Rosaldo and Lamphere in the 19705, later influenced  by post-structuralism,
particularly Foucault’s work on power and  Butler’s  on gender.  They choose
themselves to highlight Dyan  Elliott’s  witty essay ‘Women  and Confession:
From Empowerment to  Pathology’ as illustrating aptly the post-structuralist
emphasis on how the dominant (male) discourse  in the public sphere is
intemalised by the female who becomes implicit in her own oppression. Elliott
discusses how the emphasis on confession following Lateran  IV empowered
opportunist women who posed as notable penitents and mystics with the
corroboration of co-conspiring attendant priests. But  just  as some women
became prominent as zealous penitents, problems were  created  for pious
women who had scruples about submitting to the levels of intimacy that  were
created  between confessor and penitent. The over-scrupulous confession
became the  subject of  texts  for priests which stigmatized over-scrupulosity,
such  that fearfulness  of  conscience  came to be  connected  by some  authors
with the flawed, bleeding female body, and led directly to Wycliffite and

Hussite rejection of auricular confession. For medieval women, Elliott argues,
the penitent—confessor relationship was unsafe, for ‘medieval confessions  were
not  “spontaneous” self-disclosures in the modern sense of the word.  Rather
they were sponsored or elicited self-disclosures  that  are shaped within  a
patriarchal  structure’.

Jo Ann McNamara’s own contribution discusses in ‘Women and Power
through  the Family Revisited’, an earlier historical period than the  other
essayists. For her the end of the  Roman  Empire was ‘not  Arcadia  nor even  a
Golden  Age, but it was  a  time when the  sexes collaborated  for good or evil
more closely than  they did in the millennium  that  followed’. She concludes, ‘1
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hope  that  the feminist movements of our own day may be pointing the way to
a  newer and better partnership’. Thus she gives expression to the fundamental
radicalism which not only provides  the mainspring of  most  of the essays in the
volume, but also, probably, accounts  for its own power.

PANELA  KING

BRITAIN  AND  IRELAND  1050-1530:  Economy and  Society. Richard
Brimell.  2004.  Oxford University Press, Oxford; £19.99. ISBN 0-19-873145-0

By any standard, this book  is an impressive achievement. It is the work of  a
mature scholar who, over his lifetime, has  read  and digested  a monumental
amount of primary and secondary literature, who has engaged with  a  wide
range  of socio-economic  debates, and who has himself  made a  major  contri-

.  bution to our present understanding of the  commercialization  of the medieval
economy.  This  volume is one of a five-part  series  on the economic and social
history of Britain, two of which (this one included) treat also of  Ireland, at least
to judge by their titles.  The inclusion of Ireland is in conformity with  a rela-
tively recent trend in the writing of the political history of the medieval and
early modern periods and it adds  immeasurably both  to our understanding of
the  past  and to the insightfulness of scholars who  approach  the  past  in  that
way.

This methodology also poses problems, for the  Irish  evidence is less
plentiful than that for England. The same is broadly true, of course, of the

sources for Scottish and Welsh socio-economic history. Yet  a  crude north-
west/south-east division of the  archipelago  as a whole is  less  than  adequate.
England has its own highland and lowland division, together  with the  three-
fold distinction developed earlier by Gray and  refined  in particular by Roberts
and Wrathmell in  their  Region and  Place  (2002).  Most  of the evidence cited by
Bn'tnell in  relation  to Scotland  comesfromthe lowland zone  north  and  south
of the Firth of  Forth, while that for Wales tends to apply to the  north  and the
south of  that  country. The  physiographical  composidon of Ireland is even
more  complex, but  a  useful  index  is the uneven  pattern  of medieval  urbaniza-
tion, which  covered  only about twenty per cent of the  entire  island at the
height of the English colony r.  1270.  In pracfice, most  of Britnell’s Irish
material, both  rural and urban, relates  to  that  same limited  proportion  of
‘Britain’s other  island’. The author has made an honest attempt at  ‘holding
back  on English detail and using information from elsewhere  generously’.  This
generosity of spirit is one of the  book’s most  admirable and rewarding
qualities.

The  structure  adopted by Britnell  needs td be understood in advance, for it
introduces  refinements  to the ways in which one might  read  his work and
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absorb  its  subject matter. There are fourpreliminary chapters and one  con-
cluding one.  The  bulk  of the  book  is  divided into  two  equal halves  by the
chronological marker 4'. 1300.  In  broad  terms, the  high Middle  Ages and the
late  Middle Ages  are  given precisely the same  treatment, in that the ten chap-
ters making up each  part have identical  titles and  occur  in the  same  order.
After an initial survey of  Britain  and  Ireland  in the later  eleventh  century and in
the  early fourteenth century respectively, there  follow chapters  dealing with

merchants and their  trade; towns, industry, and local  trade; rural  settlement  and

society; arable husbandry; pasture  husbandry; lords  and  tenants; government;

procedural routines  and the  uses  of  literacy; and  finally stability and  crisis. This
means  that the  book  can be read  both diachronically and  synchronically.  To
take an  example, chapters ten and twenty are  devoted  to  pastoral husbandry, a
topic of  great importance everywhere, but one that  tends  to be  overshadowed
in more  conventional syntheses  by the  detailed English evidence  for arable
husbandry. Reading Britnell, one can see  more clearly that pastoral  farming
expanded  significantly in the  high Middle Ages, despite  a  simultaneous  increase
in the proportion of  land under cultivation. Commercialization  of local
economies  was the  driving force, so that by c.  1300  the  commercial  develop-
ment  of  livestock farming, especially sheep farming, was  more  advanced  than
that of  grain farming.  One of the  commensurate  results of this  process  was to
place more  economic responsibility in the  hands  of  women, who  washed  and
sheared  sheep and  marketed dairy produce.  Britnell’s treatment of  this topic
runsseamlessly along the centuries.

The preliminary chapters  are  important  in that  they inform  all  that follows.
Three of  them deal with economic constraints  in relation to material  resources,

culture, and  power respectively, while  the fourth is  entitled  ‘contours of  devel—
opment’.  The constraints  include  low  inputs  of  energy by modern  standards;
lack  of choice as to  which grains would grow  best in any particular district; the
predominance  of pastoral  farming in the north and  west; the  location  of the
largest towns  on or  near  the  coast, so as to  minimize transport  costs; and the
weather, on  which  a large  share  of  output depended, thus causing volatility of
price movements. Among the cultural constraints  were  the  amount  of  land

allocated  to churches and  religious  houses; the  economic power wielded  by
elite families (including royalty); and the role of  custom in influencing the  out-
put of  goods  and services.  Even  so, Britnell estimates that t'.  1300, in the era of

high  farming in  England  and  parts  of Ireland, less than twenty-five  per  cent  of
total output  was  directly controlled  by landlords. Constraints built around  the
exercise of  power  centre on the  question  of lordship at  every social level.  Here
an  interesting point is that, in  poorly endowed  terrain, lordship depended more
on  forcible control  of territory, so that by the early sixteenth  century the  most
despotic landlords, equipped with private armies,  remained in the  north  and
west  (i.e.  much  of  Ireland  and  Scotland).
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Throughout  the  volume, chapters are  provided with endnotes  and  individ-
ual  bibliographies.  The  chapters  on procedural  routines  and literacy have in
addition  a  list  of  primary sources for  economic  and  social  history in  Modern
English  (calendared or  translated).  There is  also  a  useful glossary of  technical
terms, for the author has  done  his best to make a  sophisticated  analysis acces-
sible  to  undergraduates  and the  informed  lay reader.  There  are  numerous
graphs  and  tables, standardized fromtheir  original sources  and provided  with
interpretative captions.  Britnell tackles the  most  controversial topics, such  as
population levels  and  movements, head-on with admirable candour.  The result
is  a compelling survey across time  and  space, fromwhich  one  emerges with  a
deep sense  of  wonderment  at the  collective achievement  of  a multiplicity of
scholars in Britain and  Ireland, not  excluding the  author himself.  No  book  is
ultimately definitive, for scholarship will continue  to  evolve, but  this  book  is
the  definitive statement  of our  times about  those  more distant times.

H.B. CLARKE

AN AGE OF TRANSITION: Economy, Society in England in the Late
Middle Ages. Christopher  Dyer.  2005.  Clarendon  Press, Oxford, £35.

ISBN  0-19-822166-5

In  this  book, an  expanded  version of the  Ford  lectures that  were given  in  2001,
Professor Dyer looks  at the  period  of the late  middle ages fromthe  point  of
view  of  both  continuity and  change. Thus  he  stresses  that  a  number  of
characteristics of the  economy such as the  spread  of  a commercial  mentality
and a  network  of markets and  towns  can be  traced  back to the thirteenth
century. None  the  less  significant  developments  did occur  after  1350.  The
lower ranksof  society had  more money to  spend  and  were  eager to  imitate  the
lifestyle of their betters, including the  adoption  of  short, close-fitting clothes,
and the  construction  of  two-storey houses.  Not  only was more meat eaten and
more ale drank, but  some better-off  peasants  demanded  linen  towels  and
pewter  plates, and  perhaps  a few  silver  spoons. The increase in  consumption
per  head then stimulated  the  whole economy.

Another  significant development  was the rise of  substantial tenants, who
leased the  dcmesne  and  occupied  the  role  in production that had  previously
been occupied  by lords. Moreover  some  of the more  enterprising farmers
adopted practices  that  were quite different from those  of their magnate
forbears: they personally supervised  their estates; paid  a great  deal  of  attention
to  investment  and profit, and  were prepared  to  specialise  in one  aspect  of
husbandry such  as  keeping livestock. Above  all  they were fast and  foremost
concerned  with  the  market. These  entrepreneurs, according to  Dyer, ‘came
mostly fromlower class origins’ (p.195) and  were primarily peasants, with  little
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prior experience beyond running a  holding of  thirty acres. Yet this description,
while substantially accurate for the early fifteenth century, no  longer reflects
the  situation sixty years  later in  those  parts of the  country where  the modest
husbandmen had been  replaced  as lessees by wealthy yeomen and  a  few lesser
gentry.  It was from this group, as Dyer himself  later recognises  (p. 245), that
the  most  enterprising of the farmers came. Their experience, and  their  lifestyle,
although  quite different fromthat  of the  aristocracy, also  set them apart from
those  normally thought  of as the lower  orders.

Overall the picture  that  Dyer  paints  of  this period  is very positive. To
counter  the evidence of  court-rolls that customary tenants were  allowing
buildings fall into ruins, Dyer turns to the evidence of wills, which show that
tenants were engaging in new building and were in  fact  maintaining old ones,
albeit buildings  that  they needed as distinct fromthose that their lords  wished
to  keep.  Will-makers, moreover, were  very supportive of their  local
communities, making bequests to the  poor, the upkeep on roads and bridges
and  their  parish  church.  In addition investment was  taking place on all sides, as
Clothiers  bought sheep pastures and sheep flocks  and established fulling mills,
tentet  yards and dye houses and  peasants invested in livestock and building.
Yet not everyone was  successful. This  reviewer would  have  liked to learn  more
about  the lives of those who found it  hard  to cope with the strains imposed by
this  new, market-oriented  society: for example, the  artisan  who  could  not find
work in the winter, the small-holder whose land was gobbled up by a  new
‘engrosser’ and the agricultural labourer whose  wages  did not  keep pace with
inflation  and who suffered at times of bad  harvests.

This  is  a  very important  book, touching on  many aspects of society from
local government to the emergence of  private, domestic  space. Historians with

a detailed  knowledge of  a particular area  may disagree  with some of his
conclusions, but no one will'be able to ignore his general  framework  when
discussing developments in the later middle ages. _

MAVIS MATE
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Notices of  Books  and  Articles

The following list  consists  of  recent  books and  articles, mainly published in the
last twelvé months, although earlier publications may be  included.  The appear-
ance  of an item does not preclude its subsequent  review.

BOOKS

Priscilla  Heath  Barnum, editor, Dim and  Pam); volume 2, Early English  Text
Society, Original  Series  323, 2004, Oxford Univexsity Press, £65 to non-members
of the EETS. ISBN  0-19-722326-5

Volume 1  (in  2  parts) of the  text  came out as Original Series 275, 280  (1976,
1980). The illuminating introduction, notes  and apparatus are in  volume  2.  A
literate  and rich  layman  disputes with his trainer, a  poor  man of  learning on topics
structured  by the Ten Commandments. The author, a  well-known  maker  of
sermons  and probably a  Franciscan, is hostile to lax  clergy and in favour of  a
harmonious middle way in religion and life.  Written after 1402  at  a  time when an
English  translation of the Bible was forbidden and preaching restricted.

Linda Clark, editor, Pam/1mm! and  Peopk:  Parliament  in the  Middle Agex.  2004
Parliamentary History. Edinburgh University Press for the  Parliamentary History
Yearbook Trust, £16.99  . ISBN  0-7486-1975-5

Articles  include  several  on pre-1422 parliamentary matters  and  Anne  Curry,
‘  “A game of two halves”: parliament  1422—54’; SJ. Payling, ‘The  rise of  lawyers  in
the Lower House, 1395-1536’; Hannes Kleineke, ‘The  practice of  parliamentary
borough elections in Devon and Cornwall in the fifteenth century’; and  Matthew
Davies, ‘Lobbying parliament: the London companies in the fifteenth  century’.

john Lydgate, T/Je Izfi of S I  Edmund King and Mary/r.  Introduction A.S.G.  Edwards.
2005.  British  Library, London, £50. ISBN  0-7123-4871-9

A handsome facsimile of  this  beautifully decorated manuscript of Lydgate’s
poem which was  presented  to Henry VI. With  a  helpful introduction.

Peter  Meadows and Nigel  Ramsay, A  Hz'Itogy of Eb!  Catfiedml. 2003.  Boydell Press,
Woodbtidge, £  29.95. ISBN 0851159451

Includes  chapters  on late medieval developments, the  reconstruction  of
monastic buildings, the medieval town and priory, and the intellectual pursuits of
the monks, music, and liturgy, as well as the archives.
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Stephen H.A. Shepherd, editor, Turpine: Stay.  A Middle  Eng/it}; tramhtz'on of the
Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle. 2004.  Early English  Text  Society, Original  Series  322.
OxfordUniversity Press, £50 to non-members of EETS.  ISBN  0-19-722325—7

Part of a  manuscript containing a  polychronicon  and other  chronicles
commissioned  before 1460. It  contains  the  arms  of  Thomas Mill  the  younger  of
Harescombe, Gloucestershire  (1400-60); and  biographies  are  supplied  for him
and his two  sons, Hugh, a rebel against  Edward  IV in 1468, and his heir, William,

who was  killed  at  Towton  and  attainted.  The  Mills were  hostile to the  Berkeleys
and  employed  by the  Talbots; the  manuscript, however, contains  much  Trevisa
material. With  the  usual apparatus expected  of an  EE'IS edition.

ARTICLES

Nicholas R.  Amor, Merchant adventure: or  jack  of all trades? The  Suffolk
clothier in the 14605’, Sujb/k  Imtitute  qrc/Jaeo/og and Hiring, volume  40, part 4,
2004, pages  414-36.

This  covers the period of  John Spring II, using the  aulnage  accounts of the
14605  and the meagre  will evidence. Most  Clothiers came fromthe heartland,
with thirty-seven towns  and villages  involved; the  hundred  of  Babergh
(Lavenham  and  Sudbury, etc) and  Hadleigh being the  conspicuous centres.
Most workers  were in cloth-making part-time, but one in  three  of the  popula-
tion were involved.  The trade was  progressively controlled  by fewer men.
Tables and  lists. '

John Ashdown-Hill, ‘The  Bosworth crucifix’, Tmmactiam  of the Divestm/Jim
Archaeological and Histoyl sway, volume  78, 2004, pages  83-95.

Explores the  provenance  and  transmission  of  this  gilt bronze crucifix, and
the  subsequent  debates concerning it. It was  reputedly found  in 1778 on the
site  of the battle, but  possibly near  Husbands Bosworth.

E]. Baker  and]. Gettitsen, ‘Collecting ships  from  Holland  and  Zeeland:  a
Caxton letter discovered’, The Ubragy, 7th  series, volume  5, number  1, March
2004, pages, 3—11, and FJ. Bakker, ‘Het  bijeenbtengen  van een  vrachtvloot  in
Holland  en  Zeeland’, Tydrcbnft uoor  Zeegmbiedenix, volume 24, 2005, pages  3-20.

The first of these two  articles prints  and discusses a (non-autograph) letter
of  William  Caxton, now in the  archives  at  Hoom, reporting on the  ships  he
was commissioned to collect in  Holland  for the  French expedition  of  Edward
IV. This particular letter confirmsthat the  ships  at  Hoom,, Enkhuizen, Edam
and Volendam were too  small  for the  job.  The  second  article is a more  detailed
(and  better  informed) discussion  of Edward’s  preparations  as far as they
affected the Dutch  towns, explaining the  conditions  on  which  the ships were
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hired, the  problems  and  complications  that  Caxton  and his  Dutch  and  Flemish
colleagues  faced  and how the intervention of the  duke  of Burgundy and his
Council  of  Holland  were  needed  to ensure  some  degree of  success. Concludes
that there was little enthusiasm in  Holland  and explains why. An  appendix  lists
the number and  kind  of  ships  the  towns  had in 1477. Both  articles  illustrate the
letter.

Barret  L.  Beer, ‘English history abridged: John  Stow’s  shorter  chronicles  and
popular history’, Albion, volume  36, number 1, Spring 2004, pages 12-27.

Stow’s  choices  and preferences.  Among matters  discussed  is his gradual
change  from  a  hostile  stance on Richard III  (based  on  Grafton) to a less
judgmental  account.

Kristen  M. Burkholder, ”Threads bated: dress and  textiles  in  late medieval English
wills’, Medieval Cbthing and  Twikx, volume  1, 2005, pages  133-53.

An  analysis  of  bequests  of clothing and domestic textiles  found  in Prerogative
Court  of  Canterbury and Husting Court wills 1327-1485, by social  groups, sex
and  occupation. Some  anecdotal  details  and several  tables.

Lisa H. Cooper, ‘Urban  utterances: merchants, artisans, and the  alphat  in
Caxton’ 5  Dialogue:  in Fnem'l) and Eng/2'1”, New  Medieval  Utemtm‘ex, volume  7,
2005, pages 127- 61.

Considers Caxton’s language  manual  as  evidence  of the social  life  of
merchants, presenting among other  things  a somewhat  nostalgic picture  of
their  life  in the market place, their  attitude  to the artisan  class  and the  closeness
of  England  and the continent.

Benjamin Daw, ‘English knighthood  in  decline  in the last years of the hundred
Years  War, 1435-53’, Bulktin  of the 10/111 tndr  Uniuenigl  my qf‘Manc/Jexter;
volume  83, number 3, Autumn  2001, pages 201-20. .

Finds  the numbers of  knights  falling and the  opportunities  for  their  creation
few. Includes  an appendix of knights  created  at the  coronation  of  Margaret  of
Anion.

Heather  Edwards, ‘The saint  of  Middleham  and Giggleswick’, Yorhrhire
Ambaeo/agim/joumal, volume 76, 2004, pages  135-44.

Argues that St Alkeda did exist and  probably lived  a religious  life  in  seventh
or eighth-century Northumbria.  Her reputed  tomb  was  still  at  Middleham  in
1553.  Rict  of  Gloucester  presented a document on her  feast  (5  November) to
the  dean  and  chapter  of  Middleham College. Lists  64 Anglo-Saxon  female  saints
known to have  existed  and also those reputed  saints  who probably never  existed.
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Kathrin Giogoli andjohn  Block  Friedman, ‘Robinet  Testard, court illuminatet:
his manuscripts and his  debts  to the  graphic  arts’, journal  aft/1e  Eary'Baok
.S’oa'ey, volume  8, 2005, pages  143-213.

The  life  and  work  of the  French illuminator, who worked for Charles of
Orleans  and his  wife  and  Francis I  of  France between  t. 1471 and  1531.  Shows
how he  used a  large  assortment  of  woodcuts  and  engravings  by Netherlandish-
German and Italian  artists, and makes particular reference to the  Philadelphia

Free Library cuttings froma  breviary of 1475 to 1484, and the  so—called
Mantegna tarot  cards.

Philippa Hardman, ‘ “This litel child, his  litel  book”:  narratives  for  children  in
late-fifteenth-century England’, journal  oftbe  Bad}:  Book.  Soniey, volume  7, 2004,
pages  51-66.

Asks  various questions.  Were there narrative texts for  children specifically?
Were  children’s  books  really small? Were prose  texts thought  preferable  to
verse  ones? Looks  at  some short verse  romances and  decides  among other
things  that  little  books  for  little children  ‘were  victims  of their own  success’.

Michael  Hicks, ‘Crowland's world:  21 Westminster  view  of the  Yorkist  Age’,
Hiring, volume  90, number 298, April  2005, pages 172-90.

Concludes  that the author of the  so-called Second Crowland Continuation
was a  civil  servant  stationed  at  Westminster  and that his text offers insights to
his  world. Evidence includes  the use of  words  and phrases, such as the  verb
uem'm (to  come) which indicates  that the author was in the  place  to  which
people  or  news  uem't  (came), that he was ‘on the  receiving end’.  A  list  of
‘categories’ of the author’s information, ‘eye-witness  accounts’, is  given  at the
end.

Robert]. Meyer-Lee, ‘Laureates and  beggars  in  fifteenth-century English poetry:
the  case of  George  Ashby’, Spam/um, volume  79, number 3, July 2004, pages  688-
726.

Promotes Ashby, one of  Queen  Margaret’s Signet  clerks (in  Fleet prison  by
September  1471) as deserving more  attention; gives his career in  detail  as the last
Lancastrian  poet.  The  strong political agenda of the poetry is emphasised, and the
Active  Policy is  allotted  to the 14605, with Edward  of Lancaster as  dedicatee  and
Margaret  of Anjou as  possible commissioner.  The  concepts of the laureate and
the beggar  poet  and how  they illuminate  Ashby’s  career and work are  discussed;
and the  influence  of Hoccleve on  several Ashby compositions is  argued.

D.M.  Palliser, ‘Royal mausolea in the  long fourteenth  century (1272—1422)’,
Fourteenth Centugl  Eng/and  III, edited  W.M.  Ormrod, Boydell  and  Brewer  2004,
pages  1-16.
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Analyses  why Westminster Abbey took over fromFontevraud  and  gives

Edward  I  the real credit for  turning it  into  a  royal  mausoleum  following Castilian
and  Sicilian precedents.  The author  gives  reasons for  Henry IV’s  choice  of
Canterbury and  cements  on Henry VI’s  plans despite  his  finishing date.

Nigel Ramsay, ‘  “The  manuscripts  flew about  like  butterflies": the  break-up of
English libraries  in the  sixteenth century’, in Lost libraries. The Demudion  of Great
Collection: :z'm'e Antiquiy, edited James Raven, Palgrave Macmillian  2004, pagelS-
44.

Inevitably mainly concerned  with monastic  collections, the  author makes
much  use of the  reports  by Leland and Henry VIII’s  commissioners (books  do
not  feature  in the  records  of the  disposal  of  monastic  assets as  books  had no
monetary value  for  Henry). Points  out how the reformed  religion  and  printing
rendered liturgical  books  and  manuscripts  ‘useless’ and estimates the  effect  on
university collections; the author  concludes with  the  great  new  collections made
by such as  Matthew  Parker.

Colin Richmond, ‘New  light  on  William Pykenham?’ Sujblk  Imtitute  of An'lJaeo/og
and ,Hirtogl, volume  40, part  4, 2004, pages 437-42.

Pykenham  was  rector  of  Hadleigh  for  twenty-seven  years, among other
honours; he built a  ’palace’ there of  which only the  gatehouse  survives. It is
suggested  that this man, who  might have received  a  bishopric from  Richard III if
the king had  lived, died  at  Hadleigh  and that his  tomb remains  there as an Easter
Sepulchxe. His origin as  William  ‘Pye’, son of a customary tenant of Tottenham,
Middlesex, is  traced  as  well  as his other  more  prestigious  relatives.

Daniel  E. Thiery, ‘Plowshares and  swords:  clerical involvement  in  acts of  violence
and peacemaking in late  medieval England, c.  1400-1536’, Albion, volume  36,
number  2, Summer  2004, pages 201-22.

The  author uses sermon  literature and actual  cases  to  determine

contemporary expectations and the  facts  of the  relationship between  padsh
priests  and their flocks, and  household  chaplains and their patrons. Both their
class  and  gender  encouraged clerics to take up arms; religious  duties  and the
respect  of the  laiety were seriously affected  by clerical indulgence  in violence or
argument.  The relative  paucity of  cases is  considered  to reflect a general
conformity to the church’srules.

Tim Thornton, ‘The  battle  of  Sandeford: Henry Tudor’s understanding of the
meaning of  Bosworth Field’, HiItotical Kmart/2, volume  78, number 201,

August 2005, pages  436-442.
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Argues  that  the name Sandeford was given because of  a  prophecy (asso—
ciated  with Thomas of Erceldoun) that predicted'a terrible  battle of  that  name
(sondyford), and  that  Henry Tudor knew of this and  used  it consciously.

Daniel Wakelin, William  \Vomestet writes a  history of his reading’, New
Medieval Literal/4m, volume 7, 2005, pages  53-71.

Short  discussion of the  contribution  of Worcester’s notebooks  — his fasci-

nating though not unique  records  of what he  read  — his  marginalia  and ex  libn':
inscriptions to the ‘history of reading’ and to  a history of his own reading.
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Notes on Contributors

Rowena  E.  Arc/Jar  did a thesis on the  Mowbray dukes of  Norfolk.  She is
researching the  life  of Alice Chaucer and is currently a lecturer at Brasenose
and Christ ChurchColleges, Oxford.

John  Asbdown-Hill.  Specialist  interest:  Eleanor  Talbot (Lady Butler).  Currently
cataloguing medieval seals  in Colchester  Castle  Museum and  researching late
medieval Colchester.

Matt/Jew Bennett  lectures  at The  Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, has  recently
examined  the  origins  of  chivalry and  military professionalism (Brill  2003) and is
writing a book  on the  medieval knight.

julia  .Bqfl‘g: is Professor of  Medieval Studies  and  head  of the  School  of  English
and  Drama  at  Queen Mary, University of  London.

Gilbert  Bogner is an  Assistant Professorof  History at  Saint  Vincent  College  in
Latrobe, Pennsylvania, where  he teaches  a  variety of  courses  on  medieval

history and Western  civilization.

Jim  Bolton  is a Professorial Research  Fellow  in the  History Department  at
Queen Mary, University of  London.  He is  currently directing a  research  project
on the Borromei  banks  in  London  and  Bruges  in the  1430s.

Andrew  Bmum  is author of  Chum/J and .S'oa'eg: in  England, Basingstoke  2003, and
of articles on  civic  ceremony in late  medieval Btuges.

Howard  Clarke  retired recently as  Associate Professor  of Medieval Socio-
Economic History at University College Dublin.  He continues to work on
various projects  and as secretary to the  Royal Irish Academy.

Wendy EJ.  Collier  read  Medieval English  at  Sheffield  University, taught at
Sheffield  and Manchester  (now retired) and has  published  on the ‘tremulous’
Worcester scribe, the  subject of her PhD  thesis.

Margan't Comm/[y was  Senior  Lecturer in  English, University College Cork.Now
an  independent  scholar and a  general editor  of  Middle English  Texts, her
interests include Middle English  devotional literature, textual  critcism, and
book history.
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Anne Crawford is  currently archivist  to  Wells  Cathedral. She is the editor of
utter:  of the Queen: offing/and, 7100-1547 and her  study of the Yorkist  dynasty ls
due out in  2006.

Diana  Dmm is Senior Lecturer in  History at Chester University. She  teaches late
medieval political  and social  history and has  published  a  number  of articles on
Margaret  of  Anjou.

Heather  Fall/g! is a member of the Society’s Research  Committee  and  tutors  the
Paleography-by-Post  course.  She ls currently studying part-time for a PhD at
the  University of Warwick. .

jem'm  Fireman  gained  her PhD on the administration of fifteenth-century
Middlesex at  Royal Holloway, London.  She is  presently Associate London
Researcher  for the Records of  Early English  Drama.

jam” A. Gal/011191 is a Senior  Research Fellow  of the  Institute  of Historical
Research. His  principal  research and  publications  focus upon London’s  role in
the economy of medieval  England.

Moira Habbeg'am is a member of the Research  Committee  of the  Society and
Secretary of the Yorkshire  Branch.

Mic/me! jone:  Emeritus Professor  of  Medieval French History, University of
Nottingham.  His  works include  a  translation  of  Philippe  de  Commynes’s
Memoir:  and an edition of the  Ultm, Order:  and  Marten  of Befimnd  du  Gum/in
7357-1380  (2004).

Pamela  M.  King left  St Martin’s College, Lancaster, in September  2005  to take
up the new interdisciplinary Chair  in  Medieval  Studies at the  University of
Bristol. Her  main  interest is  medieval  drama.

Harmer Kleineke is a Senior Research  Fellow  at the  History of  Parliament.  He is
the  editor, with  Stephanie  Hovland, of The  Estate  and  Homebald  Account: of
William  Won/91, Dean  of 5'!  Paul  .I', 1479- 99, Richard III and Yorkist  History
Trust  2004.

Cam! M.  Meale i:  a  Senior  Research Fellow, University of  Bristol.  She is editor of  Women
and Literature in  Britain 1150-1500 (2“d ed. Cambxidge 1996) and has written articles  on
Malory, romance and  medieval women.
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Maui:  Mate  Is an  emerita  professor of the University of Oregon. She has  written
extgnsively on the economy and society of  late  medieval England and
published two  books dealing with women.

Wen4y Moor/Jen joined the Society in 1987 and is  Chairperson  of the  Thames
Valley Branch. Elected  Research  Officer of the  Society in 2001.  Currently re-
searching the life ofjames Tyrell.

Arm  Efien/Jo/m Nit/10k, author  of  Swab/e Sign:  and The Bari); A11 of Noy’alk, an
index of  parochial  art, is currently preparing a  pictorial  index  of Cambridge
College manuscripts.

5.]. qling worksfor the History of Parliament Trust.

Lynda  Pidgeon. MA Medieval Studies Reading University 2005.  Due to
commence MPhil/PhD at Southampton using the Wydevile famly in  a  case
study for social mobility in the fifteenth  century.

A. ].  Pollard  is the  author  of  several  works on  fifteenth-century England. His
most  recent book is  Imagining Robin  Hood:  t/Je  late-medieval :toriex in  bixtorim/
context.  He is currently working on  a  study of  Warwick  the Kingmaker.

Marga”!  Stat/Jam was an archivist at the Bury St Edmunds Record Office. She
has written several  books  about  the town, and is now  working on the
Candlemas Guild which administered the  town’s  charities  before 1547.

C/m'm'arz Steer  is  a  PhD student at Royal Holloway University, of London pre-
paring a  thesis on ‘Funerary Monuments in Medieval London’.

jane  Trump graduated in history at  York  University in 1981, studying under
Professor Barrie Dobson. She is currently working on some original research
on  Thomas  Grey, Marquess  of  Dorset.

Livia  VimraFmb:  is writing a  book onjean de  Wavrin’s historical  work.
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Instructions  to  Contributors  tov‘the Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the aims of the Society.
These  may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good  contrast)
or by line drawings. All contributions, including letters, must  be typewritten,
with double spacing and  adequate  margins, on one side of the  paper  only.
Permission  must  be obtained for the use of copyright  material, but this is not
usually necessary for  short  quotes.  References  and  notes  must  be given in one
sequence at the end of the  article. Details  need not be given in full for second
and subsequent freferences to the same  source. They must take  the formof the
following examples:

R.  Horrox  and P.W. Hammond  eds., Britir/J Libragy Marzmmpt 433, 4  vols.,
Upminster and London  1979-83, vol. 1, pp.  45-46.

Daniel Williams, ‘The  hastily drawn up will of William Catesby Esquire, 25
August  1485’, Uimtm/Jim  Ambaeologim/ and  Hirtorica/ Sadeg:  Tramattiom, vol. 51,
(1975-6)0, p. 48.

Anyone  interested  in taking display advertisement  space  -  full, half or
quarter  page  -— should contact the Editor.

Contributions for the  2006  issue of the  Ricardian  should be sent to Dr
Anne F.  Sutton, 44 Guildhall Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk  IP33  IQF.
Further advice on  presentation  may be obtained  from  the Editor. '

Ricardz'an  Indexes

Comprehensive  author  and  subject indexes  to  articles, notes and reviews in
all issues of The  Rimrdian.

1979-1984, volumes  V  and VI; 1985—1987, volume  VII; 1998-1990, volume

VIII; 1991-1993, volume IX;  1994-1996, volume X;  1997-1999,  volume XI;

2000-2002, volume XII.

Each index, £2.  Price  includes  postage  and packing. Cheques payable to
the Richard III  Society.  From the  Society’s Sales  Officer,  Miss  Sally
Empson, 42 Pewsey Vale, Forest  Park, Bracknell, Berks  RG12 9YA
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